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Scientist: Titanic crew
could have been saved

An inside view of the new
Briggs & Stratton plant

right on schedule here

See story on page 2

See story on page 2

See feature on page 10
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—News In Brief
Researchers make big step toward
finding cure for the common cold
WASHINGTON (AP i — It's not a cure for the common cold, but
it could be the biggest step yet in that direction, as well as a rayof
h,ope totinding cur.es for othechaore_deadly diseasks, reseirckrs

1

saLientists said Wednesday they had mapped the threedimensional makeup of a microscopic cold-causing virus — the
first time any human virus has been completely detailed — including tiny points of vulnerability where future vaccines or
other drugs might be aimed. The composite image was produced
from data fed into a "supercomputer."
Since viral agents are to blame for many human ailments, including the deadly as well as the annoying, the new findings could
be significant in fights against diseases ranging from stuffy noses
to multiple sclerosis to leukemia and even perhaps the
mysterious AIDS virus, said the lead researcher. Purdue University Professor Michael Rossmann.
. He told a roomful of reporters that many viruses can cause
colds, meaning there may never be a one-shot, sneeze and
sniffles-preventing vaccine.
. 1"
However, he said that in light of his group's findings, "it may
be possible to find a cure for the cold that may not be along the
lines of a classic vaccine" — a drug, for example. that, instead of
attacking the virus itself, would lure it away from areas where it
might otherwise attach to- healthy cells.
Seeing.the detailed makeup of cold viruses — down to three
hundred-millionths of a centimeter — makes chances of developing effective anti-viral drugs "much more possible, absolutely."
he said.
Still. Rossmann emphasized that it would be up to others to
develop drug-counter applications for his findings, which
resulted from experiments done in collaboration with a Wisconsin group headed by Roland Roeckert and which depended heavily on high-technology machinery at Purdue and Cornell
universities.
.
As for its broader significance, theAcssek-adds up to -a good
basic piece of information," William *Allen, a virology program
officer with the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, said hi an-interview following the news conference.
Allen said Rossmann and Dr. Robert Gallo of the National
Cancer Institute were setting up another experiment aimed at
similar three-dimensional charting of leukemia-linked viruses
And he said the virus that apparently causes the deadly acquired
immune deficiency syndrome. or AIDS, could eventually be part
of that project, though success in _growing the necessary AIDS
Crystals "is-very speculative."
t..
Rossmann said the virus his group mapped. known as HRV -14.
is a 20-sided, soccer-ball-shaped structure - with a protein shell
surrounding a core of the genetic material ribonucleic acid.
The National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of
Health helped pay for the experiments, which relied on such
modern technology as Purdue's supercomputer and the Cornell
University High Energy Synchrotron Source.

Elsewhere...
lit the A*o.oeitited Prev.

JOHANNESBURG.South Africa — President P.W. Botha says
he will not allow U.S. pressure to change South Afria's approach
to racial reform, but announces he will restore citizenship to
millions of blacks consigned to nominally independent tribal
homelands.
WASHINGTON
Senate Democrats, dissatisfied with the
Steps imposed by President Reagan, will try again to force a final
vote on legislation slapping economic sanctions against the
white-ruled government of South Africa.
SAN SALVADOR,El Salvador — While security forces press,a
search for President Jose Napoleon Duarte's kidnapped
daughter, neither rebel groups nor rightist death-squads have
claimed responsibility for the abduction. The urban raid Tuesday
is described as one of the boldest since leftist guerrillas started a
war for power six years ago.
GREENBELT. Md. — A hardy secondhand satellite is gliding
unscathed through the tail of a comet, finding surprisingly little
dust in the first direct sampling of such a mysterious wanderer of
the sky.
SAN PEDRO. Calif. — A former German soldier who fled a
prisoner of war camp and lived for 40 years under an assumed
name in the United States has surrendered to immigration
authorities.
WASHINGTON — Veterans Administration hospitals will
begin billing private insurance companies, and some veterans
themselves would, have to pay for treatment for the first time.
under a proposal approved by a House committee.
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. — Police are investigating the death of an
armed parachutist whose body was found in a backyard carrying
bundles of cocaine wearing a bulletproof vest.
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Rose shatters Ty Cobb's career hit record
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Fifty-seven years to the day
after Ty Cobb played his last
game.Pete Rose lot bed a-line
drive over the shortstop to
left field and shattered Cobb's
career record of 4,191 hits.
Rose broke into tears as
coaches and players streamed onto the field to coagratulate the Cincinnati Reds
player-manager Wednesday
night following his tie-,
breaking,single in the first innink. The game against the
San Diego Padres was interrupted by about seven
minutes of celebration.

See related story, photos on page 14
:- -.Rose said the only other
time he has cried in his adult
life was when'his father died.
"I wish everyone in
baseball could go through
what I went through tonight
at first base. I'was all right
until I looked up in the air and
I saw my dad and Ty Cobb.
That took care of me," Rose
said later.
"Your reputation and
legacy are secure," President Reagan told Rose in an

-

-

on-field telephone call after
the game. "It will be a long
time before anyone is standing in the spot where you're
standing now."
It was his 95th hit of a
season highlighted from the
beginning by a day-by-day
countdown of the biggest
record chase since Henry
Aaron passed Babe Ruth in
career home runs. in 1974.
Rose stroked No. 4,192 in
the town where he was born

and played most of his 23
years in baseball. Teammates Tony P-erez and Dave
Coricepc
ho1s-tett44-year-old Rose brieK".;•.n
their shoulders.
The tie-breaker came on a
2-1 pitch off San Diego pitcher
Eric Show.
Rose also scored both of-the
Reds' runs in a 2-0 victory
over the Padres.
He added hit 4,193 in the
seventh inning when he lined
a triple to the left field corner
and later scored on a
sacrifice fly

Reagan: tax
overhaul to
benefit life
for children
TAMPA. Fla. 'AP —
dent Reagan. invoking his own
age and approaching retirement. promoted his tax overhaul
program to senior citizens today
as a -way in better the lives of
their children and
grandchildren.
If Congre4s approves his pro
gram. Reagan said, younger
Americans would keep more or
their incomes through lower
taxes, find more jobs in
healthy economy and benefit
from a rising standard of living
"Isn't that what we want for
our childred and grandchildren?" he asked.
,taff photo It

hut in Kett den

Normal School Commission
designated Murray as the site
for the new school in West
Kentucky.
— Sept. 22, 1924, when the first
building on the campus, now the
Wrather West Kentucky
Museum, was dedicated and the

Speaking to the Senior
Citizens Forum on Tax Reform.
the 74-year-old president commented. ''You and I have much
in common. We've lived out a
great part of our' lives." But,
now, he told his audience, he
needs their help in winning congressional approval for his
program.
Warning that "special interests" are fighting his proposals. Reagan said that preserving tax shelters and loopholes
now in the tax laws would
"make the rest of Us pay for the
special treatment that they and
their big -money clients
receive.'•
'If you're going to out-flank
those special interests and get
this tax reform passed, a certain
senior . citizen is going to need
your help — a fella' named
Ronald Reagan." the president

(('ont'd on page 2)

(Cont'd on page 11)

Reviewing armory plans
Members of Murray's National Guard unit were informed earlier this week that Cleaver Construction
Company of Murray was awarded the construction contract for a new armory, to be built on Kentucky
121 •
Above, looking over the plans for the new armory building are, from left, Staff Sgt. Wayne
Marshall, Sgt. 1st Class Dennis Smith, Sgt. 1st Class Mike Carden, Sgt. Randy Wood. and Sgt. Jimmie
Tubbs.
-T--

Founders. Day at Murray State
to focus on latter years of Woods
Founders' Day, a program at
Murray State University to commemorate the first 'day of
classes 62 years ago — on Sept.
24, 1923 — will focus again this
year on the presidency of the
late Dr. Ralph H. Woods.
Scheduled at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Sept.' 24, in the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum, the
oldest building on the campus.
the program was inaugurated in
1979 to honor the founders of the
university and to celebrate the
day Murray State Normal
School opened its doors to 202
students at the old Murray High
School.
Featured speaker for the program will be Dr. Ray Mofield.
professor of journalism and
radio-television, who served
four years from. 1964 to 1968 as
executive assistant to Woods. He
will highlight the latter years of
Woods' tenure from 1945 to 1968.
Martha Guier, director of the
museum and chairman of the
planing committee for
Founder's Day, said the public
is invited to attend the program
and an open house .to follow. Exhibits will be on display in the
museum galleries.
Woods, who died in 1973, served longer than any other president in the school's history. His
23 years as the fourth president
Spanned the period of Murray
State's greatests.growth in
enrollment and physical
The Founder's Day program
In 1984 was dedicated to the first
decade of Woods' presidency.,
With Dr. Forrest C. Pogue. a
1031 graduate and worldrenowned historian, as the
spease-..
Historians regard the beginn-

#

ing of classes at Murray State as
one of the key dates of its founding and early history.. Others
include:
— March 8, 1922, when Gov.
Edwin P. Morrow signned the
bill authorizing the establishment of two educational normal
schools in Kentucky.
— Sept. 1, 1922. when the State

MIBOTT i N.4 t RED — Authorities rushed to the aid of Elmus Abbott (age attni address unkOwn ),„ who
was struck b a Trans Am early today. Abbott, who was still being treated in the emergency room of the
Murras -Calloway County Hospital late this morning, was crossing Poplar Street near the 5th Street intersection when he was struck by the car, dris en bs Carol A. Wolfe. 21. of 516 South 7th Street. No farther details were available at press time.
,I.ff
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Jerr- Newton. district
manager of the Paducah office of the State Revenue
Cabinet, discusses various
aspects of the preparation of
business tax forms with the
eight area residents who •attended a Small Business Tax
Workshop held Wednesday at
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. The
workshop featured a variety
of program for those who attended the day -long
workshop, which was coordinated by Carolyn Collins.

Friday the 13th Sale

'Trifles' is proceeding
right on schedule here
It may not be "the only game
in town" but the game is the
town. "Trifles," a trivia game
customized for Murray, will
soon be sold by members and
friends of the Murray High
School band.
According to Jerry Bolls, Murray High Band Booster president, the game , is similar to
other trivia games. It is played
by 2 to 4 players testing their
knowledge of history,
geography, science, entertainment, and the arts.
"What makes this different,"
says Bolls, "is an additional
category of some 600 local questions covering Murray history,
life, and personalities."
The game moves quickly, the
Band Booster president reports,
and is easily understood by both
children and adults. "All current and former residents of
Murray wlio enjtel board games
wOsuld be delighted to receive
this as a gift," Bolls added.
Meinbers of the Murray High

School Band will begin selling
purchase- certificates for the
"Trifles" game on Monday,
September 16. The games will
arrive in early November and
can be redeemed with a purchase certificate at one of four
local businesses, to be announced later.
"Trifles" is a fund raising-project for the Murray High Band.
The games will sell for $15 in advance, and all proceeds will be
used to support the Murray High
School Band and music
program.
According to Bolls, the Board
of Education and the local
businesses and patrons who aided the project have helped to
promote excellence through
their continued support of our
young people.
Thirty-six businesses and 34
individual patrons have supported "Trifles" by purchasing
spaces on the game board, Bolls
reported.

I Celebrate With Great
Savings Storewide.
Friday & Saturday Only

take

1 3% of

Who were the cheerleaders at Murray High School in the fall of
1976? This is the sort of question which might appear in the
"Trifles" game currently being sold by the Murray High School
Band Boosters and band members. Answer: from left to right
(top row), Laurie Crass, Becky West, Elizabeth Whitmer. Middle
row, left to right, Mary Smock, Gwen Purdom. and Regina Bum pus. Bottom row, left to right, DeAnn Thornton and Donna
Hughes.

Vocational Center to offer
new Accounting I course
All items in the store. This sale includes an additional 13% off sale priced items. Does not include
catalog merchandise.

Save

40%
On

Entire Line of
Brass
Includes figurines, trays, candle sticks, vases,
and novelty items.

Sale
59.99

Only 19.99
•Ir•

Save *40 on
ladies'suits.
Ong.$100. Professionally styled
suits for career women Quality
tailored skirts and iackets with
coordinating blouses Assorted
solids and stripes

Our oatmeal tweed coordinates.
Your ChOiCet.Orn Our COOralrate
b,OuSeS SkIrtS sweater Darts
and blazer eacn one at one low once Assorted COlOrs Pr women s s,zes

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun.
12:30-5:30 p.m.

Office: 759-1400 Catalog 759-4080

The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center will begin an
Accounting I class on Monday,
September 30. The class will be
held on Monday and Thursday
evenings from 6-9 p.m. for six
weeks. There will be a $10
registration fee and books can
be purchased during the first
class night for approximately
$12.
The class consists of accounting principles and practices
and is a beginner course. Per-

sons will not need previous
classes or experience in accounting to attend the class. This
class would also make a good
refresher course.
To register, phone or visit the
Murray Vocational Center,
phone, number 753-1870 between
the hours of 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.
The class will be limited to the
first 18 people. Mrs. Judy Ingersoll will be the teacher for the
class.

Dredging bids Founders'.
to be accepted (Cont'd from page I)
met in it.
for lake work firstA classes
$1.2 million project
The Nashville District of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is
accepting bids for dredging to be
done in the Lake Barkley area in
Lyon County, Kentucky.
The work will consist of dredging the channel in the Eddy
Creek Bend area by removing
the silty, sand clay that has collected there.
Bid documents can be obtained from the Nashville District
Office, P.O. Box 1070, Room
A-604, Nashville, Tenn.
37202-1070. The bids are scheduled to be opened on Sept. 24, 1985,
at 2 p.m. at the Nashville
District Office.
For more information concerning bid specifications, please
contact Lacy Campbell at (615)
251-7276.

to
restore and renovate Wrather
Hall was completed in 1981 when
the campus landmark became a
museum to preserve and exhibit
historical pieces from
throughout the area.
Funds to construct the
building, which served as the administration building from 1924
to 1967, were provided from
$117,000 contributed by people in
Calloway County as part of the
successful local effort to have
Murray desingated as the site
for the school.
Named in honor of the late Dr.
M.O. Wrather, executive vice
president of the university at the
time of his death in 1970, the
building was listed in the National Register of Historic
Places by the U.S. Department
of Interior in July 1975.

Scientist: Titanic passengers
could have been saved in 1912
WASHINGTON (AP) — The man who led the expedition that
found the sunken liner Titanic said today he has "no doubt" the
big loss of life could have been averted if another ship. the
Californian, had moved to rescue the passengers.
Robert Ballard, chief scientist of the U.S.-French team, said
the Californian was "inside of 10 miles, perhaps as close as four
miles." when the Titanic began foundering after striking an
iceberg on April 14, 1912, and "there is no doubt it could have gone
in there and rescued those people."
The captain of the Californian, Stanley Lord, reported he was
too far from ,the doomed liner to help. Another ship, the Carpathia, did steam to the area and helped rescue about 700 of the
Titanic's survivors. More than 1,500 perished.
Ballard declined to be Specific about his evidence that the
-6eyland-liner. was nearer the-Titaritc-th au It-claim=
ed, except to say that Lord "didn't report-his positight."`
Californian's role in the disaster has been debatedjor years.
Ballard, in a press briefing at the National Geographic Society,
released new photographs of the Titanic, some showing great
detail, such as unbroken plates and wine bottles. .
The Titanic was found Sept. 1 by Ballard and other American
and French scientists aboard the U.S. Navy research vessel
Knorr. about 560 miles off Newfoundland in 13,000 feet of water.
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Animal tests aimed at stemming strokes

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Doctors perfecting artifical heart
TUCSON, Ariz. I AP ) —
Animal tests are planned using
components of the Jarvik-7 artificial heart, aimed at stemming formation of blood clots that
can cause strokes, the chief of
staff of the University Medical
Center says.
Dr. James J. Corrigan Jr., a
hematologist, said.he wants to
see "if we can prevent the formations of too many blood clots
in these artificial devices."
But Corrigan said Tuesday the
main obstacles to the tests at
this point are that "we do not
have an adequate experimental
model" to test all the
hypotheses, and finding
research money.
He said cows, which have been
used in a great deal of Jarvik-7
testing, have a different clotting
mechanism than man's. The
pig, which most closely
resembles a human in its clotting system, has a thick skin
that makes drawing blood difficult and is not easy to perform
surgery on, he added.
Corrigan said he is not aware
of his planned studies having
been conducted anywhere else
but added that little related data
has been published in medical

journals at this point.
A perception of a lack of
cooperation among the medical
teams researching with the
Jarvik-7 might be somewhat
correct, he added. "It is true in
the sense that there is hardly
any written scientific data on,
the humans," he said.
Asked whether there is competition among the groups that
have used the artificial heart,
Corrigan said, "I can't react."
Doctoto
,"1`fidegps
blood clots fqrmia "Itrthe left
side of the Jarvik-7 heart probably caused tiny mild strokes
last Thursday in Michael Drummond, the 25-year-old patient
kept alive by the device for nine
days before receiving a human
heart transplant Saturday.
Drummond remained in critical
but stable condition.
All but two of the six Jarvik-7
recipients have suffered strokes
because of blood clots. Two of
the stroke victims are William
Schroeder and Murray Haydon,
both of whom received
mechanical hearts at Humana
Hospital Audubon at Louisville,
Ky.
Schroeder's multiple strokes
temporarily paralyzed parts of

his body and left him with
speech problems. Haydon
recovered completely within 24
hours from his mild stroke, doctors said.
Dr. Jack G. Copeland, Drummond's surgeon, has attrtbuted
his strokes to faster-thananticipated blood-clotting production it)-his liver and an inadequate anti-coagulant regimen.
The medical staff is studying
data from Drummond's experientrn_all it can aboot
problems related to blood clotting in the Jarvik-7, Corrigan said, as well as about
bleeding, from which Drummond did not suffer.- "He's our
prototype case," the official
said.
Anti-coagulation has been used in each Jarvik-7 patient
because of the fear of blood clots
forming from the materials used
in the man-made heart. Several
patients have suffered from
bleeding, and one died because
of it.
Corrigan said he shares
Copeland's "confidence" that
chances of strike should be
minimized in the next Jarvik-7
recipient at the center by "using
the protocol" that Drummond
was on and "all things being
equal."
He said nothing new and unexpected had occurred with Drummond's Jarvik-7.
For the tests, he said "Jarvik
The former banker will not be material, not necessarily the
Paid in cash, but will receive whole heart," would be imcredit at the prison commissary, planted in animals.
where he can buy magazines,.
"The Jarvik is made up of
cigarktes, extra soap and foreign material. plastics and so
toothpaste and athletic equip- forth. And so we will have
ment. Witcher, 49, reported a something fashioned that will
week ago to the dormitory-style simulate" the Jarvik-7, to be
prison camp, which houses 200 made by its manufacturer,Symnon-violent prisoners.
bion, Inc., Corrigan said.
The once-powerful financier,
who served as chairman Of the.
1982 Worlds Fair in Knoxville,
Tenn., must serve at least'six
years and eight months of his
'sentence, making im eligible
for parole around
y 1992.
Inmates at
minimum
security camp wear khakicolored uniforms and live in
large dormitory rooms housing
50 prisoners. A wall separates
the low security "prison without
bars" and the maximum security part of the penitentiary

Butcher assigned KP duty in
prison for 11 cents an hour
ATLANTA ( AP) — Jake Butcher, the former bank executive
in prison for tax evasion and
bank fraud, has been assigned
kitchen duty, earning about 11
cents an hour at the U.S.
• Penitentiary in Atlanta's
minimum-security camp.
Butcher, serving a 20-year
sentence, was given no choice in
his work assignment at. the
federal prison, said spokesman
Bill Noonan. Other jobs at the
prison camp include grounds
maintenance and factory work
making canvas bags for the U.S.
Postal Service. Every, prisoner
at the camp is required to work
eight hours a day, five days a
week, Noonan said.
Butcher will be working full
time in the kitchen at chores
-from cooking, to washing pots,
to cleaning floors and tables,"
Noonan said.

Asy

"Wisdom at times is found in
folly."
— Horace.

DEAIIABBY: Too few people are
concerned about one of the world's
most serious problems: overpopulation. At least 10 years ago, the
father of six daughters wrote to ask
if there was a foolproof way for him
to get a son, and you replied,
"Adopt!"
Your one-word response was followed by a wonderful letter about a
couple who finally had a son after
four daughters. Please run it again.
That message_needs to be heard
again and again.
MAC IN MONTANA
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NORTH
•K 9 7 5
Q J 62
•8 5
+1063
WEST
EAST
•3
•8 6
A 98 7
543
•K 109 6
•J 7 4 3 2
•A Q 8 4
K 92
SOUTH
4AQJ1042
V K 10
•A Q
4J 75
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer South.
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
I
Dbl
2•
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass

Most would think it impossible to
score today's game. And for most,
it would be. They wouldn't be foolish enough to refuse a cheap
winner.
South wins his free finesse with
the diamond queen and draws
trumps. Next he knocks out West's
heart ace and it's now or never for
West. With no future in anything
else, West switches to clubs and the
defenders score a shaky down one.
What could South have done to
cloud the defense?
Opening lead: Diamond six
At trick one, he should "foolishBID WITH THE ACES
ly" win his diamond ace instead of
his queen. He draws trumps and
9-12-B
knocks out the heart ace as before. South holds
but who is the West that won't
+3
believe that East had started with
V A 98 7
* K 1096
the Q-J of diamonds?
4AQ84
Back comes the diamond nine to
-a
Eastrs presumed queen
_gnd,A910' 1riiTc•
1
—spriiiis the trap. He wins the dia- -14.4
mond queen and cashes his remaining high heart. and two club losers ANSWER: Two hearts. Nice support
and nice distribution, but still a minigo on dummy's good. hearts.
Cagey declarers have much in mum opening bid
Send bridge questions to The Aces I`
110
common with used-car-salesmen —
12363, Dallas. Texas 75225 with sell-addressed
some of them cannot be trusted.
stampled envelope for rep134
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INTO STYLE
The JCPenney Way!

Surgeons at three medical
centers — the University of
Arizona. University of Pittsburgh and University of Minnesota — have received permission recently from the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration to use
the device on a temporary basis.
Four other medical centers are
seeking similar approval.

BOBBY WOLFF

•

It's time for the JCPenney Fall Fashion Show
and you're invited to share in all the fun.
What's the forecast? The cutest little tots and
youngsters modeling cuddly playclothe,s,
school clothes, and dress clothes. The ladies
...
e.
„.warming up with great looking casual and
dress clothes. Plus, a special selectio,n ofevening wear for those very cozy nights out.

Hospital Audubon, has called
stroke a common complItration
of the procedure. He has said he
strongly suspects that blood
clots temporarily blocking the
flow of oxygen to his patient's
brains. causing stroke,
originated in or near the heart.
He plans to continue his work.
DeVries is the only surgeon
with permission to use the pump
as a permanent replacement
and has three more implants to
perform in the first phase of the
project.

THE ACES

Overpopulation Is
Problem We Can't
Seem to Outgrow

pays for their roads, schools, as
an invasion of privacy. If you
hospitals, air, water ...
feel inclined to strike up ti conYou can't be congratulated on verrO
ion with a stranger, open
being patriotic citizens, for if
wit
comment on the weather.
anything destroys the United
And if it evokes a chilly
States it will be our "growthsponse, cool it.
mania" spiral through which
this country even now gulps
over 50 percent of the world's
resources.
CONFIDENTIAL TO"KNOWLYou can't be congratulated for
EDGE IS POWER": Knowledge
carrying on the family name.
Family names mean little unless is indeed power, but to quote
one of our better legal minds,
people mean much, and your
kind of growth rate guarantees "Knowledge without understanding and sympathy is
DEAR MAC:I found the letter, that people mean less and less. nothing."(Jack E. Horsley)
Unless, of course, three of
and here it is:
.
those children ure adopted?
(Do you hate to write letters
In
that
case,
congr
atula
tions
.
Dear Helen and Bill: So you
you don't know what to say? because
ThankRick and Sue you notes, sympathy letters
finally had a boy?
. congratulations, how to decline
The only thing you can be conand
accept
•5 *
invitations and how to write
an
gratulated on is your 'peresting letter are included in interAbby's
severance.
DEAR ABBY - I use the bus to get booklet,"How_to Write Letters for All
You can't be congratulated on
Occasions." Send your name
and
your morality or unselfishness. around town.- Often a person will dress clearly printed with a checkador
money order for $2.50 and
Adding three "extra" children come along and sit beside me.
a long,
I am by nature a very friendly per- stamped (39 cents) self-address
to a world already reeling under
ed
envelope
Dear Abby, Letter Booklet.
its population load can't be called son,and I enjoy visiting with people. P.O. Boxto:38923
,
It
Holly
makes
wood.
the
Calif.
time
pass, and I have 80038.1
either moral or unselfish.
You can't be congratulated on met a lot of nice people on buses.
I usually begin the conversation
your fertility. After all,any clam,
chicken or small furry animal by asking,"How far are you going?"
Abby, you would not believe how Frdern1 'tat* Market Sen',seni* sepletri
can beat you at that.
ber 12.
1453
You can't be congratulated on many people say, "It's none of your kenturk4 Purchn.e Area hog MArket
Iteporl
In
busine
ss!"
This
hurts my feelings.
Busing station.
your fine family. A fine family is
I never thought I was out of line to Receipt.: 141. 474 .4 Inc
& i.ift. i.
one that sets an example, and
higher
fulls .teads
your example may kill us. all in a strike up a friendly conversation
1 1 2 21i4 tab II,.,
a39.50 41130,
with
a
strang
er on the bus. Why are 1%12 245l 210 lb.
few generations.
1344.744$ 444.34,
t 3 till '3541 lb.
people
so
rude?
4.49.451
31555
You can't even be congratuI S 3 4 250 2711 lb..
53*.1141 Memo
OFTEN HURT
lated on being able to afford five
270 354/
children, because you're not
53435I 31.15,
DEAR HURT: Some people
4t14.15* 32351
paying for them.Oh,you provide
;
a32.01,
their food and clothing and don't want to talk to strangers
i User 'SOO lb,
a3.1,011 37.50
shelter, but the rest ofthe world on a bus. To ask "How far are
•341nue 35.31,
500 lb..
you going?" may be construed
*25 .40-tg.bio
1144454.
22.5o,
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Some medical ethics experts
believe DeVries and Symbion
need to answer publicly what is
going wrong,if the program is to
continue.
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By Abigail Van Buren

Experts say questions about
Jarvik-7 need to be answered
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP —
Some medical ethics experts
believe questions about the high
risk of artifidial heart patients
suffering strokes need to be
answered before the experiment
Is allowed to continue.
Permission has been granted
recently to three medical
centers to implant the Jarvik-7
heart in humans. Symbion Inc.,
the Salt Lake City manufacturer
of the plastic and metal unit, has
said it believes the experiments
should continue and expand so
'more information can be
obtained.
Dr. William C. DeVries, chief
clinical investigator of the
mechanical pump, has implanted the device in four patients. Two have suffered
strokes, one suffered severe
neurological complications and
the fourth died of unrelated
causes.
Twoother Jarvik-7 recipients,
one in Arizona and one. in
Sweden, also have suffered
strokes.
DeVries, based at Humana
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Meagan Hendrix,
Julie King, and
Lee Alice Sheridan
show a sample
of the styles
you'll see.

Registersfor two
$25.00 gift
certificates to
be given away
during the show.
You must be
present to win!

When: Saturday, Sept. 14,
at 2:00 p.m.
Where: Your JCPenney Store
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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PERSPECTIVE
Leave Titanic in
its watery grave
Finding the sunken hulk of
the Titanic was big news,
demonstrating ..that people
still are fascinated by the
tragic event that took place 73
years ago.
The Titanic story has many
intriguing elements. The
world's largest moving object
— a -practically unsinkable"
vessel with posh accommodations — was racing along on
its maiden voyage from England to America, carrying
millionaires, tycoons, the
cream of society, as well as
steerage passengers. It was
sure to set a new crossing
record wherrinns of fate
stepped in.
On a calm and moonlit
night. this great liner brushed
against an iceberg. a collision
seemingly so slight it was unnoticed by most of the 2.235
passengers. But below the
waterline: a 300-foot gash was
ripped open along vessel's
starboard side. It marked the
vessel's doom. and the sinking
took the lives of 1.522.
The hulk has been found by
sophisticated sonar and camera equipment carried in a
robot submarine. The Titanic

lies upright, 2'1 miles below
the surface, 370 miles southeast of Newfoundland.
The vessel is intact, except
that in its headfirst dive to the
ocean floor heavy equipment
inside broke loose and crashed
through the bow. Boilers and
other gear are strewn across
the sea bed. The cameras have
recorded clear pictures of undamaged wine bottles, china
plates, even baggage.
The sinking of the Titanic
was the end of an era. It
caused the first widespread
concerns about the world's
technological progress. Congress debated whether it
wouldn't be wise to limit the
size of ships, to set limits on
the the number of passengers.
It was the ending of a placid.
Victorian world which believed implicitly in the benefits of material progress.
What happens now? Will
more sophisticated equipment
be sent below to cut holes in
the hull, to probe the.interiors
of this great sunken tomb to
grasp the jewels of the dead?
Those who survived the Titanic hope not. We stand with
them.

letter to the editor
&

t
says thanks to community- for
supporting Oakley benefit auction
To The Editor
Aid Asso :hiation
t. or
Lutherans Branch 5690 would
like to thank the following merchants, churches and organizations for their contributions and
support throughout the Barbara
.04.10ey .benefil..auction.
AAL would also like to thank
all of the area residents who
gave cash donations, time and
support to help make the benefit
a success.
At this time donations are still
coming in. Therefore AAL does
not have final totals on the funds
raised. Donations will be accepted until.September 22, 1985.
If interested in donating, please
contact Rhonda McLemore
759-1976.
The Bank of Murray. West
Kentucky Appliance. Pier I Imports. Bel-Air Decorating, Tole
Gate. Vernon's Western Wear.
Black's Decorating, Gene & Jo's
Florist. The, Flower Basket.
Alden's Book Service. Dor-Mae
Fashions, J.P. Nesbitt's, George
Hodge & Son Used Furniture,
Shirley's Florist, Tulin Lak-es Office Supply. Framer's Gallery.
The Green Door. Movie World.
Thurman's Furniture, Murray
Ace Hardware, Donna's
Needlework, The Wild
Raspberry. Crass Furniture,
Hana Hill. Elliot's Furniture,
Ward -Elkins. Lindsey
Jewellers, Sears Roebuck.
Terry's Paint and Decorating'.
Horton's Locksmith, Kids. Kids.
Kids. Juanita•s Flowers. Purdom's Furniture. Steele &
Albritten. Plumbing and Electrial. Frame Village, Jones
Landscaping, Epsilon Sigma
Alpha, • Wallace Drug. Roy's
Pharmacy. Deep Tan, Brenda's
Beauty Salon. Merle Norman
Cosmetics. The Hair Hut,
Headlines. Reflections,
Panache. Michelson's
Jewellers, West Side of the Sun,
West Side Beauty Shop, Uncle
Jeff's Pharmacy. Lerman's.
Bright's, Treasure House of
Gifts, Hair World, Leta's Hair
Salon. Roffler's Hair Salon,
Cook's Jewellers, Holland
Medical, Overby Honda. Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet and Wi,ngfoot
Golf Shop.
Thanks also to Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods, Chuck's Music

Store, Bold Liquidators. Littleton's. Mr. Tuxedo. Sunset
Boulevard. Spoke and Pedal,
Kinney Shoe Store, Faye's
Monograms, The Shoe Tree,
Rudolph's Goodyear Service
Center. Carroll Tire Service, D
& W Auto Parts. J & S Oil Co.,
Kentucky Oil Co., Gary's. Murray Upholstery, Cain's A.M.C.
Jeep, West Main Chevron,
Motor Parts and Bearings.
Racer Oil Co.. Parker Ford.
Purdom Motors, Master Muffler, IKT ALL-PRO Auto Shop,
Lovett Bros. Gulf Station,
Rose's Wheel Alignment, McClard's Shell Station, Murray
Auto Parts and, Carroll
Volkswagen.
We also appreciate Hong Kong
Restaurant, Hungry Bear. The
Home Place, Granny's Porch,
Boston Tea Party. Victor's
.
Restaurant, The Up-Town
e e Shop, Trenholmes
fee
Restaurant. Jo's Palace. Rudy's
Restaurant. Captain D's
Seafood, Colonial House
Restaurant, Druther's
Restaurant...Hardee's
Restaurant, Peggy's Place,
Pagliais, Western Sizzlin', Pizza
Hut, Sammons Bakery, Godfather's Pizza, Domino's Pizza,
Rib Shack, Artcraft
Photography, Memories, Buckingham Ray Ltd.. The Honey
Tree. Mademoiselle Shop.
Thorobred Computers, Footprints and Sue's Discount Jeans.
More thanks to The Donut
Shack. Storey's. Big John's.
Warehouse Foods. Save-a-lot,
Parker's Super Market, Gibson
Ham Co., Ellis Popcorn, Keel
Vacuum, Murray Nissan, Gulf
Station, Hwy. 641, 14 Kt Gold
Jewellers, Shop 'n' Save
,Fashion Outlet, Peoples Bank,
Jerry's Kitchen Cabinets,
McKeeViEquipment Co.,
Picken's Electric, McCuistions
Oil Co. and Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity.
. Churches we thank are Grace
Baptist Church, First United
Methodist Church, Northside
Baptist of Almo, Immanuel
Lutheran and Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church.
Rhonda McLemore
Calloway Gardens
Apt. B-10
Murray, KY 42071
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Retired after 35 years with Tappan,
hees grateful for growing up in Murray
Having retired Aug. 1 after 35
years with the Tappan stove
company, Albert Crider looks
back across the years of his life
'and assesses them as "the great
opportunity of tfaving grown up
in a town like Murray."
Since he retired. Albert has
been spending most of his time
"just doing some of the things
that needed doing around the
house," raising a garden and doing some long, overdue fishing.
He does, however, plan to
begin working two days a week
soon, traveling for a cheinical
company with which he had contacts while with the Tappan
company.
"Tappan was good for Murray
and Calloway County," he said
as we talked on the spacious,
brick patio he built himself
behind their home at 414 South
9th Street.
"It was a family company,
and I guess we just expected too
much out of a small company
such as it is: I think that was the
biggest problem, and, perhaps,
the main reason it left Murray."
• • •
Although born in Gibson County. Tenn., Albert has lived in
Murray since he was three years
old. His late parents. Ernest and
Martha Crider. worked at and
retired from the old Superior
Laundry &,Cleaners.,
Operated by Thomas (Slick
Banks, who died only a few
weeks ago, it was located on
North 4th Street next to where
Calloway County Lumber Company is today.
The home in which he grew up
once was located on North 10th

Street where Memorial Baptist
Church has its parking lot today.
Albert was 10 years old when
he got his first job, that of selling
popcorn on the court square.
Then he went to work for
Freeman Wilford and Lester
Farmer. They operated a
restaurant on Main Street
across from the Old Varsity
Theater, which was where
Fred's store was before it closed
recently.
Before graduating from Murray High School in 1942. Albert
played football under Coach Ty
Holland. As a 220-pound tackle,
he played alongside such teammates as Nelson Blalock, J.L.
Miller of Benton, Buel Cunningham, Paul Buchanan and
Others of that era.
One of his most cherished
memories of his high school
playing days is that of the 1940
Tiger team's 14-13 upset win
over archrival Mayfield.
Then Albert enrolled at Murray State and played football for
a while under Coaches Roy
Stewart and John Miller, both
now deceased.
When the school temporarily
halted its football program in
1943 because of World War II, he
dropped out of college, and with
his brother, Leon, went into the
restaurant business.
• • •
They bought the Blue Bird
restaurant from Beuf Brown,
whose brother, Claude, had
developed its reputation as one
of the best restaurants in the
area.
An old, established business, it

was widely known for its country ham. It was located on the
west side of the court square in
the building just south of Lindsey's Jewelers. An antique shop
was located there until not many
months ago. A ladies' shoe
business is being operated 'n it
today.
Until 1948, when they sold the
restaurant to Gingles Wallis and
Buel Jetton, Albert and Leon
continued to feature the famous
country ham among their complete dinners and short orders.
rheir business neighbors' on
the west side of the square at the
time included Bailey's Jewelers,
where Lindsey's is today. Garrison's Grocery was on the corner of 5th and Maple where
radio station WMBS is now.
Sharing the building with the
grocery business was the water
and light office. Dewey Jones
was manager of the water
works, and Charlie Crawford
was the electric company
manager.
Belt-Settle was the department store where Bright's is
now, and Adams Shoe Store was
on the north side of that. Rudy's
Restaurant, operated by James
Rudy Albritton's father, was
right where it is today, and Lerman's was on the corner, also
where it is today.
You could get an ice cream
cone or a Coke at either of the
two drug store fountains
downtown. Dale & Stubblefield
had one, as did Wallis Drugs.
And, Graham & Jackson's
clothing store was right where it
is today, operated then by

Foreman
Jackson.

Greham

and

Slim

• • •
Because of an ear injury, suffered in childhood, Albert was
not accepted for military service until World War II nearly
was over.
"
During the war years, though,
he served as an assistant football coach to Coach Holland at
Murray High for three seasons
— 1943-44-45 — filling a vacancy
created when Dub Russell had to
go into military service.
He again helped Coach
Holland in 1951 when Dub, having returned to his MHS
coaching job after the war, went
to Brownsville, Tenn., for one
year as head football coach
before coming back to Murray.
World War II was winding
down when the Army finally got
around to beckoning to Albert.
He was sent to Camp Joseph T.
Robinson at Little Rock, Ark.
Once the war was over, the Army began de-activating the post.
One morning he awoke to learn
he and a soldier from St. Louis
were the only privates left at the
camp.
"You can rest assured we got
plenty of KP," he chuckled,
"before they finally let us go,
too." He had served nine months
when he was discharged.
• • •
In Tuesday's column•-.-- we'll
conclude Albert's story, telling
how he happened to work for the
Tappan company, what it was
like at that time and some of the
responsibilititsjigliad as well as
about his marriage and family.
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For,fanciers of statistics, a forthcoming feast
NEW YORK I AP — Anyone
with an appetite for economic
statistics will be served a banquet on Friday.
Figures are due out that morning on consumer behavior
(retail sales and installment
credit), industrial production.
and inflation ( the Producer
Price Index,.
Three, count 'em, three,
government agencies will contribute to the data flow — the
Commerce Department, the
Labor Department and the
Federal Reserve Board. For
good measure, auto manufacturers will join in with their
reports on early-September car
sales.
Given this cornucopia of information. will all the recent questions about where the economy
is headed be answered? Almost
certainty not.
The optimists will declare that
the economy is still forging
ahead, with modest but steady
growth and low inflation. The
pessimists will assert that the
"growth recession" that began
more than a year ago is still with
us, and quite possibly getting
- worse..................
To the public:. what do all
these numbers mean? In effect,
they provide a status report on
an entire ocean, without giving
much information about the particular waters any individual is
trying to navigate.
The figures are subject to

possible human error in the collection and compiling of raw
data. They are often revised
after the initial report has been
made, when more of that data is
available.
For the people who make their
living interpreting them, the
statistics are wonderfully
pliable, capable of being worked
into a shape that conforms to
almost any point of view.
Imperfect as they may be, the
economic statistics have a large
following, apparently on Main
Street as well as Wall Street.
They may not always match an
individual's first-hand experience, but they are important
because they influence financial
decisions large and small,
-government policies of many
kinds. and the politics of today
and the future.
On balance, advance
estimates of the numbers coming out Friday are generally
upbeat. Analysts at leading investment firms say retail sales,
which declined in May and June
and increased modestly in July.
should show another gain in
August — of as much as 1 per-e-rrt t- t.--yn c h—
tr-rrteconom ists are on the 'mark.
Smith Barney, Harris Upham
8z Co. says industrial production
probably rose about 0.2 percent
last month, maintaining the
pace it has set since last spring.
The Producer Price Index,
which is followed by many

observers as a rough leading indicator of consumer prices, is
expected to present no cause for
concern about a resurgence of
inflation. Smith Barney figures
it will increase only slightly;
Merrill Lynch says it may well
be "flat."
Assuming there are no big surprises in the reports, they will be
good enough to keep hopes alive
that economic growth is reviving — but not so strong as to confirm those hopes, and silence the
doubters and the worriers.
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The McNamee Syndocat•

Ten years ago
Seventeen indictments were
returned today by the Grand
Jury in the September term of
Calloway County Circuit Court.
Lynda Perrin, Deanna
Seigler, Sherri Requarth. Lisa
Hopkins, Angie Noel, Alison
Weaver and Kelly Robinson are
members of Rifle Corps of Murray High School Band. Field
commanders are Tammy
Parker and Pat Baggett.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hale
Jr., Sept. 1.
Michele Richardson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Richardson, Rt. 7, Murray. plays the
French horn in the 250-member
University of Kentucky Wildcat
Marching Band.
Twenty years ago
Luther Robertson, manager of
Murray Wholesale Grocery Co.,
and a director of Bank of Murray, was named chairman of the
Board of Directors of the bank.
He takes the position after
Tremon Beale announced to the
board .he felt he should resign as
chairman and director because
of his advanced age and general
health.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fields,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
Preston York, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Clark and a boy to
Billy and Alice Mayfield,
The First Baptist Church has
purchased the home of Mrs. Nettie Oliver on South Third Street.
the only remaining house in the
block which the church is
located. The church now owns
all of the land south of Post Office driveway in that block.
Mr. and Mrs. A.J. Kipp have
returned from a 2% weeks'
vacation in the northwestern
section of the United States.
Thirty years ago
Army Pfc. Dan K. Taylor
recently took part in 25th Infantry Division's Exercise,
Skyhigh, an Army training test
on the island of Hawaii.
Residents of Calloway County
drew $20,607 in August under
Kentucky's three public
assistance programs — old age
assistance, aid to dependent
children and aid to needy blind.
The Jury list for Calloway
County Circuit Court to start
Sept. 19 was released today by
Sheriff Brigham Futrell, H.H.
Lovett Sr. is circuit judge.
Miss Bettie Jane Lassiter,
daughter of Mrs. Adolphus
Lassiter, and Kerney L. Bailey,
-Jewel- -BaHey;-wereof
: married Sept.- at Hazgl Baptist
Church.
Officers of Lynn Grove High
School Senior Class are Prentice'
Darnell, Glen Cochrum, Jeanne
Williams, Bobby Fain and Bobby Kelso, Raymond Story is
sponsor.
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THE MI RR AV LEDGER & TINIEs
As far as I can see ticks serve no useful function in our ecosystem, the
world would be better off without

Peter
Gott, M.D.

them
DEAR DR GOTT

I can't get my
husband to see his doctor about this
He is 61. about 60 pounds overweight
and is on lnderal For two or three
months, his penis has been crooked or
bent in the middle and it worries him a
lot Is this normal in older men, or is it
something else'
DEAR READER
To begin with.
your husband is taking a potent medicine for which he should be medically
supervised at periodic intervals Inderal can cause sexual malfunction,
but it ordinarily does not produce the
kind of problem your husband has I
think he more likely tjaS developed
Peyrome's disease, a circulatory ab-

Ticks carry
the only answer

ADAMS, OSMUS RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
- Daythel
Turley, governor of Murray Moose Lodge$801
1, presents a $100
James Kelly Scholarship to Wendy Owrius
(center) and Karen
Adams, both freshman students at Mrft-ray
State University.

DEAR DR. GOTT - Last summer I
removed a tick from my thigh. Are
ticks dangerous? Where do they fit
into the "pattern" of nature?
DEAR READER - The tick is a
thoroughly repellent arachnid ( in the
same family as spiders and scorpions)
that zes animals and sometimes, in the
process, humans. After finding a suitable warm-blooded host, the tick attaches itself and introduces its mouth
parts and head into the skin. As it
feeds, the tick enlarges from its unfed
nailhole size to a blue-gray ball of
blood the size of a thumbnail. Once satiated, the tick drops. to the ground to
continue its life cycle. Ticks spread a
variety of diseases, including Rocky
Mountain Spotted ,Fever (rash and
pneumonia), Lyme disease (arthritis
and meningitis)and babeosis( a mononucleosis-like illness peculiar to Nantucket). Tick diseases can be fatal to
humans. Small mammals infected
with ticks can die from loss of blood

The newspaper said it looked
into Deskins' use of the car after
receiving reports that he used it
regularly to shuttle between
Pike County, the River Point
dock, and mines he owns in
Logan County.
Deskins said he will "gladly
reimburse" the Pike County
Fiscal Court for use of the car if
he is asked to do so.
Deskins lost in the Democratic
primary and has four months remaining on his term as sheriff.
He said he has "kind of lost interest" in day-to-day operation
of the sheriff's department but
that he doesn't believe the quality of law enforcement has
suffered.

President of Episcopal Church
airs liberal views at conference
11

EORG E .('0551'U.
AP Religion *rite,

ANAHEIM, Calif. - The Rt.
Rev. Edmond Lee Browning,
newly elected presiding bishop
of the 3 million -member
Episcopal Church, is a softspoken but firm opponent of the
nuclear arms race and
discrimination against
homosexuals who doesn't
believe "we should put anybody
down."
The white-haired Texan, who
has been the bishop of Hawaii
for nine years, aired his liberal
views in a news conference
Tuesday, sometimes at odds
with the denomination's official
position.
Browning, 56,. said he stood
behind a 1979 statement by him
and 20 other bishops opposing
the church's stand against ordaining practicing
homosexuals.
"I do not believe that we
should put anybody down," he
said. "I just don't think you
legislate against people."
Browning's election Tuesday
by a majority of 250 bishops was
ratified by an overwhelming
voice vote by lay and clerical
representatives of the church.
He has wide international ex-

perience both as a missionary
bishop in Okinawa and in Paris
as head of American churches in
Europe. He will be installed in
January for a 12-year term as
head of the influential
denomination, succeeding the
Most Rev. John M. Allin, a
moderate Mississippian.
Observers saw Browning as
swinging the church, back
toward the forefront of social
activism.
"Tremendous global issues
face us all," he said, adding that
the church should apply its
energies to "support of the poor
and the hungry."
It "should say to the community there are no outcasts,"
he said.
Browning opposes nuclear
arms buildup, but said,"We live
in an imperfect world, and the
need for the military will be with
us for some time to come."
The bishop also said he is
"tremendously committed to
enhancing the ministry of
women," noting that the Hawaii
diocese has 11 ordained women,
10 percent of the state's total.
That is more than twice the proportion for the church at large,
which has ordained about 600
women since_ 1976.
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Unfinished chores are easier to
handle than you think_ Roll up your
sleeves and get things moving. Don't
be distracted.
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Great Buy!
403636
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BUILDING X
4TREASCENTE
RS tol
One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 - CHECK OUR PRICES
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(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
CitE
It's your turn to host a party. In
group activities be a leader! Things go
pretty much your way now, so don't
be pushy.
SAGITICARRJS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Extra drive now brings you added
career successes. The ball is in your
court and you know just what to do.
Congratulations!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Get in touch with those afar and
soon you'll be enjoying a visit.
Proceed with plans, but guard against
extravagance.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
It's a good time to meet with
bankers and to deal with financial
interests. Extra money, though,
shouldn't lead to extra expenditures
PISCES
wow
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
sow
Partners provide you with much
excitement today Follow the leads of
others for good times. Avoid convoy
ersial topics
YOt BORN TODAN' are ht h
oreaalre-and-praetteat. Warrr-srtr!'
ceed in any field that-measures tqa-444-.
your ideals. You have fine intuition,
which you should learn to trust. You
need to like your work to succeed.
Otherwise, you tend to drift. You
need a home to be happy. Art, music,
engineering, science and real estate
are some of the fields in which you'll
find happiness. Birthday of: Claudette
Colbert, actress
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assort ment or dresses

Blouses

_

For Dr Gott 's complete discussion
of problems and treatments of the
prostate gland. write for your cop.v of
Dr Gott's new Health Report on THE
PROSTATE GLAND Send 75 cents
plu, a self-addressed, stamped enve-,
lope to P 0. Box 2597. Cincinnati. OH
45201 Be sure to mention the title

Fall Dresses
25.00

Frances Drake

You're feeling more aggressive
- than usual. but it's the light touch that
wins you others hearts Seek anus
with grace. .

LIBRA

a.

44.99

_

your doctor the information you require about diabetes, go to your public
library, where there should be extensive source material on the subject In
addition, you may be able to get pamphlets and brochures from the patienteducation department of your local
hospital Finally you can request material from.the American Diabetes Associatitin. 2 Park Ave New York NY
10016

Dresses • Suits • Coordinates • Shirts •
On Sale! Blous
es •Sweaters • Skirts • Pants

Your Individual
Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You may feel there's, nothing you
can't accomplish today. Swift-moving
career developments put you in a
very good position.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You may plan a special outing for
you and a loved one. Business doesn't
mix with pleasure, however. Enjoy
some physical-exercise.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You have much to do around the
house and matters should proceed
without any hitches Still, you
shouldn't have company over.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
)
46
It's you who must take the initiative now Make those important
phone calls. Don't be careless in the
use of credit.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Money could come in and go out
just as quickly. Consult with partners
before spending a great deal of
money shopping.
VTRGO

PAGE 5

If you are unable to obtain from

Jackets

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRII)AY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1985

(Aug:23 to

"I still keep enough of a hand
in it to see that the things that
need to get done get done," the
sheriff said.
Deskins said he and his
brother own interests in
Primary Energies Corp. on Raccoon Creek in Pike County and
in Lindy Coal Co. on Crawley
Creek in Logan County. He said
he has been using the cruiser to
commute because his own vehicle is in the shop for body work.
"I don't see anything wrong
with it since I've got a county.
radio in my Jeep and I've
always used it for county
business," Deskins said.
The sheriff said the Jeep is at
the body shop at Deskins Motor
Co. in Pikeville, a family-owned
dealership that supplies the
county's police cruisers, for the
past three weeks. He said his
brother Paul, who is supervising
the body work, told him it should
be finished this weekend.
The sheriff also said he does
not believe he is setting a bad example for his deputies by using
his official car for private
business.

SEPTFAIlit:ti 12, 198.5

normality of the penile erectile tissue
He really should ask his physician
about this He may have to consider
seeing a urologist to determine what
can be done to help him
DEAR DR GOTT - (My doctor has
just diagnosed me as a borderline diabetic and I have high triglycerides I
am female 56 years old. 5 feet five
and one-half. and 126 pounds The doctor told me to cut down on sugar, use
skim milk and only eat red meat three
times a week I don't eat many sweets
anyway Where can I obtain more information on both of these subjects"
DEAR READER
Intolerance to
sugar is a condition that commonly affects patients in mid-life It is often associated with elevated blooil fats, that
is why your doctor placed some restrictions on your chet

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 - CHECK OUR PRICES

Sheriff defends use of cruiser
MARMET, W.Va. (AP) - A
Kentucky sheriff says he has no
apologies for using his cruiser to
travel to his private job 100
miles inside West Virginia
because "I feel I've given' more
to the county than I've taken."
'Pike County Sheriff William
M. "Bill" Deskins said he has
not shortchanged county taxpayers and that his use of the
cruiser for personal trips is "no
secret as far as I'm concerned."
Deskins made his comments
to the Williamson Daily News,
which Wednesday published a
photograph of Deskins' cruiser
at the coal-loading dock of River
Point Processing Co., near
Marmet.
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Persons attend Knoxville wedding
R.D.
AUK. W. IMO

Aug. 24. She is being Alabama. She now is at
cared for at the home of the home of Linda K.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
her sister, Mrs. Jennie Harding.
Orr, the Rev. and Mrs.
Sykes.
.
Mrs. Howard Morris
Glynn Orr and Brian
Mrs. Jessie Paschall and Mrs. Margaret
Orr left Aug._8 for a trip
visited Mrs. Pauline Evans of Paris. Tenn.,
to the maluntians. On
yd __Thursclay after- attended-The funeral of
Aug. 10 they attendednoon. Mrs. David Boyd their, sister, Mrs.
the wedding of Guy and daughter spent
the Elizabeth l'hillips in
Wyatt and Melody day.
Spring Dale. Ark., on
Diane Johnson at the
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Aug. 20.
Wallace Memorial Bap- Sykes
moved their
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben
tist Church in Knoxville.
trailer from Cooks Fletcher visited Mr. and
Tenn. They then came Trailer
Court in Paris. Mrs. Lawrence Fletcher
to Nashville. Tenn., to Tenn.,
to the farm of... in Martin. Tenn., last
spend the weekend with
Mrs. Joetta Paschall in --Week. Mr. Fletcher now
Mr. and Mrs. Jack the North Fork Comis confined to bed.
Wyatt.
munity where Mr. and
Rufe Spann,is seriousNtrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs. Oman
Paschall liv- ly ill in Lourdes
Mr. and Mrs. Morris ed
at one time years ago Hospital, Paducah.
Jenkins, and Adam before
moving to Jones Sylvia Kuykendoll is
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mill.
staying with Mrs. Spann
Mrs. Joe Miller on
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke at her home.
Sunday.
of Murray visited her
Miss Tabitha Lee
Mr. and Mike Jenkins sisters in Puryear.
visited Mr. and Mrs.
and children. Kit. Jill Tenn., on Thursday
. Carl Dalton over the
and Troy of Muscatine, They
are Bertie weekend and attended
'Iowa spent the week end Jenkins,
Larue Orr, church with them at
with Mr. and. Mrs. Mor- Jessie
Paschall, Jewel West Side Baptist.
ris Jenkins to attend the Key
and Estelle Morris. Sunday.
reunion in Murray.
Mrs. Lorene Smith of
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern
Mrs_ Sadie Cooper Memphis,
Tenn., Myrtle Key, Mr. and Mrs.
had open heart surgery Rose Hill, Lilburn MarHubert Deering and
at the Baptist Hospital tin. and the Rev. and
Clerris Wilson visited
in Paducah Aug. 14. The Mrs. Warren
Sykes Mrs. .0nie Wilson in
Rev. and Mrs. Warren were supper
guests of Paris Manor over the
Sykes, Myrtle Rose Hill Mrs. Jennie Sykes
weekend. Mr and Mrs.
and daughter. Judy Monday.
Derrel Wilson also
Mark Summers, Lilburn
Mrs. Ruth Holley visited Sunday
Martin and Lorene spent last week
with her afternoon.
Smith were with her son, Henry J. Holley and
Mr. and Mrs. Glynei
when she returned home Mrs. Holley in
Orr, Mrs. .Bertie
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LERMANS
2ND ANNUAL
Basement Garage
Sale
Friday & Saturday, 9-5
ONLY ON

CABLE

Stephen King's
Science Fiction Classic

fT

Jenkins, Mrs. Jessie
Paschall and Mrs.
Estelle Morris attended
the funeral of their aunt,
-Mrs. Irma Shupe at
Roberts Funeral Home,
Mayfield, last week.
Visitors in to see Mrs.
Sadie Cooper Sunday
afternoon were her
pastor, the Rev. Joe
Walker, Mrs. Opal Hill,
Jessie Roland, Mrs. Era
Childers, the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes,
Judy Hinson, Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Sykes, Brian
and Amanda Sykes.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall
spent Saturday night
with Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins:
Tabitha Lee is visiting
this, week with her
„
SECRETARIES'OFFICERS - Serving as officers of MurrakCha
titer of ProfeSsiOnalSecretaries Ingrandparents, the Rev,
ternational for the 1985-86 chapter year include, from left,
first row. Jeannie Morgan. president-elect,
and Mrs. Warren Sykes.
Kay Dyer, vice president, Marion Outland, recording
secretary, back row. Martha McCallon, corHilda Miller visited
responding secretary. Marlene Slaughter, president, and
Marion Wyatt, treasurer. The Chapter will
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
meet Monday. Sept. 16, at 7 p.m. at the Commerce
Centre, Highway 641 North. All members and inWednesday.
terested secretaries are invited.
Mr.. and Mrs. Mitch
Sykes are staying with
Mall photo bt K. in Bowden
Mrs. Joetta Paschall
while working to get the
trailer ready to move in.
I'd like to say "Hello"
to my sister-in-law, Ola
Morris. Get well wishes
The annual- First Daughters of the Executive Inn in state regent, and
other
to her and all the sick District meeting of
the American Revolution Paducah.
state officers were in atand shut-ins.
Kentucky Society of the was held Aug. 20 at the
Mrs. Tracy. W. Neal. tendance. First..4striet
Director, Mrs. Albert
COL!pie IA
Partain of Hopkinsville,
coordinated the
meeting.
Mrs. James
Byrn,
regent of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter,
PHILADELPHIA
represented Murray,
one of the host chapters.
- The Friday the
13th wedding date was
Mrs. John Livesay
dictated by their
and Mrs. Leon Grogan
schedule, the couple
participated in the prosaid, but what else could
gram. Mrs. Eugene Berbe expected from people
rill, Dr. Mildred Hatwho met during jury ducher, Dr. Halene Visher,
ty on Valentine's Day in
Mrs. Glen Hodges, and
the court of a judge
Mrs. Helen Fischer attended. These were all
named Goodheart?
Common Pleas Judge
from the Murray
Bernard J. Goodheart
Chapter.
will marry Bonny
Present were 110
Bockus and Charles
ladies from the 20
John Somers, who met
chapters of the First
while serving on a jury
District.
on a ci.vil .case in
The Society's "Love
Goodheart's court in
Liberty Day" for the
February, and they saw
restoration of the Statue
several couples arriving
of Liberty was reported
for weddings.
an overwhelming sucOnce they decided to
cess. Donations will be
be married,"it was like,
taken through 1986.
we have to have Judge
A visit by the PresiGoodheart do it.- Ms.
dent General, Mrs.
Bockus said.
Walter Hughey King of
The choice of Friday
Murfreesboro. Tenn., to
the 13th was partly dicthe Hindman Settlement
tated by their work
School in Kentucky was
schedules.. said Ms.
announced for this fall.
Bockus, 35. a nurse. Her
The National Society
fiance,* 21, is a flower
gives financial aid to the
arranger.
school.
---Goodheart said he
A Homecoming at
-remembered the couple
Duncan Tavern and the
- and that court ofJohn Fox Library in
ficers said at the time
Paris. Ky., will be in Octhat "the two of them
tober.
These historic
SPRING CREEK HOMECOMING - The Neighbors Quartet of Benton
were very chummy."
properties are owned by
will be one of the featured groups at the gospel singing at Spring Creek Bapthe Kentucky Society.
tist Church Homecoming on Sunday, Sept. 15. Also featured will be The
The U.S. Census Glory Road Quartet from Grace Baptist Church, Murray. The singing will
The National Society
start about 1:30 p.m. with Dwane Jones as master of ceremonies. All singers
Bureau has reported
DAR was founded in
that about 34 percent of and listeners are invited. The pastor, the Rev. Joe Johnson, will speak at 11
1890. Membership is
a.m. with Sunday School at 10 a.m..and a basket dinner to be served at noon.
the unemployed voted in
open to proven direct
descendants of officers,
1982, up from 27 percent Donations for the upkeeb of the cemetery may be given or sent to Billy Pyle,
Rt. 2. Murray. Ky. 42071.
soldiers, and citizens
in 1978.
who gave aid to the
American Revolution
from 1776 to 1783. There
ENDS TONITE.7,,m. 9,2(i
are 3,155 Chapters in all
PRIZZI'S HONOR (R)' 50 states and five
STARTS TOMORROW
foreign countries.
Tom Flanks and
The Captain Wendell
John Candy in
Oury Chapter of Murray
was organized in 1948.
iv
Mrs. Warren S. Swann
was organizing regent.
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SHOWTIMES WILL BE
Wed., Sept. 11 at 7:00 p.m.
Thurs., Sept. 12 at 8:00 p.m.
Fri., Sept. 13 at 9:00 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 14 at 9:00 p.m.

CINE 1 & 2

ENDS TONITE4.7:ts. slit

Charter members still
active are Mrs. Price
Doyle, Mrs. Leon
GHOSTBUSTERS (PG)
Grogan, Mrs. P.A. Hart
and Dr. Halene Visher.
The Chapter's 32
central center 753-3311
members meet from
September through
June to promote the
DAR objectives of
:NDS ToNITE:67:m, 4:53
historic preservation,
AMERICAN NINJA (11)
education, and patriotic
STARTS TOMORROW
endeavors.
Sting - Jennifer Beak
Other host chapters
"THE BRIDE- (PG 13)
for the meeting were
Jacob Flournoy of
Fulton, James Thomas
of Cadiz and the
To The
Paducah DAR Chapter.
FUTURE
D.A.R.Y.L.(P01
STARTS TOMORROW

CHERI 3

Just Call Murray Cablevision
And Say Sign Me Up!

•tender,golden fried,"bite- size" shrimp
•fresh creamy cole slaw
•2 hush puppies
•crisp, hot french fries •the Captain's special
cocktail sauce

$339

7 l& 0:05

Good In Murray

Call
753 5005

Captain D's
seafood fi hamburgers
New Location
Chestnut Hills 700 N. 12th

753-9303
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Reach for your egg
slicer to cut mushrooms
_for_...a_salad,_
weals
FaMily Circic
magazine. You can also
use it to cut small beets
evenly and quickly. The
magazine says that if
you are processing a
large quantity for the
freezer, this is quite a
timesaver.
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Down Concord Way

Writer recalls school days
By Estelle Spieeland

Now that my rushing
days are over, t have
time to lie in bed late
mornings and re-live the
past, and I travel back
over many years.
Maybe this journey
back to old McCuiston
School days was triggered by talks of Mrs.
Sally Nance Livesay's
plans for going to
Panorama Shores to
have Daytha Outland's
Beauty Parlor services.
Then I recalled days
when my cousin, Sally
and I walked two miles,
'as -others did to school,
over dirt roads, to oneroom McCuiston School.
We had a play house
in the edge of the woods,
fenced in with autumn
leaves pinned together
with sticks.
How memorable are
the ice cream suppers of
homemade ice cream,
or pie suppers held no
:
casionally by lantern
light on the school
ground for needed
money.
But years passed, and

the 80 students scattered. After years in
Chicago, Sally and her
husband, John Livesay,
came to Calloway and
bought all accessible
acres including the McCuiston School grounds,
and what Is now
Panorama Shores. The
Livesays now live in
Murray.
Very few art left of
the old families of Brandon Mill days. Galen
Miller Thurman Jr.
built a lovely home, on
the lake, near Bonner's
Grocery.
In the opposite direction from Pannorama
Shores several enjoyed
fish dinner at Cypress
Creek Restaurant after
church at Mt. Carmel,
Good Shepherd and
other places.
It's encouraging to
know there are still
many fine people here.
_Even before Labor
Day weekend another
tragedy has occurred in
the Concord Village.
After Maude Nance's
death, her lovely white

600(1 Clothes.Arti

Like Good Friends

ou NN ant Them Around All The Time

brick home was sold to a
Pennsylvania Couple,
Gary and Ruth Troutman, assets to the
community.
Now he lies in New
Concord cemetery after
a short illness. His wife
is left without relatives
in Concord, but new
friends they had made
heke were friends
indeed.
For the .benefit of
Ezell Beauty School
employees, who I learned recently do read my
column, it is refreshing
to know there are so
many young women
dedicated to their work,
examples of courteous
(ALLOWAY ANNUALS — The 1984-85 Laker
behaviour. (Mrs. Ezell,
Annual at Calloway County High School
in business there since
is
dedicated to Douglas Tucker,teacher of
the 1945 may be
physical
science at the school. He has been a
responsible).
teacher
there since the School opened in the fall of
I wish that I had the
1960.
Tucker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Brown Tucker,
ability to ease world
is
married to the former Evelyn Doores.
pain, and I realize that,
The annuals have arrived at the school and
as always, there is
persons
may get the Laker from 7:45 to 8:10 a.m.
much pain and sorrow.
and 3 to
4 p.m., today and Friday,Sept. 13,and
Too late we say the
from 2 to 4
p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 15, in the front lobby
words of a poem:
of the
school. Luna -Greer is sponsor for the Laker
"If I had known what
Annual. Staff members for the past year were
trouble you were
Mark
Bazzell, editor, Karen Adams, assistant
bearing.
editor.
Tracey
Brown, business manager, Angela
What griefs were in
Usher, sports editor, Jody Lambert, art
the silence of your face,
editor,
Todd
Contri, Amy Bryan and Barbara Heathe,
I would have been
photographers. Vicki Edwards, Janna Hopkins
more gentle and more
and
Dawn Hale, typists.
caring
And tried to give you
comfort for a space."!
By now the Between
The Lakes reunion at
the Bilbrey place at
Model will be over. No
more do I enjoy reuROCHESTER, N.Y. 'before the 32nd week of
nions. Too many are (AP) — Medical resear- pregnancy,
making it
missing, but I have chers say a substance hard
for them to pass
souvenir rocks broght extracted from the oxygen from their
lungs
from familiar sites in lungs of calves may into their bloodstr
eam.
those hills, priceless to soon wipe out many
About 8,000 to 10,000
me.
cases of respiratory premature infants die
And memories of past distress syndrome, the annually in the
United
days and old home No. 1 killer of extremely States from
respiratory
places and reunions, premature newborn distress syndro
me.
now her-P long days and babies.
Many of the lives could
nights to pass pleasantThe substance is be saved if the babies
ly, thanks to those I known as a surfactant were given surfacta
nt at
have known in Kentucky and is missing from the birth, the research
ers
and Tennessee.
lungs of babies born say.

Researchers Say substance
may help respiratory illness

Get acquainted NA ith
Liz Claiborne. tit. Michel. Intuition.. Regatta
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SRAHTS
Fashion SecretsTM Satin.& Lace
So beautiful you'll never guess the secret is support
Upper cup of lovely scalloped Leavers lace creates a
truly elegant look. You choose from two styles. a
soft under cup or soft under cup with underwire for
extra support & comfort.
Regularly 16.00 to 18.50 Values

Christian Women's
Club plans luncheon
The Christian
Women's Club of Murray will have a special
"Back to the Books"
luncheon on Tuesday.
Sept. 17, from noon to 2
p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant. Highway
641 North. The cost will
be $4.50.
Mrs. Betty Brown of
Memphis, Tenn., will be
the guest speaker and
also will present special
music. Her accompanist
will be Elane Wardle.
The guest speaker is
the wife of Al Brown,
manager of Liberty
Bowl Stadium, Memphis. They have two
daughters, Mrs. John
(Allison) Coates. and
Mrs. Brien (Beth)
Dunn, and two
grandchildren.
A native of Memphis,
Mrs. Brown attended
Texas State College for
Women, Denton, Texas,
and worked as an airline
stewardess. She also
has worked as secretary
and bookkeeper. She is a
member of LeBonheur
Club, a volunteer service of LeBonheur
Children's Hospital.
Gerry Reed,
reference librarian with
Calloway Public
Library, will introduce
the women to the services offered by the

library. She also serves
as head of library
volunteers and
schedules the monthly
art exhibits.
Mrs. Reed is married
to Donald Reed. Their
children are Nancy who
works at Murray Calloway County
Hospital, David. a musician at Lexington, and
Michael, a machinist at
Paducah.
Reservations for the
luncheon and nursery
should be made by noon
on Monday, Sept. 16, by
calling either Freda
Loett, 753-3999, or Bobbie Wuest, 753-6061.
A nursery for preschoolers is provided at
Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Main
Streets, for a cost of $1
per family.
"One of more than
2,200 clubs worldwide,
we are not affiliated
with any particular
church of denomination.
Unlike many 'clubs'
there are no 'memberships,' dues' or
anything you are required to 'join.' All interested ladies are invited to attend and for
more information call
Mrs. Lovett or Mrs.
Wuest." said Edna
Butler, chairman of the
local club.

Conductor Bernstein defends
pop musk's use of tonality
TOKYO (AP) — Con- therefore- must be
ductor Leonard Berns- tonal," Bernstein, 67.
tein defended pop told an audience at the
Music's use of tonality For eign Co r —bra-talk on the impor- respondents' Club of

---tattee-ottonai-mtistc as
the root of all true

musical expression.
The composer "No matter how com- conductor was in
Japan
mercial or phony .pr with the Israel Philharhyped pop music may monic Orchestra, which
be, it is still the music of he has been conducting
the people, and on and off since 1947.
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THE AGE-ZONE CONTROLLERS
A New Generation of Ritz Skincare
The Age-Zone Controllers are the answer to the concerns
every woman has about the visual symptoms of aging. the
most obvious of which evidence themselves in the following ways:
•Expression lines
•Loss of facial contours and resiliency
•General loss of vitality due to the effects of daytime stress
and fatigue
•The increasing inability of the skin to function, at the
cellular level, as it did when it was younger
Beginning in 1981. Charles of the Ritz began correcting
one of those symptoms—expression lines—with the launch
of Age-Zone Controller. Age-Zone contains the Celluderm
Complex. which insures maximum surface and internal
hydration. Developed by the research scientists at Charles
of the Ritz Group Ltd. Laboratories, this select group of in.
was, and continues to be. amountg the most efficacious products of its type.
Today, Charles of the Ritz is ready to further address the
signs of aging with introduction of two new products—AgeZone Night Nourishei and Age-Zone Night Energizer.
I
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SAVE 25%
Fall is here and it is time to make sure that your closet is
full of all the right fashions to keep you looking great
until the spring than. You will need plenty of smart
looking pains to keep you warm.

PANTS
This unique ooportunit lets you save on all your
favorite brands at just the lime when you need them
the most. Choose from Sabene. Stringhean. Smart
Parts and others in a great selection of sts les

The single most popular fashion for the cold months is a
sweater. Our selection of excitint new styles and colors
for '85 will make you the warmest and hest dressed
woman in town. Styles for everyone.

SWEATERS
With savings like this you might even want to start
thinking about gifts for some of those special girls and
ladies on your list. Choose from brands like Jade. Ah
ien. Focus and others in crews,cardigans and %ests.
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Xavier Cugat denies report of his marriage
BARCELONA, Spam
In an interview on
AP ) — Famed Spanish Spanish national radio.
bandleader and ladies' Cugat, dubbed the
man Xavier Cugat, 85, "King of Rumba," said
has denied recent press he had no plans
to
reports that he would marry Yvonn
e
exchange wedding vows Massanes, whom
he
for a sixth time — this described as "a good
time with his Mexican friend."
secretary and nurse.
Cugat, who has been

hospitalized for four He
has lived in
heart attacks and
Catalonia since he
respiratory problems, retired
in 1978.
said, "My health and
Cugat's last wife was
age leaves me un- the
Spanish-born enterprepared to marry."
tainer Charo Baeza.
The musician introduced the steamy
Latin dance to the
United States in the 30s.

Hudson s
11CIA" book,
'All- Story

CLOSED MONDAY & TUESDAY
NOW

•

•

plans celebration
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•••

CU

Kodak Color Print Film
35m 100 ASA
24 Expzetre
110 200 ASA
24 Exposure
HR Disc Twin Pack
Two 15 Exposure Discs

2.38
2.07
4.32

INTRODUCING
si •i51

Guaranteed Service

151 55l

Sills 5111

1.111

Ii

Your order will be returned on
time or it's FREE

Guaranteed Vim Price
we will not be und 'sold

•

Our Lowest Price
1111=11111=1

(For All Sizes of Film)

DOUBLEPRIiir mmuummr/...W
Our Best Value

THE ULTIMATE IN
35mm Processing

(For All Sizes of Film)

PHOTO

PROCESSING

UPON

Includes:
Custom Size 4 'x6" Picture

Prices Include Developing and Printing
I One Standard Size Print of Each Negative II

•

I

1.54

12 Exposures

! 236

15 Exposures

3.18
4,36

Unique Display Frame for
displaying one of your favorite
pictures

24 Exposures

36 Exposures

Custom Packaging for easy
carrying and convenient storage
Sleeved Negatives for long!asting

protection.

Sale Ends Sunday, Sept. 15th
Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 1-6
•

WAL-MART ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLIC Y —It rt, out
intentor, to have P.cory ACIvertcSOCI item
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teOusst tor the mercheickse to he purchased at The site[IMO
altent•ver araIDADIP
w4 Ml vOu a sender item at a t. orn
.,“..-0,301
Parade 'edition in fre. we res
khes ftnolahotts trOct in New Mexico
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Mr. and Mrs. George Gartman III of Austin,
Texas, are the parents of a son, Cody Allan,
weighing nine pounds .
1 2 ounce,- measuring 21 inches. born on Tuesday. Aug. 27, at South Austin
Community Hospital. They have a daughter.
Lindsay, 4. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
George Gartman II of Lam Pasas, Texas, and
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Newton of Rt. 4, Murray. A
great-grandmother is Mrs. Lillian Colston of
Cadiz.

Coming(
.
0111111min - events
Thursday,Sept. 12
La Leche League will
meet at 7 p.m. at home
of Belinda Bohnert,
903B Northwood, behind
Cain's AMC Jeep. For
informatin call 759-1647
or 436-2227.
——
AA and APAnon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church. For information call 75 3-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663., .

etien *am

Mooed at page 11)
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Cody Allan Gartman born
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Alexander born

Thursday, Sept. 12
classroom, Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church.
————
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Christian Women's
Daughters of the American Revolution will meet
Fellowship of First
Saturday, Sept. 14. at 1:30 p.m. at the home of
Christian
Church will
Mrs. Eugene Berrill, King Richard Drive, Murhave a salad supper at
ray. Mrs. Riley Kay will be cohostess. Max Hurt,
6:30 p.m. at the church.
guest speaker, will talk about "The Statue of
————
Liberty." according to Mrs. Jim Byrn, regents,
Murray Chapter No.
who urges all members to attend.
92 of Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Chapter
LOdge
No. 50 Royal and Select
Masters ,will meet at
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons will have a special celebration on MonMurray Single Con- 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
nection will meet at 7
day. Sept. 16. All 50. 40 and 25 year members and
Woodmen
of World
p.m. in third floor
past masters of the lodge will be honored. A
Grove 6126 and Camp
592 are scheduled to
meet at 6 p.m. at Golden
-11.1.1rirVINVV11,1Ali
Corral Restaurant.
————
Western Kentucky
Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board; Inc., will
have a dinner meeting
at 6:30 p.m. at Executive Inn Riverfront,
Celebrate your birthday "on" us. Choose from
Paducah.
our Birthday Dinners, or deduct $4.99 from any
— ———
other menu item.
Friday, Sept. 13
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
— Birthday Dinners —
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
•Chopped Sirloin
Birthday cakes at minimal charge available upon
•Whitifish Fillet •Catfish
for activities by senior
request
Steak 'Catfish Fillet
citizens.
All we need is some proof of your birthdata
——— —
All served with salad bar, choice of potato and
Hazel Lodge No. 831
hushpuppies
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
Hwy 641 North Murray.
Ky.
Open at 4 p m Mon -Sat
p.m. at lodge hall.
753-4141
—— ——
PAWS (pets are
wonderful society ) will
meet at 3:30 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
—— — —
Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
——— —
Make Today Count
will meet at 10 a.m. in
private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
—— ——
Games will be at 8
p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended.
Mayfield.
— —— —
Persons may pick up
1984-85 Laker annuals
from 7:45 to 8:10 a.m.
and 3 to 4 p.m. in front
lobby of Calloway County High School.
— ———
Paducah Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will have a chili
suppe at 7 p.m. at
Jaycee Building, Lone
Oak Road, Paducah.
Requests the
For information call
honor of
489-2543 or 1-674-5886.
In
photogra
phin
natural color
Your
———
approaching
Saturday, Sept. 14
wedding
Captain Wendell Oury
Photographs may
Chapter of Daughters of
be made
our
at
studio, the
American Revolution
and
church
reception
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
,
both
formal andincluding
home of Mrs. Eugene
informal
Berrill.
Please call
————
at
the studio
for
Events in Land Betcomplete
Information
ween the Lakes will include Cheese Making at
2 p.m. at Empire Farm;
Olympic Plaza
Puttin' Up Food at 2
Inside
Roy's
p.m. at The
Pharnla
c
506 Al 12th
AX
figmeplace- 1850 ;
Murray, Hy.
Discovery Drive at 2
7
.
53-9500
p.m. and Night Visual at
8 p.m. at Woodlands

DAR Chapter will meet

Guaranteed Quality

Nicholas

di

Mr. and Mrs. Steven AleXa:
r,
,titie
r%`-eYlieturi•ty,
are the parents of a son, Nicholas Chance,
weighing six pounds seven ounces, born Monday,
Aug. 19, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Ted Alexander of Murray,
Mebble Mix of Mayfield, and Ruth Born and the
late Reed Smith of Cadiz. Great-grandmothers
are Eva Alexander of Murray.and Lillian Colston
of Cadiz.

Scout training Monday .

.'.al Ma•• O • , •

Buy only the pictures you want

AMVETS plan picnic

Penny - Club will meet

BLACKENED REDF1SH ON FRIDAYS!!

ri
at

AMVETS Post 4b, Buchanan. Tenn., will have
its annual family picnic on Sunday, Sept. 15, at
the K.O.A. Campground at Paris,Landing. Tenn.
Each lady is asked to bring a covered dish. In
case of rain, the picnic will be at Post 45.

Freshmen are named

Aurora,Ky.
s

potluck supper will be served at 6 p.m. followed
by the meeting at 7:30.p.m. All Master Masons
are invited, said Hollie Alderdice. master of the
lodge which meets at the lodge hall locate" on
Highway 121 North near the intersection of
Highway 1660. Johnny Robertson Road.

A Day of Recollection will be held at Parish
Center of St; Leo's Catholic Church on Tuesday,
Sept. 17. Msgr. Bernard Powers will be the
spiritual director for the day. The day will begin
with registration at 8:30 a.m. and close with the
celebration of mass at 2:15 p.m. There will be
three conferences and a time set aside _for
private meditation and prayer. A luncheon will
be available. Everyone is invited to attend; if
unable for the entire day, either the morning or
afternoon session. This annual day is sponsored
by the Legion of Mary.

LOS ANGELES (API
— Rock,141.0
Elt;cted as freshmen cheerleaders at Murray
iutobiogra-pliyil not
detail the private lives High School were Jody Borge, Holly Brown, Jenof other celebrities, a nifer Collins, Candace Clark, Meredith Howe,
publicist for the AIDS- Kelly Massey and Lauri Perrin. Freshmen class
officers are Marcie Willett. president; Chip
stricken actor says.
"Basically, it is a Adams, vice president: Shelly Workman,
„career book." secretary; Lauri Perrin, treasurer.
spokgsman Dale Olson
said Monday. "But it is
just not his style to
The Penny Homemakers Club will meet Monname names. He would
day, Sept. 16, at 1 p.m. at the home of Elsie
never divulge information about other Williams, 700 Fairlane Dr., Murray. Maudena
Butterworth will present a lesson on "Fashion
people."
Update." Murrelle Madrey, president, urges all
Hudson, 59, is writing
members and interested persons to attend this
"My Story" with Sara
opening fall meeting.
Davidson, Olson said.
Proceeds will be
donated to the Rock
Hudson AIDS Research
A special training session for Brownie and Girl
Foundation, a New Scout beginning leaders will be Monday. Sept. 16,
York-based organiza- at 9:30 a.m. in the Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe
tion to find a cure for the Street, Murray. This is open to all persons indeadly disease.
terested in being leaders, according to Marie
Forrester, public relations chairman for the
• Na .f.ii•f S. -Is for LOSS • W Marl SM
Murray Neighborhood Girl Scout Core.
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Event planned Tuesday
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Dailey and Jones vows are ,solemnized in church ceremo
ny

Miss Deena Denise by the bride
The flower girl was Fostoria glass and
's
Dailey and David grandmother.
Megan Cobb of Hender- silver appointments
Wayne Jones were marThe gown was design- son, niece of the groom
were used.
ried on Sunday, Aug. 4, ed with a sabrina She
wore a formal gown
Assisting in the
at 3 p.m. at the First neckline enhanced with lf white taffeta
with a hospitalities were Miss
Baptist Church, simulated pearls and pink sash
tied in a bow Pat Baile'y • Miss
Murray.
lace. The gown was at the back. She carried
Daphne Palmer, HarThe bride is the
made of imported chan- a basket containing pink
din, Mrs. Kay Willis,
daughter of Mr. and tilly lace and tulle.
rose petals.
Mt. Carmel, Ill., and
Mrs. Paul Dailey Jr. of
The half pouf sleeves
The groom wore a forMrs, Dimple Pratt.
Murray. She is the of tulle and tapered mal charcoal
grey morMiss Megan Cobb of
granddaughter of Mrs. chantilly lace ended in ning coat
with a , wing Henderson, neice of
the
Nina Thompson and the beaded points over the tipped shirt
striped groom, distributed
rice
late Luther Thompson hands' with white satin ascot,
light grey vest bags made of pink
tulle
of Benton and the late bows above the elbow. A and striped
-trousers., and ribbon.
Rev. and Mrs. •Pabl touch of sequins and His boutonni
ere was
Richard Jones providDailey Sr., of Hazel.
pearls adorned the stephanotis and baby's
ed music throughout the
The groom is the son bodice. The tiered skirt breath.
reception.
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert had six alternating
Robert' Jones, of
The couple left for a
F. Jones Jr., of Hender- layers of gathered lace Henderson, brother
of
son. He is the grandson and tulle which were the groom, was, best wedding trip to Cancun,
Mexico. They now are
of Robert F. Jones Sr., tapered to form a man. Grooms
men were residing in Dallas.
and the late Mrs. chapel-length train, Ken
Jones and Bill Texas.
Edythe Jones of bordered with imported Jones
of Henderson,
Out-of-town guests
Paducah and of Mrs. lace.
cousins of the groom included:
Lura Wood and the late
She wore a Juliet and Paul Dailey'III,
R.F. Jones, Sr.,
Owen Wood of floral halo of beaded silk brother
of the bride.
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs.
Henderson.
flowers and lace formUshers were Dan Key, Ray Hillenbrand,
Dr. Greg Earwood of- ing a circlet design cousin
of the bride, Paul Evansville, Ind.; Mr.
ficated at the double around her head. At- Dailey
III and John and Mrs. Tom Lilhgoe,
ring ceremony. Music tached to the headpiec
e Dailey, brothers of the Baton Rouge. La.; Miss
was presented by Miss was a cathedral length bride.
Kim Clark, Sorgho;
Pam Cannon, vocalist, double tiered veil of silk
The men attendants
Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Danville, Ill., Bruce Lit- illusion.
wore charcoal grey Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
trell, pianist, Nashville,
The bride carried an morning coats with dark Sammy
Williams, Mr.
Tenn., and Richard English cascade
bou- grey vests, striped and Mrs. Bob Jones,
Jones, organist.
quet of gardenias, pink ascots and trousers.
Ken Jones, Bill Jones,
The vows were ex- roses and stephanotis Their
boutonnieres were Mrs. Kathy Cobb and
changed before an altar accented with baby's pink
rose buds and Megan and Jane
decorated with a brass breath, cascading ivy, baby's
breath.
Childress, all of Henderarch adorned with a baker's fern and pink
The ring bearer was son: Mrs. Dixie
fresh spray arrange- and white bridal picot Ryan
Key, cousin of the Rayburn, Kelly and
ment of pink carnations, ribbon streamers.
bride, who was dressed Whitney of Franklin,
'white gladioli and white
She wore a marquise like the groomsmen.
Tenn.;
daisies. Silk dogwood in- shape diamond pendant
The bride's mother
Mr. and Mrs. Ken
tertwined each side of around her neck, a gift wore
a beige colored tea Adams, Lone Oak;-Mr.
the arch.
from the groom.
length dress. The and Mrs. Ralph Cooper,
Baskets of fresh ar.and Mrs. Scott Bedow
Miss Cindy Wyatt, groom's mother wore a Mrs. Ruby
Ward, Mrs. and Monty
rangements IA white cousin of the bride, was blue
Smaltz of
tea length dress. Denise Seltzer, Mr. and
gladioli, pink carna- maid of honor
. Both had corsages of Mrs. Dale Melugin, Hartford.
tions, white daisies and Bridesmaids were Mrs. , gardenia
Bridal events honors and baby's Mrs. Glenda Garrison
baby's breath flanked Kathy Cobb of Hender- breath.
ing the couple included
and Jennifer, all of
both sides of the brass son, sister of the groom,
the following:
Mrs. Amy Medley of Paducah;
spiral candelabra Miss Jene' Stratton
A bridal bruch given
of Madison kept the guest
Mr. and Mrs. Jake
holding white candles. Paducah and Mrs.
by Miss Cindy Wyatt,
Dana register.
York,
Mayfield
;,_ Mrs,
Seven -branched Douglas.
' The wedding" was Sarah Hurley, Mr. and Mrs. Dimple Pratt, Mrs,
candelabra with pink
Dana Douglas, Miss
The attendants wore directed by Mrs. Gwyn Mrs. Kenneth
Peek, Jene' . Stratton
bows and Boston ferns identical formal
. Miss
Key, aunt of the bride.
length
Mrs. Dawn Morris, Mrs.
decorated the main gowns of pink
taffeta
A reception followed Pam Warmath, Mr. and Gina. Williams, ,Mrs.
floor. The family pews styled with puffs of
bouf- in the fellowship hall of Mrs, Ray Wyatt, Mr. Tanya Henderson and
were marked with fresh fant bows at
Miss Lisa Mikulcik;
the the church.
and Mrs. W.T. Wararrangements of white shoulders with
A miscellaneous
On the bride's table a ma-th, Mrs. Nina
a
gladioli, pink carnations scooped neckline
and four -tiered wedding Thompson, all of Ben- shower at the home of
and white daisies with fitted bodice.
The cake was created with ton: Miss Daphne Mrs. Rita Price with
pink satin bows.
Mrs. Toni Bohannon,
tapered ruffled skirt white icing and laced Palmer, Hardin;
The bride was was tied with a bow
Mrs. Randa Cunnwith pink roses. The
at
Mr. and Mrs. Tim
escorted by her father to the back of the waist.
tiers were separated by Willis, Mt. Carmel, Ill.; ingham, Mrs. ha
the alter and given in
Brown, Mrs. Ruth Potts,
Each attendant car- columns, and topped Mr. and
Mrs. Pat
marriage by her ried a clutch bouquet
of with a white dove. Pink Medlley, Madison; Miss Mrs Jeannie Harrison
parents.
pink roses, snaps and
ribbons flowed to heart Pam Cannon, Danville, and Mrs. Judy Darnell
She wore her mother's baby's breath with
shaped cakes placed Ill.; Bruce Littrel, as hostesses.
pink
gown which was made ribbon steamers.
A bruch given by Mrs.
around the cake. Nashville Tenn.; Mr.
Shirley Winters. Mrs.
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,pringsteen
gives large
Still) for food
MIAMI AP — Rock
star Bruce Springsteen
has donated $25,000 to a
local food bank to help
build a food storage
warehouse, an official
said.
"We talked to Bruce before the concert about
problems in our county
and he feels that when
he's touring in a community he should give a
little back to that community.- Ilene Zu.-eig. a
spokeswoman for the
Daily bread Community Food Bank. said
Spri-ngsteen. who has
donated hundreds of
thousands of dollars to
food drives veterans'
organizations and
unemployment shelters,
was in Miami for two
sold-out concerts in the
Orange Bowl Sept_ 9 and
10. attracting an
estimated 72.000 rock n
roll fans each night

1 'niverit
Will honor
Ted Turner

Mrs. David Wavne Jones
Annie Nance, Mrs. Betty Vinson, Mrs. Gwyn
Key, Mrs. Mary
Shipley, Mrs. Peggy
Hook, Mrs. Edith NoffsAnger. Mrs. Mary Elinor
Outland, Mrs. Mildred
Robertson. Mrs. Verona
Grogan, MrS1 Allene
Knight, Mrs. Linda
Adams. Mrs. Elaine
Brown, Mrs. Sina
Richardson and Mrs.
Louise Morris.

A bridesmaid luncheon at the home of
Mrs Genevieve Adams
with Patsy Miller as
hostess.
, A party given by Jene'
Stratton and Gina
Smith.
The groom's parents
entertained with a
rehearsal dinner at
Seven Seas Restaurant,
Murray.

OLEAN, N Y'Al'
St Bonaventure I ru vet sity will honor Cat.le
News Network chief Ted
Turner with its Bob ('In
sidine Award
The award, presented
annually in memory at
Considine, a reporter
and -broadcaster who
died in 1975, will be
given to Turner during.a
luncheon ceremony in
New York City Oct 4.
university officials said.
Turner recently was
thwarted in his bid to
take over CBS Inc.

Special Atlanta trip
planned by Art Guild
The Friends of the
Paducah Art. Guild announce a three day trip
to Atlanta. Ga., that will
include the Atlanta
Ballet, the High
Museum, a tour of a
historic home, luxurious
accommodations, fine
dining, and shopping in
exclusive stores and antique showrooms.
The trip begins Thursday,'Nov. 7 on a
chartered bus from
Paducah. Participants
will have a catered
lunch on the bus befor
arriving at their hotel,
Ritz-Carlton.
While in Atlanta, the
participants will attend
the Atlanta Ballet and
see a performance based on the music of
George Gershwin and a
world permiere of a new
ballet by composer Benjamin Britten and
choreographer John
McFall.)
A docent-guided tour
of the Atlanta High
Museum will feature
"Masterpieces of the
Dutch Golden Age," an
exhibit of 50 of the most
important Dutch
painters of the 17th century, assembled from
private collections, has
never been exhibited in
public. Atlanta is the only American city
hosting the exhibit.
Phipps Plaza and
Lenox Square, next to
the Ritz-Carlton, will
provide participants the
opportunity to shop. A
visit to "Antique World
of Atlanta," a 75,000
square foot antique

center with 33 different
showrooms is planned.
Dinners will be held at
two of Atlanta's
restaurants, the Peasant Uptown at Phipps
Plaza and 103 West. A
special luncheon will be
served at the Swan
House coach House.
Participants will be
served breakfast at Tiffany's and have a
special presentation on
Tiffany Table Settings.
A tour of the Swan
House, one of Atlanta's
most historic sites, and
a tour of the Buckhead
residential area is also
included in the trip.
The Friend's Atlanta
Trip will be Thursday,
Nov. 7 through Saturday, Nov. 9. The cost of
the trip will be $300 per
person for a double accommodation and $365
for a single. The fee
covers all trip expenses
except for one lunch in
Atlanta.
Reservations can be
made by calling the
Paducah Art Guild at
1-442-2453. Reservations
will not be confirmed
until a $50 nonrefundable deposit is received. Full payment is due
by Oct. 10 and payments
should be mailed to:
Friends of the Paducah
Art Guild, 200 Broadway, Paducah. Ky.
42001. Tour Guides will
be Jane Bright, Dick
Holland, Mary Dye and
Mary Francis Hannan.
The Friends is a support
organization of the
Paducah Art Guild.

Newton sells horses
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(AP) — Entertainer
Wayne Newton made
slightly more than $3.5
million when he auctioned off 30 Arabian horses
at a Strip hotel, his
spokesman said.
Newton, who has been
raising Arabians since

1969, owns 350 horses at
his ranch 50 miles northeast of Las Vegas,
said spokesman Alan
Margulies
The top horse in the
recent sale, WN Antigua, was purchased
for $1.2 million.

At Time of Processing
(135 nun, 126, 110, & Disc)

Roffler's Family Hair
Care Center
Welcomes
Linda and

Linda Burris

Carol
to their
staff.

lirazzeP,

*Visit Carol or Linda during September and get
a shampoo, cut and style for Only 57
*Cut and Perm $?.5
*Skin Care by Lange
*Manicures
*Nail Sculpturing (Beginning Oct. 1st)

Call 753-8909
Tuesday-Saturday from
8 a.m.-5 p.m. for
An Appointment or
Stop By — Walk .Ins Welcome

2 YEAR
• LIMITED WARRANTY •
90-Days Same As Cash, Financing
Available To Qualified Buyers

Hwy. 121 North (Next door to Tucker Ti')
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at Murray's Briggs & Stratton plant head for home after completing asix-hour shift on the assembIN line.

Briggs &Stratton:an inside view

%iekie 1Ve. Lynn Grove. attaches the carburetor and gas tank assembly to the engines.

Rows of completed mower engines await testing.
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Justice, defending strategy, calls Lilly case
WASHINGTON IAPI — Prosecution of Eli Lilly and Co.,
coupled with a guilty plea
earlier by another drug firm,
were "milestones in our long
history" of enforcing a law requiring disclosure of harmful effects of drug products, a Justice
Department official says.
Deputy Attorney General D.
Lowell Jensen also says he
shares the concern of some in
Congress that the $25,000 fine
levied against the Lilly company
was too small.
In a letter to Sen. Strom Thur.,

mond, R-S.C., chairman of the
Judiciary Committee, however,
Jensen said the $25,000 was the
maximum the firm could be fined for violating the reporting
disclosure requirements of the
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.

each violation. Oraflex was
taken off the market in 1983.
"If this new law had been in
effect at the time of the offenses
for which Lilly was convicted,
the maximum fine for Lilly
would have been as much as $2.5
million instead of $25,000,"
Jensen's letter said.

Jensen noted that the failure
by Lilly to quickly report to the
FDA the deaths of several people who had used the antiarthritis drug Oraflex had occurred before Congress amended the act in 1984 to raise the
maximum fine to $100,000 for

case by Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, 1)-Ohio., who complained
that the government had been
too lenient in permitting the

The company was fined
$25,000 on Aug. 21`after pleading
guilty to 25 criminal counts.
Jensen's letter was prompted
by criticism of the department's
prosecution strategy in the Lilly

Jim White.
The hostage, 22-year-old Sandra Moree of Jasper, Tenn., was
with Spangler at the rink and
was resciked unharmed, White
said.
Ms. Moree's car was found
abandoned at Sand Mountain
near Bryant, Ala., a rugged,
wooded area southwest of Chattanooga, Tenn., where Spangler
had reportedly been spotted,
White said.

Wheelchair bandit caught
BRIGHTON,Colo. AP ) — Officers called to the scene of an
armed robbery at a convenience
store were helped by a key bit of
description. The pistol-packing
man who fled with two six-packs
of beer was in a wheelchair, they
said.
Delbert Meyer, 28. of
Brighton, who is paralyzed from
the waist down, was arrested
early WecinAda.y for investigation of aggravated robbery after
officers stopped his truck about

a mile from the store, said
Detective Roger McCarty.
A man in a wheelchair rolled
into the store just after midnight
Tuesday, picked out some potato
chips, then went to the counter
and asked for some beer, McCarty said. When the clerk told
him beer sales stopped at midnight. the man pulled out a pistol
and said, "I want some beer
anyway."
The clerk put the beer in the
'man's lap and he rolled out and
around the corner, he said.

SAN BERNARDINO. Calif.
Al' — A 65-year-old housepainter given the maximum
sentence for blinding and
disfiguring a teen-age girl with
acid during a kidnap and sexual
assault could be eligible for
parole by age 82, the prosecutor
said.
Superior Court Judge Don A.
Turner. citing "the high degree
of cruelty, viciousness and
callousness used in committing
the crime." sentenced Jack
Oscar King on Wednesday to 34

years in prison for kidnapping,
attempted murder, attempted
rape, attack with a harmful
substance and forced oral
copulation.
"If King was a younger man
and if I thought he might outlive
the sentence then I would be
upset," Deputy District Attorney Dwight Moore said.
The victim, 16-year-old Cheryl
Bess, said in a probation report
made public at sentencing, "I
hope he stays in prison until he
dies."

Last of East Coast's McDonald's
drive-ins to close; just six r6unain
BEAVER FALLS, Pa. IAPI —
Billions of hamburgers ago,
when the global McDonald's empire was young. workers raised
a pair of Golden Arches over the
roof of a drive-in that's now the
last of its type on the East Coast.
But in the past 20 years
"drive-thru" has replaced
"drive-in," spelling the end of
one of only six red-and-whitetiled McDonald's in the country.
"I'm going to miss it. That
was always McDonald's, the tile
and the arches." said Dave
Taylor, 28, of Beaver Falls, sitting at an outdoor table recently
with his wife. Rosemary. "The
new ones are nice but they're
just not the same. McDonald's
was always like a drive-in to
me."
Store manager Pat Brown
said, "The reason we're moving
is we're expanding with all the
new products. When they built
this place they had hamburgers,
fries and Coke, 11 items. Now

Reagan...
(('ont'd from page 1)
said.
He also charged that present
deductions had failed to keep up
with inflation.
"The tax code has in effect
made it more and more expensive to care for older parents or
give children the good upbringing and education they
deserve," he said.
The president also repeated
his pledge to the senior citizens
"that nothing in our tax plan
would affect your Social Security checks in any way — period."
The president derided an unnamed "prominent national
figure" for saying that his tax
plan would hurt the middle
class. "If I may use a word that
people our age will remember.
balderdash,•' Reagan said.
He was apparently refering to
remarks over the weekend by
New York Gay Mario Cuomo. a
Democrat, ttlat the Reagan tax
plan would be "devastating to
the middle class" because it
says to the middle class that
"with .one hand we want you to

•••••
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we've got so much equipment
we're getting crowded:"
The Beaver Falls outlet was
No. 712 in a worldwide chain that
numbers 8,500 restaurants, with
another sprouting somewhere
on an average of every 17 hours.
according to Robert Keyser,
director of media relations for
McDonald's.
The others five operating redand-white -tiles McDonald's are
in Birmingham, Ala.;
Cleveland; and San Jose, Long
Beach and Pico Rivera, Calif.
Forty percent of the company's sales come from the
drive-thru window, where
customers can be served
without leaving their cars.
Keyser said.
At the drive-in, customers
parked, walked to the counter
and most of them returned to the
car to eat. There are no seats inside, only a handful of tables outside and benches built into the
walls under the eaves of the
wide flat roof.

Jewelry
Repair And Sizing
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MOVIES

*Black & White
*Slides (Ektachrome)
*Wallet Size Prints

Rental & Sales

Friday, Sept. 13

Snap Shot
Photo

Dixieland
Shopping Center

1 HOW Photo Developing
Olympic Plaza. Murray Ky
759 9347
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AM toe.
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HOOVER SERVICE

CLINIC

_

1
1. Check electrical system
2.Check all
,movable parts
3. Replace beft
4. Replace bag (paper)
5. Replace bulb if nec

DATES: Sept. 13th, Sept. 14th
Fri. 9 to 3 & Sat. 9 to 2

Friday
Sept. 1 3th
9 to 3
Saturday
Sept. 14th
.9 to 2

r

scissors ground to a perfect uniform edge by
experts with the finest commercial equipment available
All your

WE SHARPEN SCISSORS OF EVERY DESCRIPTfONt
PINKING •SEWING • BARBER • GARDEN • KITCHEN • SURGICA

L

6.Clean fitter system
7. Check and clean agitator

8. Lubricate beari

$6
"
$12.00 Value

"71r07--

HOOVER CLEARANCE SALE
Quik- III HOOVEh
The Ultimate

Broom SHAMPOO'

CONCEPT ONE'

Cleaning System
Quadraflex
agitator

deep cleans with double
the brushing & grooming
action of previous models.

Edge cleaning
plus...
edge brusher deep cleans
close to the wall.

Automatic carpet
adjustment
adapts cleaner to most
carpet. Special plush
& shag settings!

16 qt bag capacity
more cleaning per bag!
You'll like the Quick &
Clean bag changer.

Close
Out
Save
$100
Retail
Value
$269.95

for all your
floors..,and
carpet, too!
Retail Value $99.95

Retail
Value
$49.95

$69
"
Save $30

$39"
Save $10

$169"

HOOVER
Convertible'
Cleaner

Limited
Quantities

Twin lamp
headlight

Broad, bright. beam of
reach down and help us lift the
light helps seek out litter.
poor. ... And, with the other, we
want you to boost the rich."
Reagan maintained. that "our
fair share tax plan includes
relief for millions of the needy.
Controlled rewind for
Under our plan the poor, and all
smooth retraction
blind, elderly or disabled
Americans living in poverty
would be completely removed
from federal income tax roles."
Reagan's plan would reduce
tax rates from 14 to three — of
15, 25 and 35 percent — raise the
personal exemption and limit or
eliminate several deductions
Complete with 5 piece
and credits. Overall. the White
Power-seal Attachments
House says. 78 percent of
Americans would pay less or the
same tax that they pay now.
But many of Reagan's own
fellow Republicans have warned
him that unless, he also deals
with the nation's $150 billion
trade deficit and the push in
Congress for protectionist
legislation, his wish to produce a
tax overhaul by year's end may
be impossible.
On Wednesday, Reagan ap-,
pealed for Republican unity in
the face of such warnings at a
White House meeting with top
GOP congressional leaders.

POLISHER

• Use it like an Upright for quick
p,ck ups
•Combination nozzle for carpets.
rugs hard -surface floors
•Big disposable
bag is easy to
change
•Com.en.ent
se..itch

T

"

• All steel handle
• Powerful 4.8 Amp motor
• 9 qt disposable bag

Soft touch cord
rewind

Complete with
brushes
and pads

Retail
Value
$99.99
$5999

Tool
Value
$29.95
Included

Save
$40

HOOVER
SPIRIT
Retail
Value
$99.95

All Scissors
Sharpened

Save
$30

89°
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Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571
Nikalt)V•Akt
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-
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"2 Prints
For The
Price of 1"

OPENING
• A.

staff, that the government accepted a plea-bargain by the Lilly firm because of the risk of losing the case in a trial.

September

Professional Jewelry Repair and
Ring Sizing Done In Our
Murray Store.
Bring Your Rings and Jewelry
Repairs In For FREE Estimate

Scissors
Sharpened
While You Shop

Man gets 34 years in assault

firm to plea-bargain.
The No. 2 Justice Department
official said in the letter, made
available by Metzenbaum's

Chestnut Hills Shopping Ca.. 753-7
695

Spangler was arrested by
Dade County Sheriff Philip
Street and other officers, White
said. He said Spangler was being held at the Dade County jail
for extradition to Tennessee.
More than 300 law officers
from Tennessee, Georgia and
Alabama had searched through
the night for Spangler, a convicted murderer who escaped
Wednesday. Spangler was serving a life sentence for murder at
Fort Pillow State Prison in
western Tennessee.
Authorities were expecting
two other escapees, one a convicted murderer, to return to
their hometown of Knoxville
after overpow„tring a sheriff's
deputy and his wife and leaving
them chained to a tree during a
trip from a Bledsoe County
prison to Knoxville, about 60
miles away.

PAGE II

1?., 1985

a milestone

MICHELSONS

Escapee captured in Georgia
HALETOWN, Tenn. ( AP ) — A
convicted murderer who
escaped from two deputy
sheriffs and took a woman
hostage at gunpoint was caught
in Georgia early today, and the
hostage was unharmed, sheriff's
officers said.
Jimmy Don Spangler, 25, offered no resistance as he was arrested at 5:30 a.m. at the Trenton, Ga., skating rink, said Dade
County, Ga., sheriff's dispatcher
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Arguments set for ASAT test
WASHINGTON (AP — Four
Democratic congressmen are
asking a court to block Friday's
test of a U.S. anti-satellite
weapon, though the Reagan administration says the tryout is
necessary to win a U.S.-Soviet
treaty banning space weapons.
A U.S. District judge was
scheduled to hear arguments today in the suit to invalidate
President Reagan's certification to Congress that the test is
needed. The administration isn't
rnakeing "good faith" efforts.
towarda treaty banning the
weapons, the suit said.
The - legal action was filed
Tuesday by Reps. George
Brown.
. Joseph

Moakley. D -Mass.: Jahn
wide range of arms control
Seiberling. D-Ottio; and Mattopics, including space weapons.
thew McHugh. D-N.Y., along
with the Union of Concerned
But the United States hasn't
Scientists.
made a specific proposal on
It seeks a temporary restrainanti-satellite, or ASAT,
ing order to block the test.
weapons, saying it can't find a
Kenneth Adelman, director of
way to eliminate the possibility
the Arms Control and Disarmaof cheating on such a pact.
ment Agency, told Congress on
Wednesday that "testing can
"We have been unable, to
constitute an incentive to the - date, to identify a specific ASAT
Soviet Union to reach
proposal which meets the reagreements on a Wide range Df
quirements identified by the
issues ahd thus would not impair
Congress in 1984 that any agree!
prospects for a successful conment be verifiable and consisclusion to the negotiations now
tent with U.S. national securiunderway."
ty," Adelman told the House
The two superpowers are now
Foreign Affairs arms control
engaged in talks in Geneva on a
subcommittpe.

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

"FLEA MARKET‘

Charbroiled 8 oz. Ribeye
Choice of

Once A Month-2nd Weekend
Sept. 14-15 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Potato Tossed Salad & French Bread

$395

at the

& Sot. Evening
Only-Sept. 13th & lath)

;14:0

Henry County Fairgrounds

7

Paris, Tennessee

For Set-ups call
(901)782-3396 after 5 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT CATFISH $4

-Every Fri. & Sat. Evening
1906 Coldwater Rd

Free admission—Bring your family and friends.

Flea markets are fun!!

759-1864

SUMMERTIME SPLASHDOWN — George Carpenter, 7, and Rory Warman,8, have the coolest seat in
' town as they enjoy a leaking above-ground water main on a hot city street recently in Worcester,
Maine.

Rash of air crashes spurs call for
more FAA inspectors at airlines

Charge II'
•
SAVE 18c ON Pi40

SATHERS
Cri
i
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i
e
g4
1/
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os

16 oz
Honey
Roast
Dry
Roasted
Peanuts

Mita
Keebler

sie.14'
Sprite Diet Coke
6 pack 12 oz Cans

'at)

Planters

Soft Batch
Cookies
law 'Choc
'date chq,

Sather's Candy

Honey Roast
Peanuts

,
00se from 21 assorted It, •
Reg 49c each

Name Brand

Paper Towels

or Oatmeal Raisin
Reg St 99

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Following congressional
criticism that the government is
not adequately monitoring
airline safety, the Federal Aviation Administration wants to
hire more inspectors to keep
tabs on how airlines are complying with safety regulations.
A spokesman for the
Transportation Department,
which oversees the FAA, said
Wednesday a proposal for hiring
at least 150 additional aviation
inspectors has been approved
and sent to the Office of Management and Budget, which must
clear the request before it is sent
ot Congress.
Meanwhile, the House on
Wednesday approved without
opposition a provision in the
department's fiscal 1986 budget
that would allow for an additional $15 million to hire 200
more airline inspectors as well
as an additional 100 clerical support people for the FAA inspec-

tion program.
"We have to make sure that
all airlines are inspected," Rep.
Norman Mineta, D-Calif., chairman of the House aviation subcommittee and sponsor of the
aMendment,. told a, news
conference.
Mineta said he would like to
see the inspection force increased to between 1,000 and 1,100
within two years for airlines flying aircraft of 30 or more seats.
Regardless of which proposal
Congress finally considers —
either the 200 inspectors suggested by the House or the 150
sought by the FAA — some
money for a beefed up inspection force is expected to pass,
Capitol Hill sources said.
The FAA currently has 674 inspectors assigned exclusively to
commercial airlines, although
additional inspectors normally
assigned to general aviation ac-tivitiei also have been inspecting commuter air carriers.

price Good Thru September 16 1985

Coty

Tobacco crop and tobacco barn are
destroyed by Tuesday evening fire

Low, Low
Prices

Overnight
Success
6 oz

$400

Johnson's

Baby Wash Cloths
S6"

Package of 36 R,3 St

si 49
Sally Manson

Bausch & Lomb

Kwik Off

Saline
Solution
12

1 oz

oz.
Regular or for
Sensitive Eyes

Toothpaste Pump
4.5 oz.
Regular or Mint Flavored

Reg

Neutrogen

$1

Reg 53 19

59

Calendar...

Nature Center; West Kentucky
Amateur Astronomers at 8 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitor Center.

Their Epp

on Contact

FLUORIDE

Scope
Mouthwash

9559
Revlon

24 02

Nail
Enamel

Reg S.' •'/

wi
NOWILITIC

Alcon
Opti-Zyme
Enzymatic Cleaner
24 Cleaning Tablets

Gynol II
Starter w appiicaloi
2.5502 0 pill' 4.44 OZ
RCA;

,
4
SA 1

Buy One
Get One FREE

111-A.116

FREE

El
Marko
Markers

Hypo
Tears

Permanent -markers
in Red Black
Green or Blue
Reg 49c

Clairol

Balsam
Hair Color
in hair
Si 4,
6p°
,
• ii Reg 51 99

Cooper Vision

Photo Album
IC sheels 40 pages
For protecting
and diSplaYirg
1avonte photos

Reg 52 99

Mead

Boxed Stationery
RoQ 5,

M wow bow klaitkeary•
- sweekeosekei wiewra!lc•
—
—

1 2 oz
Lubncating
Eye Drops
Reg 54 90

Photographs by Robb Nash,
Murray State University
graduate student in art, will be
on display today through Sept.
25 at Carla M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
_
————
MSU Dance Theatre will hold
auditions for its 1985 Company
at 10 am, in dance studio
located backstage of Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University. For information call
762-4635. _
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. at home of Chris
Kerlick.
————
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons will
have annual family picnic at 6
p.m. at Murray-Calloway Com-ty Park. This is for all members,
families and widows of deceased
members of the lodge.
————
Dance featuring Twice As
Nice Band will be from 8 p.m. to
midnight at Murray Moose
Lodge.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legiort
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

leelv-r;
'of
A rhA

Begley's The good health people

could not be saved, the firerescue squad was on the scene
for one hour and 44 minutes,
keeping the fire from spreading
to the adjacent woods.
Three trucks and 13 men
answered the call. No injuries
were reported.

(Conf'd from page 8)

Saturday,Sept. 14
Kills Lica ail

T Gel

S•O

A barn containing a 2 h-acre
tobacco crop was destroyed in a
fire Tuesday evening, Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad
- 'reports say.
The barn, located on
schoolhouse Road, belonged to
Bobby McCuiston, Sr.
Although the barn and tobacco

Sunday,Sept. 15
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Smith will
be honored at reception in
celebration of 50th wedding anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m. at

,Sunday.Sept. 15
nirxsey
Church.

United

Methodist

————
Persons may pick up 1984-85
Laker annuals from 2 to 4 p.m.
in front lobby of Calloway County High School.
————
AA will have a closed meeting
at 4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
753-j0061, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
————
Paris District United
Methodist Women will observe
Annual Day at 2:30 p.m. at Mt.
Vernon UM Church near
Sharon, Tenn.
————
,A reception to meet and greet
the Rev. Stanley C. Tillman and
the Rev. Jack Coakley, pastors,
will be at 12:15 p.m. following 11
a.m. mass at St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
————
Fifth annual Diabetes Bike-athon will be from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
at Curris Center, Murray State
University. The Health Express
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will be present from 1
to 3 p.m. to give diabetes tests.
For information call the
hospital, 753-5131.
————
AMVETS Post '45 of
Buchanan, Tenn., will have its
annual family picnic at KOA
Campground, Paris Landing,
Tenn-. —
—
———
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Smoking Fish
at 1 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center and A Fine Kettle of Fish
at 2 p.m. at Empire Farm,
,
———
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Calloway County vs.
Ballard Memorial
7:30 p.m., Friday at
Laker Stadium
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Go

Good
Luck
Lakers!

Calloway County High
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Aug 30
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Sept. 27
at Union County
Oct, 4
at Caldwell County
Oct. 11
HoplunsvII It
(let. IN
at Aelmtep County
Oct. ;25
.at 1%1(11W:01 Tilghman
7:30' .Nov.- 1' • al Reidland
• NoV".
Marshall COU114

7:30
7:30
7:.30.•
7:30
7:30
7:30
-7.30

Meet
Tom Hopkins
of the
Home Team
See Tom For
All Your
Real Estate Needs
Tom Ho

OPPER1D
REALTY

753-3488

753-1222

Rent a 7 passenger
Custom Van for The
Dwain Weekend
Call Gene

Taylor 502-753-2617
Chevrolet, Inc.

D & W Auto
Supply Inc.
GOOD LUCK LAKERS!

roduction
l‘redit ssociation

•Automotive Parts & Paint
•Complete Automotive
Glass Shop
512 S. 12th

753-4563

TRUCKS TO SERVE
Y OU 8E17E7
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
Tlr!S

sHELL

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

753-9132

Accescar,es

MCCLARD S SHELL
401 Olive

753-5321

Good Luck Lakers!
From Tucker T.V.

THE
HOKE
COMPANY

Your

Television
Headquarters
753-2900
1914 Coldwater Road

WORLD HEAVYWEIGHT TITLE FIGHT!
Undefeated Champion Larry

Good Luck
Lakers
rnc
irl
cs
641 N. Murray

4)

spiNks

oozing history"

PARKER FORD

Sat

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!

AT OUR AGENCY
work

ye') maid to keep a Dak,c
commitment we nave
to
funchOn as a clepenclable insurance friend to our Poky
holders
HOY, Oo we go aboui n,With
excellent nsurance Pod.It ..
to you, needs
win,
lair competitive rahrs
and :'
'w
most ()Lail with sayuew.usliA-------"*.4
en,
personalized
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PrOmbir
tinuing

laooripo

we e vreicome your call anti in,
idgporiun,ti, ic be oi assistanc•
to you

9.14
Sept 21 8 p m
Channel 24

Southern State

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER BUY
YOUR INSURANCE FROM A
FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON
*Commercial
*Farm

Undefeated Light
Heavyweight Champ Michael

Who will be
the one to make

512 Main St.
753-0123
1-800-592-3499

*Auto
*Home

VS.

Your authorized Dealer for
Xerox copy machines &,
Xerox Memory Writers and
supplies.

•

Purdom,
Thurman

•Bulk Feed & Fertilizer
•Bulk Seed
•Form and Garden Supplies
•Horse care products and
•Nordic tack line

See us for a complete flC ot new
1:mic, and used motorcycleT. --.---

Dan McNutt
South solo
Slate
Auto Court
Cornpassios
ourt Sq
Insuranc•
u--).'"u I

OVERBY HONDA
Bel-Air Center

Industrial Rd. - Murray 753-1423

753-5005
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The Record has fallen: Rose 4,193, Cobb 4,191
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI AP 1 - He belongs to baseball
eternity now, to every dirt-smudged kid on every
sandlot who's ever played this fascinating game
that is so uniquely American.
He is Pete Rose, as uncomplicated as a punch
in.. the nose, and, he happens to have more hits
than anybody whoever walked p to home rotate
with a bat in his hands.
How's that for uncomplicated
Using a formula he has emplo d before, Peter
Edward Rose charged into history Wednesday
night, crossing into territory that was uncharted
before and probably never will be tread again.
His record-breaking hit, on a 2-1 pitch ofeSan
Diego right-hander Eric Show, was ..the
quintessential Pete Rose single, a line drive to
left field, never in doubt from the moment it left
his black bat.
.. If the face-first, belly-whopper slide is Rose's
baseline trademark, then the line-drive single is
his signature as a hitter.
So when he became baleball'ss.11-time base hit
king. eclipsing.Ty Cobb on the efth anniversary
of Cobb's last major league swing, it was entirely
appropriate that Rose did it with what baseball
players call a frozen rope.
This was no Astroturf bouncer. There would be
no controversial scorer's decision over whether
-it was a hit or error. There would be no close umpire's call at first base.
- Rose,-as usual, took care of-all those contingencies with a first inning line drive, drilled over the
shortstop's head into left field.
It was his 4.192nd hit, and his 3,162nd single. So
Rose knew how to react. He dashed hard down
the first base line as the capacity Riverfront
Stadium crowd erupted in a frenzy rarely heard
in these parts since the glory days of the Big Red
Machine.
Pete liner -Milestone Hits
Bs The Associated Press
Pete Hose,, milestone Pit.,, with
number of hit date - type of hit Mt. cher and team
1 - April 13 1963 triple Bob
Friend Pittsburgh
500 - Sept 16 1965 stngle. Al
Jackson. at New York
1.000 - June 26. 1968. single. Dick
Selma. New York
•1.500•- Aug 29. 1970. single. Carl
Morton. at Monteal
2.000 - June 19. 1973. single Ron
Bryant. at San Francisco
2.500 - Aug 17 1975. single. Bruce
Kison Pittsburgh
3.000 - May 5. 1976. single. Steve
Rogers. Montreal
3.500 - Aug 15. 1980. single Tom
Hausman at New York
3.631 - hue lo 1981. single. Mark
Linen
St
Lows
N L
record
3 772 - June 22. 1982. double John
Stuper St Loi.is moved into second
on altyttme
4 5.81 - Aprtl 13. 1984. double.
Jerry Koosman. Philadelphia
4 101 - Sept 8 1985. single Reggie Patterson Chicago
4.192 - Sept 11 1985 single. Eric
Show. San Diego

Steps
to the
Record
._

•

.Career Hit Leaders
Ity The Associated Press
(Through games of Sept. 11)
1. x-Pete Rose
4193
2 Ty Cobb
4191
3 Hank Aaron
3771
4 Stan Muslal
3630
5 Trts Speaker
3515
6 Honus Wagner
3430
7 Carl Yastrumski
3419
8 Eddie Collins
3300
9 Willie Mays
3283
10 Nap LaMie
3252 Ir. Paul Waner
3152
12.. Cap Anson
3081
13. x-Rod Carew
3031
14 Lou Brock
3023
15. Al Kaltne
3007
16 Roberto Clemente
3000
x.active player

(Through Sept. 11)
Ty Cobb-Pete Rose Career Comparison
By The Associated Press
Career comparisons of Ty Cobb and Pete
Rose (all-time top ten rankings in
parentheses):
Cobb Rnk
Rose Rnk
- Years
24 (4)
23 (St)
Games
3033- (4)
3476 (1)
At Bats
11429 (4
13770 (1)
Hits
4191 (2)
4193 (1)
Singles
3052 (2)
3162 (1)
Doubles
724 (4)
138 (2)
Triples
297 (2)
133 (-)Home Runs
118 (
160 (-)
Runs
2244 (1)
2142 (4)
Runs batted In
1308 (-I
1960 (4)
Walks
1249 (-)
1520 (1(:1
Strikeouts
357 (-)
1109 (-)
Stolen Bases
892 (2)
194 1-1
Average
- .367 (1)
.305 (
Hitting Streak
44 (2t
40 (6)
200-Hit Seasons
9 (2)
10 (1)
Total Bases
5863 _(4)
5677 (6)
.300-plus Seasons
23 (1)
15 9t
.400-plus Seasons
3 (It)
(-)
Slugging Pct. '
.513 (-)
.412 (-)
Long Hits
1139 (8)
1031 (-)
He would add a triple later for hit No. 4,193 and
he would score both of his team's runs in a 2-0 victory over San Diego. But this night would be
remembered for Pete Rose's trademark - a
line-drive single, the single that broke the record.
As the Padres' Carmelo Martinez fielded the
.ball on one bounce, Rose rounded first base and
took a couple of challenging steps toward second,
much the way he had done more than 3,000 times
before. That, too, was vintage Rose, forcing the
issue, taking nothing for granted.
Martinez laughed about it later, saying he was
mad because Rose made him throw to second instead of allowing him to run the landmark ball
back for personal delivery to its owner.
But It was typical Rose. First, you play the
game and play it hard. We'll celebrate later.
He retreated to. first with one clap of his hands
and"a double palm slap for Coach Tommy Helms'.
Overhead, fireworks exploded. In a moment, he
was engulfed by people, looking like somebody
stuck in the New York subway at rush hour. The
first person to get there was Rose's 15-year-old
son. Pete, Jr., who hugged his father warmly.
Then the rest of the Reds arrived, swarming
over this remarkable 44-year-old man who learned from his father that he could hone ordinary
skills to record-smashing levels with pride and
dedication.
- Tony Perez and Dave Concepcion, his longtim
teammates, hoisted Rose on their shoulders an
let the adulation of 47,237 fans rain down on hirri.
For seven minutes, they cheered for him,
saluting the man and his achievement. Eric
Show, who'd been a part of histOrY:Watched as
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By ANNE CROWLEY
AP Sports Writer
When THE hit, No.
4,192, finally went slicing into left-center field,
Pete Rose did
something for the first
time. Overwhelmed at
breaking Ty Cobb's alltime hit record, Rose
broke down and cried on
a baseball diamond.
"I sort of looked up
and started to think
about my father," said
Rose, recalling the man
who taught him to hone
ordinary skills to
record-smashing levels
with pride and
determination.

2° or 3°

89c

$3995
CASH & CARRY

Pete Rose, pictured
left when he tied the
record at Chicago,
finally broke the Ty
Cobb hit record
Wednesday when he
got a single and a triple off San Diego's
Eric Show. Ironically,
Rose broke Cobb's
record exactly 57
years to the day thatCobb had his last &that.
AP Laserphotos

'

By JIM DONAGHY
AP Sports Writer
There's been talk lately in the valley of a
"freeway series" between the Angels of
Anaheim and Dodgers
of Los Angeles.
But after losing two
out of three to Kansas
City, the road to the

tri
Me
fai
tou
he sat atop the pitcher's mound.
"I'm not smart enough to have the words to
estribe tny feeling," Rose said. "I didn't know
what to do.
"I was doing all right, then I sort of looked up
and started to think about my father. I saw him
up there, and right behind him was Ty Cobb."
That was when the tears came,. tears that
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Rose later added No.
4,193, a triple,_, and
scored both of the Reds'
runs in a 2-0 victory over
the San Diego Padres
Wednesday night.
"It was one of those
games when you could
sort of enjoy everything
that happened," Rose
said.
Rose's single came
exactly 57 years to the
day after Cobb's last atbat.
In other National
League games Wednesday night, the St. Louis
Cardinals edged New
York 1-0 in 10 innings to
regain a share of first

place in the Eastern
Division; the Los
Angeles Dodgers shelled Atlanta 12 -3 ;
Philadelphia beat Montreal 4-1; the Chicago
Cubs were 3-1 winners
over Pittsburgh; and
San Francisco and
Houston split a
doubleheader, the
Giants winning the first
game 11-4 and the
Astros the second 10-9.
Cardinals 1, Mets0
Cesar Cedeno couldn't
be in Cincinnati for the
fireworks, so he made
some of his own in New
York.
Cedeno, traded from

World Series seems just
a little bit longer to
Manager Gene Mauch
and his California
Angels.
Jamie Quirk singled
home one run and pinchhitter Jorge Orta hit a
run-scoring double in
the seventh inning to
snap a scoreless tie

Wednesday night as the
Royals defeated California 2-1 to move 21/2
games up in the
American League West.
Kansas City's Danny
Jackson, who was
winless in his, three
previous outings, allowed six hits over seven innings for his 13th victory

95

Now you can get a beautiful ArtCarved
Now it%
class ring at a beautiful price with a Full ONLY
r41
Lifetime Warranty! This offer expires
November 30, 1985 and is to be used SILADIUM •
only for the purchase of ArtCarved
H.S. RINGS
Siladium hrigh school class rings.
PLUS up to S36 worth of
custom features FREE!
.
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relieved the tension and emotion of the moment,
tears that sent Rose over to lean on Helms;shoulder and brought
Pete Jr. back on the field to
,
support his father.
"That's the only time I ever cried on a baseball
field," Pete Rose said. He had cried only one
other time in his life. he said.
"When my father.died."
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the Reds to the Cards in
late August, led off the
10th inning with a home
run off reliever Jesse
Orosco.
The victory left St.
Louis and New York
tied for first place in the
National League East
with 83-54 records.
Cards pitcher John
Tudor outshone Dwight
Gooden, giving up three
hits in 10 innings while
raising his record to 18-8
with his third shutout in
a row.
Gooden pitched nine
shutout innings, allowing five hits. The loss
went to Orosco, 5-5.

Gooden struck out seven
and issued three walks,
all in the eighth inning.
Dodgers 12, Braves 3
This outing brings to
41 the number of runs
Los Angeles has scored
during the first four of
their five games in
Atlanta.
"You couldn't have
placed the ball any better with a fungo bat. We
met the wrong team at
the right time," said
Braves Manager Bobby
Wine.
Los Angeles is 8-3 over
its last 11 games. Mike
Marshall had three hits
in the first five innings

'Freeway Series' talk postponed after Angels' slide

i
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Cardinals win 1-0 to move back into tie with Mets
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Rose single breaks Cobb mark

1 -Rickman
.--,-1- '44IN ,
Norsworthy illtivi1
el;
16-7

One
Happy
Guy

753 1666

against nine defeats.
Dan Quisenberry pitched the final two innings
for his 33rd save.
California's Ron
Romanick, 13-8, yielded
seven hits in the seven
innings he pitched.
"It was a tough loss
for us," said Romanick.
"We wanted to establish
something against Kansas City because we
haven't seen them too
much and we have four
games left with them."
The Angels and
Royals play in Kansas
City the last week of the
season.
Elsewhere in the AL,
Toronto edged Detroit
3-2, Texas defeated
Oakland 6-3, Boston
beat Bli‘nore 4-1,
Milwauk
ped New
York 4-3, Chicago blanked Minnesota 5-0, and
Seattle downed
Cleveland 9-5.
Blue Jays 3,.Tigers
In Toronto, Lloyd
Moseby singled home
Tony Fernandez from
second base to snap a tie
in the seventh inning as
the Blue Jays sent

Detroit to its seventh
straight defeat.
Reliever Dennis Lamp,
unbeaten this season,
won his ninth game.
The victory lifted
Toronto to a 2%-game
lead over New York in
the AL East.
Brewers 4, Yankees 3
Cecil Cooper's soft
single doivn the left-field
line scored rookie Mike
Felder from third base
with one out in the bottom of the ninth inning
to give the Milwaukee
Brewers a 4-3 victory
over New York, snapping the Yankees'
11-game winning streak.
The Brewers snapped
a seven-game losing
streak.
Mariners 9,Indians 5
In Seattle, Jack Perconte had three hits, including a home run, to
lead the Mariners over
Cleveland.
Perconte, who'played
parts of two seasons
with Cleveland, led_ off
the first inning with his
second major-league
home run in 1,284 atbats.
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Payne n Lannon: The Racers' Rod & Gun Club
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Used to be, back in the
not-so-olden days of
Murray State football
(1983, 1984), there was a
saying, "When Cannon
roars, Willie scores."
That was in reference
to the freshman thunder
Willie Cannon who set
the Ohio Valley Conference on its collective
ears with 776 yards
rushing and 10
touchdowns. That year
he earned the title of top
Division 1-AA rookie
rusher in 1983.
Now, ladies and
gentlemen, welcome to
Murray State's 'latest
addition to intercollegiate athletics: the
Rod & Gun Club.
. Rodney 'The Rod'
Payne, exploded on the
scene last week as the
heir apparent to Willie's
running shoes. But lo
and behold, somebody
forgot to tell him that
Cannon('The Gun') was
still around. Heirs apparent usually wait until
a guy has said his goodbyes before filling the
void.

DOUBLE TROUBLE - Murray State has been blessed with a pair of
rushers good enough to make most of their opponents envious this season.
Redshirt freshman Rodney Payne (left) and junior running mate Willie Cannon will be vying for top honors and the starting tailback slot each week with
the Racers.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Nevertheless, the
situation of having two
first-rate tailbacks has
MSU coaches and fans
drooling over who is going to out-do the other on
any given night.
Last week it was
Payne's turn. Four
touchdowns. Twenty'
,
four total points. That
performance tied Payne
for two single-game
school records held,
coincidentally, by Cannon among others.
Add to Payne's
milestone evening 115
yards gained on 20 carries and it made for a
nice 33-25 victory
package over Southeast
Missouri.
The week before, Cannon opened the season's
scoring with a 12-yard
touchdown run, bringing him within four TDs
of the school career
record of 21. and
boosting MSU to a 35-21
win over South Carolina
State,
Against SEMO, Cannon watched much of
the game from the
sidelines although he
picked up 58 yards on 12

tries as the starting
tailback. Payne scored
the last touchdown of
the game, gaining 47 of
his 115 yards during the
final Racer drive.
The thought of having
two excellent rushers
brings a smile to
Beamer's day. He's
quick to point out,
however, that the two
have individual styles
which can be valuable in
specific situations.

"Willie and Rodney
are both very good
backs," Beamer noted.
"They each offer us
something different
when they're in the
game. Willie is a more
powerful runner, while
Rodney has a bit more
speed." After the SEMO
game Beamer said,
"We went to Payne
more because ,he's
quicker on the corners
than Cannon. Rodney
gets to the outside a little quicker, but next
-It's not really importime around it might be tant who starts," Payne
Willie (with more yar- pointed out. "We're both

ty last weekend showed
Mayfield's ability to
play and dominate any
team in the area,
perhaps in the state.
The week before,
Mayfield blasted Heath,
37-0.
Against Christian
County the Cardinals
went up 16-0 and drubbed the Colonels in every
phase of the game.
Ricky Rush, the lastest
in a string of outstanding Mayfield running
backs, led the Cards
with 104 yards in 20
carries.
Mayfield scored on a
field goal and a 16-yard
pass from Kent Mathis
to Jim Puckett. Todd
Waggoner, who gained
63 yards on 19 carries,
also scored on a 1-yard
run.
Murray, will attempt
to counter that with an
offense that has scored
49 points in its last two
games, displaying the
passing skills of junior
quarterback Mark West
and the rushing of
tailback Rodney
Skinner.
Last season at Murray's Ty Holland
Stadium the Tigers
were pummelled. 35-0.

Deadline extended for
new basketball league
The deadline has been
extended for players or
teams interested in joining a local basketball
league.
The league, which
'already has eight teams
signed up, is shooting
for a 10-team goal with
the new deadline fiar

tries being Sept. 18.
Any team representative interested in participating_ in the fiveman, full-court league
should send a phone
number and address to
Mark Miller, P.O. Box
45, Murray. Ky., 42071.
to apply.

Parker testifies in drug trial
PITTSBURGH ( AP )
- Dave Parker testified
that the man who was
his primary source for
cocaine became so wellknown among the Pittsburgh Pirates and
other major-league
players that "he was
selling (drugs) directly
and frequently in front"
of Three Rivers
Stadium after games.
The Cincinnati Reds
outfielder said Shelby
Greer, a former Pitt-

sburgh resident, gained
access to the Pirates'
locker room because of
their friendship and
sometimes traveled
with the team on road
trips at Parker's
request.
Greer, 29, now of
Philadelphia. was indicted by a federal
grand jury in May on 16
counts of distributing
cocaine in Pittsburgh.
His case has yet to come
to trial.

Carriers
Needed
Apply in person.
See
David Stom
1001 Whitnell Dr.

Ledger & Times
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This Friday, tradition
and the road trip stacked against them, the
Tigers will be hardpressed to avoid a
similar fate.
To cap it off; the game
will be played on Friday
the 13th. It will be interesting to see which
team will be tagged with
the unluck of the
evening.
• • •
In Calloway's return
to action after a week's
absence, the Lakers will
be taking on a team that.

has lost its last 23
games. However, last
year's Ballard squad
came closer to beating
Calloway than any other
opponent.
The 1984 game,ending
7-6 in favor of the
Lakers, could be used
by Haskins and his staff
to convince the
Calloway squad that it
can ill -afford to
overlook any opponent,
including teams expected to be 'bunnies' on
the schedule.
The Bombers will be

coming off a 31-0
shellacking against
undefeated Fulton City
last week and a 40-6
thrashing by Lone Oak
the week before.
Webster County beat the
Ballard drum to the
tune of a 14-6 decision on
Aug.23.
Calloway, 0-2, will be
seeking a solution to an
anemic offense which
has scored only six
points this season. The
Lakers lost 6-0 to Fulton
County and 28-6 to Murray High two weeks ago.
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Major League Baseball Standings
Toronto
Nev. York
Baltimore
I ietroit
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland
Kansas CRY
California
Chicago
Oakland
Seattle
Minnesota
Texas

Maps League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L
88 51
82, 53
72 64
71 67
69 70
61 77
50 90
West Division
792,9
77 62
70 68
69 71
65 71
62 76
51 87

Pd.
633
616
529
514
496
442
357

GB
'262
114
164
19
264
384

572 - .
554
507
493 11
468 114
449 17
370 28

Wednesday's Games
Texas 6. Oakland 3
Toronto 3. Detroit 2
Boston 4, Baltimore 1
Chicago 5. Minnesot9',0
Milwaukee 4. New York 3
Kansas City 2,. California 1
Seattle 9. Cleveland 5
Thursday's Games
Minnesota 4 Smithson 14-11i at Chicago • Nelson 8.9.
n
Baltimore !Dixon 6-31 at Boston I Nipper 5-101 in
Toronto iStieb 13-10 at New York iGuidry 15-51. int
Texas Stewart 0.61 at California i Witt 12,71, ini
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Minnesota at Cleveland 2 I.n
Baltimore at Detroit, in
Toronto at New York, I n
Boston at Milwaukee. In,
Texas at California, in,
Chicago at Seattle. in,
Kansas City at Oakland, ni

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pd
GB
New York
83 54
606 St Louis
83 54
606 Montreal
73 64
533 10
Philadelphia
68 68
500 144
Chicago
66 71
482 17,
Pittsburgh
44 91
326 35
West Division
Los Angeles
82 55
599 Cincinnati
72 64
529 94
San Diego
71 67
514 114
Houston
68 70
493 144
Atlanta
58 EIO
420 244
San Francisco
54 84
391 284
Wednesday's Games
San Francisco 11. Houston 1. 151 game
Houston 10. San Francisco 9, 2nd game
St Louis I. New York 0. 10 innings
Philadelphia 4. Montreal 1
Cincinnati 2. San Diego 0
Chicago 3. Pittsburgh 1
Los Angeles 12. Atlanta 3
Thursday's Games
St Louis I Andujar 2091 at New York I Lynch 10-7
San Diego I Hawkins 17,5 i at Cincinnati !Tibbs 7-15.
In,
Montreal , Youmans 2-21 at Philadelphia I Ftawlie
11.61. Oil
Chicago ,Eckersley 8-51 at Pittsburgh 'Rhoden
8:131. int
Los Angeles i Reuss 12-9, at Atlanta I Johnson 4:
0
n
San Francisco iLaPoint 7.12, at Houston • Kerfeld
1,21. ini
Friday's Games
St Louts at Chicago
Los Angeles at Cincinnati, 2. it n1
' *New York at Montreal. 2 it-n
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh. In ,
San Francisco at Atlanta. in
San Diego at Houston in

Major League Baseball Leaders
N ATION AL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING
BATTING 3.35 at bats, - Boggs. Boston, 367.
at babel - McGee. St Louis. 13641
Guerrero Los Angeles. 321. Herr. St Louis. 313
Brett. Kansas City, 343. Mattingly, New York_ 325.
Sandberg. Chicago. 311. Raines Montreal, 310
Henderson. New York. 325. Bochte. Oakland 311
RUNS - Morph,. Atlanta. 104, Raines. Montreal
RUNS - Henderson, New- York 123, Ripken.
98, McGee, St it.ouis. 04. Sandberg, Chicago 04. Cot
Baltimore, 100, Winfield, New York, 97, Murray,
eman. St Louis 93
Baltimore, 96, Brett Kansas City. 93
RBI - Mattingly. New York. 123. Murray
11431 - Parker Cincinnati, 101, Murphy Atlanta
96. Herr St Loins. 92. Wilson Philadelphia 1.7
Baltimore. 110. Ripken. Baltimore. 98. Winfield New
Clark, St Louis. .4
York. 98. Rice_ Boston. 97
McGee. St Louis. 182. Gwynn. San Diego
HITS - Boggs. Boston. 205, Mattingly, New York
166. Parker. Cincumati, 164 Sandberg. Chicago. 163
1R1. Baines. Chicago, 168, Buckner. Boston. 166
Herr. St Louts 159
Cooper. Milwaukee. 166
DOUBLES - Parker. Cincinnati. 35 Cruz. Houston
DOUBLES - Mattingly. New41'ork 41. Buckner.
32, Wilson, Philadelphia 32. Herr 'St Louis. 31
Boston, 3$1, Boggs. Boston, 37, Cooper, Milwaukee 35.
Wallach. Montreal. 31
Brett, Kansas City. 32. Walker. Chicago. 32
TRIPI.ES - McGee. St Louis, 16
TRIPLES- Wilson. Kansas City 19, Butler.
Samuel
Philadelphia. 11, Coleman St Louis. 10, Raines Mon
Cleveland 13. Puckett. Minnesota. 12. Fernandez
treat 10, Garner. Houston
Toronto_ 9 Barfield, Toronto, m. Cooper, Milwaukee.
Bradle* Seattle
HOME RUNS - Murphy Atlanta. 35, Guerrero Lo,
Angeles. 32 Schmidt. Philadelphia 25, Parker ('in
HONE RUNS - Fisk Chicago, 35, Balboni Kansas
cinnati. 27. Carter. New York. 26
City 31. Evans, I 4etroit. 31. Thomas Seattle. 31 Bell.
STOLEN BASES - Coleman St Louis. 93, Raines
Toronto. 28, Mattingly. New York. '25
Montreal 56. Samuel Philadelphia. 45. Lope.
STOLEN BASES - Henderson. New York. 65 Pet
Chicago. 44, Sandberg. Chicago, 44
tut. California. 49. Wilson, Kansas City. 40, Butler
Cleveland, 38, Smith Kansas City. 34
PITCHING i 11 decisions , - Franco, Cincinnat,
122. 957. 1 43 Gooden, New York 20-4. 833 1 65, Her
PITCHING ill decisions , - Guidry New York
shiser LOII Angeles 14 3 824 2 13. Hawkins So,
15-3 763 301, Saberhagen Kansas City. 176. 739
Diego 17 5 773. 2 97 Ketch Los Angeles. 10,3 76.
2 81. Higuera Milwaukee 136. 654 404 leibrandt
233
Kansas City 13-7 652 2 76 Burns, Chicago 17. RAO.
STRIKEOUTS - Gooden. New York, 236, Soto. Cin
3 53
STRIKEOUTS - FITyleven Minnesota 17r7t4rierts_, .
300
.199 Ryan Houston 167 .
4
,
-12
1
alensuela
.1113. Fernandes. New York. ISO Krukow San
Detroit. 176 Hanntater Chicago. 181. Burl, ChIc410
Francisco 130
137 Hurst Boston. 154
SAVES - Reardon Montreal. 33, Smith Chicago
SAVES - Quinenberry Kansas City. 33. Her
2.. Smith. Houston 22, Goasage. San Diego. 22, Sot
nandez 1 1,etrolt 2$ James Chicago. 25. Moore
I r Atlanta 22
California 25 Righetti New York 25
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The Colonial House
Smorgasbord
On 641 North. Murray
Will Now Feature A

PRIME RIB BUFFET
in addition to our regular buffet
on FRI. & SAT. EVENINGS

W5iei
SuPrthes

199

Las?

2,101 Pc Nut 8. Bolt Cen.
ter •
QUANTITIES

LIMITED

Regular Buffet '5"
Prime Rib Buffet '7"

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO

'Senior Citizen Discounts
Tues.-Sat.

Chestnut St.
753.2571
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Fire Damage Sale
•

SCOREBOARD

iroing to get to play
because when one of us
gets tired the other
.comes in. It's good
we're able to have a
fresh guy in there all the
time."
Saturday the productive Racer ground
ame, which has
averaged 219 yards in
the first two- games, will
_face a rugged test in the
Memphis State defensive front, which
averages 6-2 and 269
pounds.
But the Racers will be
pumped for the road
game challenge. And
that includes the Rod 8z
Gun Club's charter
members.

Due To Popular Requests

Calloway plays at home, MHS on road this week
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
After two weeks of
success, the Murray
High Tiger football
team may face its stiffest test of the season
since losing-, 22-3, ih the
opener against
Russellville.
Friday night the
Tigers will make the
trip to Mayfield's War
Memorial Stadiurri to
face a traditionally
tough opponent.
Calloway County,
having been idle last
week, will be seeking its
first victory under head
coach Jack Haskins
when the Lakers host
Ballard Memorial in a
battle of two winless
squads.
Both games will begin
at 7:30 p.m. Friday
night.
• • •
Murray, 2-1 after last
week's 21-19 shocker
over Lone Oak, must
contend with the
unbeaten Cardinals
(2-0) who have dispelled
all predictions of them
having a rebuilding
year this season.
A 16-8 victory over
defending Class 4A
champs Christian Coun-

dage, more TDs ) "
Even Cannon, whose
job as starter is
threatened by the
upstart tailback from
St. Louis, Mo., admits
the competition makes
for a better Racer
rushing attack.
When a team 'runs a
one -tailback set,
somebody has to sit.
Animosity is a natural
result, except when it
comes to The R&G Club.
Then the competition
only spurs interest.
Cannon admitted, "I
don't like watching from
the sidelines, but I pull
for him to. do well just
like he pulls for me
when I'm in there. As a
matter of fact he's one
of my best friends right
now
"Watching him do
that (score four
touchdowns) jUst makes
me want to play that
much harder."

•
•
•

First Quality
500 Suits
500 Sport Coats

Clark Clothing is now in Murray II our
warehouse in Paducah was
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

destroyed by fire.

All New Suits
and Sport Coats are
in our Murray store.
3 Piece

•
In

Suits
$69.95
•
•iSport Coats $39.901
•

By John Peel and Caravelle

•

Cashmere and Camel Hair

Om

Sport Coats
Reg. $AO

•

No„

$89.95

• *Students. Senior Citizens
and BusinessmenYou'll want 3 or 4
of these.
Special Rack of
Curlee and
Campus Slacks

•

•

Ties $3.95
Men S alld
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• Leather Jackets
. to $225

•

.„„ $89.95
Open:
Mon.-Sat., 9-6
Sunday, 1-3
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Murray High at Mayfield
7:30 p.m. Friday at
War Memorial Stadium
NIurrit High "Tigers"
1985 Football Schedule
Opponent
Russellville
at Paducah
calloway Co
Reiulland
at Mayfield
)Pe n
t• Fulton Co.
Trigg County
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Meet
Tom Hopkins
of the
Home Team

TailVING
24 HOUIM

411
;
104

See Tom For
All Your
Real Estate Needs

A
Tom Hopkins
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Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

's Bar-B-Q

YOU BETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
'ait

sentAt

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER BUY
YOUR INSURANCE FROM A
FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON

• HAVE A REM. MEAL
BEFORE THE GAME!!

AT OUR AGENCY

we
wz.,•
• •,.E.; a baSIC
cornmarnen7 we naxe
to
function as 4 dependable in.
Su!ance Mend to Our policy
holders

.-L.orle ahead for carry out
ent Drive through Window

We'll weltOme you,cal and the
oppOrtacutv to be ot assistance
!ID yOu

753-0045

Chestnut Murray

aiLaid
4.11, Purdom ,
Thurman
& McNutt

How dc we go about it" With
excellent ns,.,rance products
tailored to your needs
with
lair compel-1,e rates
and
most of all with service that s
Prompt Personalized and con.
tInuIng

X0
,
31
Agent

Michael A. Holton
753-8756
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MURRAY
ELECTRIC
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401 Oli
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Von Haverstock
753-7123
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Dan McNutt
Southsods
State Auto Court Sq
Insurance „
Mk
i Companies,53-4451
A friend you
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1
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206 Main St., Murray, Ky.
753-3415

153-9132

Accessonts

McCLARD S SHELL

OVt

HOLTON, MELUGIN & HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE

Rent a 7 passenger
Custom Van for The
Dwain Weekend
Call Gene
502-753-2617

vOtosetrppaseiw
Imewe two.sir
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Auto•Home
Commercials Farm
Life•Bonds

".411 The Way Tigers"
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WORLD HEAVYWEIGHT TITLE FIGHT!
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I Your authorized Dealer for
Xerox copy machines &
Xerox Memory Writers and
.......wwwwwwwwww-P
supplies

=121.11=ja

The Murray
Insurance Agency
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Bel Air Center
753-4751

•

o
•Homeowners
'Business
Insurance

HOLMES
i spiNks
Undefeated Light
VS.
Heavyweight Champ Michael

TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC. PARKER FORD

512 Main St.
753-0123
1-800-592-3499

Undefeated Champion Larry

Your Volume F\oird Dealer"
701 Main
753-5273

Purdom
Motors
INC.
Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac 8,
Buick
Satisfied Customers
are our main concern

1406 W. Main - 753-5315

Se;..,sfor a complete lineiof new
and used motorcycles -

Who will be

Me one to make
boxing history'
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OVERBY HONDA
Bel-Air Center

INAPA,
MEW.

Top Quality
Parts
At Discount
Prices

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS
605 Maple St.
641 North

ship
wa:

753-5005°

753-4424
753-7771
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Cost review urged before putting state pr
isons in private sector

Lf-EXINGTON, Ky.
(API — Panelists urged
a careful review of costs
and options before going
the private-sector roi,de
In operating correctional facilities in
Kentucky.
"If you look around
the country, it's a growing concern," John
Mahoney told those at
the Kentucky Council on
Crime Delinquency's
26th annual meeting
Wedngsqm
_
elelbuti;ie
director of the John
Howard Association in
Chicago, a private, nonprofit prison reform
group. Also on the panel
was Ray Weis, ex-

ecutfve director of
Dismas House of Kentucky, Inc., a non-profit
organization that
operates halfway
houses.
The private sector has
provided some of the innovations in correctional operations, including halfway houses,
food service and
medical care, Mahoney
said.
But the most controversial 45611d has
been the total control of
facilities by private
companies, he said.
"I'm a skeptic," said
Mahoney. "If we're going to move forward, it's
going to have to be

thoughtfUl."
The issue of private
companies- operating
state prisons is topical
because Kentucky is
preparing to take a second round of bids for a
privately owned and
operated minimum security prison. Sites in
four counties reportedly
are being considered.
The Finance Cabinet,
which handles the bidding; rejected five proposals in Marcie partly
because they were too
costly.
The Corrections
Cabinet also is studying
a plan under which the
state's five penal farms
would be privately

managed, "if it's cost overruns," he said.
economically possible,"
"The idea of competisaid Jack Lewis, deputy tion doesn't always
brcorrections secretary.
ing out the best bids."
A contract probably
Among the reasons
would call for a private cited for private control.
manager to supervise Mahoney said, are
and, train prisoners and costs, flexibility
and
provide seed, fertilizer competition.
and other-supplies. The
Those reasons also
state, however, would can -prove to
be
provide guards and liabilities, he added,
receive the agricultural saying "A lot have the
products.
'Holiday Inn Syndrome.'.
Said that that- —They like to have full
contract competition occupancy."
*
doesn't always breed
And while private
quality -and at the best groups maintain they
price for the services.
can make changes, "it's
"The cheapest is not difficult to change from
always the best, and the one vendor to another."
cheapest is not always Mahoney said:
the cheapest because of
He also pointed to the
legal aspect, saying
standards will have to
be established by states
to monitor private
facilities.
An ethical question
The warrant said Wellman threatened Aug. 5
that needs to be adto run a group of teen-agers riding in a car off
the
- road unless they pulled over.
dressed is "Should people be able to make a
At a news conference Wednesday; Wellman
profit on someone's else
denied any wrongdoing. saying he was attemp
misery?.
ting to reprimand the vehicle's driver for
" Mahoney
said.
reckless driving.
Weis said Dismas
Wellman faces trial Oct. 24 on two counts of
House is "trying to offer
impersonating a policeman and five counts of
a quality serivce, which
unlawful transaction with a minor.
I think we've done for
The -misdemeanor charges allege in part that
the past 21 years. We
he offered marijuana and another controlled
believe there is a
substance to three teen-age boys at an
specific market out
Owensboro hotel.
there, but we want to.
Wellman has said he is innocent and that he
make sure the competiwill not resign his office.
tion maintains quality
service."

He said quality is go? People should look
often sacrificed by the at the long-range im"profit motive."
"If it's not costeffective and not better
managed," Weis said,
"where does the Tublic

Come Hear
Ross W. Dye!

OWENSBORO. Ky. (API — City Commissioner Mike'Wellman, already facing trial on
charges of giving drugs tirtterAllfrlYs. has been
Charged In Henderson with threatening a group
of young people there.
Wellman was charged Tuesday with two
misdemeanors, terroristic threatening and impersonating a public servant.

Some interesting facts about the
"New Life"
Station!
—Located in Anchor Point, Alas
ka
—Broadcasts to one third of the entir
e world
—Broadcasts the Gospel* of Christ
into China
and the Soviet Union.
Preachers and Church Leaders in
Churches of Christ are
especially encouraged to come.
The Public is Welcome.
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FREE1986 Catalog! Come In for Yours!

CATALOG INVITAT ON SALE!
Telephone With Auto-Dialer/Amplifier Compact Stereo System With Cassette
DU6FONE°-165 by Radio Shack
Clannette'-116 by Realistic

Save $40

Save $50

7995

99Reg.

Reg. 119.95

149.95

Stores Up to 32 Numbers for
Instant One-Button Dialing
Big savings on the phone that
has it all Programmable TouchTone/pulse dialing works on any
line. For desk or wall. 043-601
FCC registered
Batteries for memory backup ext,a

Low As $20 Per Month
On CitiLine*

Two-Way Amplifier Allows
"Hands-Free" Conversations

Now even more affordable! Re'cord high-quality cassettes from
AM/FM radio. 2-speed turntable, or "live" with optional
mikes. #13-1220

H --Power Stereo Receiver 3-WayTower Speaker System
STA-2270 by Realistic'

65 WATTS PER CHANNEL. MINIMUM RMS INTO 8 OHMS
FROM 20-20.000 Hz. WITH NO MORE THAN 0.05/
3
4 THD

LCD Scientific Calculator
EC-4006 by Radio Shack

27%
Off

1595
Reg. 21.95

Solves math and science problems quickly!
Has 42 functions, power-off memory retention. With carry pouch. #65-975 Batteries extra

Wireless FM Intercom

Save
$60

8995 69Set

of 3

Each

Reg. 129.95

Reg. 179.95

Low As $20 Per Month on CitiLine*
Built-in Stereo Expander really "spreads
out" the sound image. Digital display shows
Qxact frequency. #31-3005

Matching 17"-High Speakers

SELECTaCOM*
by Realistic

Optimus' 1-120 by Realistic

HALF
PRICE

Reg. 399.95

-

•

WHERE: University
Church of Christ
WHEN: 2:30 p.m.,
Sunday, Sept. 15
TOPIC: "The 'New Life,'
Short-Wave Radio
Sthtion"

Rade/Melt

Save 0A 05
950 EN-111

FRANKFORT. Ky.(API— Two insurance companies will pay fines for technical violations
regarding workers' compensation policies and
licensing of agents, Insurance Commissioner Gil
McCarty said.
Old Republic Insurance Co. will pay a fine of
$59,300 for what McCarty termed "highly
technical rating violations" on workers' compensation policies.
No company or employee suffered any
monetary loss because of the violations, McCarty said Wednesday.
American-Business and Mercantile Insurance
Mutual Inc., will pay a fine of $10,700 for violations in the licensing of agents. McCarty said the
violations have been corrected and no one suffered any monetary loss.
According to a news release, the companies
admitted to some of the violations and paid the
fines without a hearing.
————
PIKEVILLE. Ky. (API — State police say a
shooting that left two people dead in Pike County
was a murder-suicide.
Dallas Edward Kelly. 41, went to the home of
his ex-wife, Mary Lou Kelly. 35, Tuesday night in
the Ashcamp community, about 7 miles west of
Elkhorn city. state police said.
The two argued. then Kelly shot his ex-wife
once in the chest with a .44-caliber rifle, state
police said. Kelly, also of Ashcamp, then shot
himself in the head, state police said.
Deputy Pike County Coroner Denver Bailey
said both died about 8:30 p.m. He.said the victims' bodies were found on the living room floor.

plications instead of the
quick -fix solutions."

Read the want ads -

Kentucky News In Brief
HENDERSON, Ky.(API — A federal judge has
postponed a hearing scheduled Friday on the
government's foreclosure suit against Big
Rivers Electric Corp.
U.S. District Judge Edward Johnstone delayed
the hearing due to schedule conflicts, a court
spokesman said.
No new date was immediately set for the hearing, which was delayed on July 15 to give the
utility more time to work out a solution to its
financial problems.
The Justice Department, acting on behalf of
the Rural Electrification Administration, filed
suit against Big Rivers in-January after the utility defaulted on $1 billion worth of government
loans.
Big Rivers has been unable to find enough new
customers to 'pay for a $756 million generator
completed last year.
The company supplies power to western Kentucky's rural electric cooperatives.
————
HENDERSON, Ky. 1AP) — Illinois Central
Gulf Railroad officials say they have found a
buyer for a stretch of track they want to abandon
that serves the Henderson County Riverport.
A purchase agreement has been signed by the
Indiana High Rail compahy.. I.CG spokesman
Sandy Rhodes said.
The 53-mile line serves the riverport industrial
park and a few other industries, but ICG officials
say there is not enough traffic to support it.
Riverport Manager Bill Howard praised the
sale agreement as "the opportunity the riverport's been looking for."
The industrial park, which opened in 1981, has
only one tenant, and is embroiled in controversy
over officials' attempt to attract a Union Carbide
PCB-removal plant to the site.
The track which runs from Browns. Ill.. to
-Wilson,- - Ky.. was -sold to the—Connersville.
Ind.-based company for $1,95 million. Illinois
Central said in a news release.
—— — —
WILLIAMSBURG. Ky. 4 AP — A 39-year-old
Whitley County man pleaded guilty to setting
fires in Nevisdale area woods last spring, said a
spokesman for the state Division of Forestry.
Spokesman Rich Green said Chester James
Clark of Nevisdale entered the plea Wednesday
to one count of woods arson just before his trial in
Whitley Circuit Court was to start.
Judge Embry A. McKeehan set a Sentencing
date of Oct. -16.
The five fires, all set with gasoline within an
hour of each other, blackened about 28 acres of
private land in Whitt*: County and did an
estimated $50,000 worth of damage. Green said
——— —
HARLAN. Ky. i AP ) — A Harlan Circuit judge
has dismissed a lawsuit in which a candidate for
magistrate had claimed his opponent's supporters had violated election regulations.
Darrell Middleton. who lost the election by
four votes, filed suit naming opponent Abe
Bailey. the May primary winner, and others. His
suit claimed fraud, intimidation and bribery.
Judge Clarence Cornelius said he dismissed
the suit Wednesday because of failure to prove
charges.
A Harlan County grand jury had investigated
similar allegations two months ago but didn't
return any indictments.

%4.I.

No Wiring—Just Plug In and Talk
Get two for the regular price of one Tuned
port, 10" woofer. 5" midrange. 1" tweeter Genuine walnut veneer 351 /.," high #40-2047

PA Musical Powerhorn
By Realistic °

25%
Off.
2995

Two channels let you talk with ether station
without disturbing the other FM operatic,
reduces noise. #43-214

21-Range LCD Multitester

Cut
33%

By Micronta

3995
Reg. 59.95

Reg. 39.95
Projects Voice or
Music Up to 300 Feet
A real hit at football.games! Plays 94 preprogrammed tunes, from college fight songs to
pop favorites. Built-in Mike. #32-2030
Batteries extra

"Beep" Continuity
And Range-Change
Indicator
Ideal for home and car electronics testing
and repair! Measures AC and DC volts. AC
and DC amps. resistance. *22-191
Batteries extra
,
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Broadcasting official sill speak Sunday
Ross W. Dye will
speak at -the University
Church of Christ at 2:30
p.m. on Sunday. Sept.
15.
As a representative of
World Christian Broad-

OBITL ARIES

In countries like China his_articles was incorCzechoslovakia,
and the Soviet Union, porated in the Congres- Yugoslav
ia, Hungary.
short-wave radio is a sional Record of May 6, the Soviet
Union,
The funeral for Carl Masonic rites also will
primary source of infor- 196$ He has been a Switzer
land, Spain, Fennell will be Saturday be Friday at 7:30 p.m.
mation. As a result of guest at the Presidential Nicaragu
a.
at 11 a.m. in the chapel
Mr. Fennell, 76, Rt. 1.
his travels in tbe Soviet Prayer Breakfast in
The public is of Goodwin Funeral Murray, died WednesUnion, he said he found Washington -several
welcome. The Home, Cadiz. The Rev. day at Murra
ynearly everyone had a 'times.
preachers and church Raymond Baker will Calloway County
short-wave radio.
Additionally. Dye has leaders of the Churches officiate.
Hospital.
Dye began his .first lectured on several c01- of Christ
in Murray and
Burial will follow in
He is survived by his
full-time ministry at lege campuses and has Calloway
County are East End Cemetery, wife, Mr. Juanita
Bowie, Texas, 1948-1952. preached in 33 states, particula
rly encouraged Cadiz.
Smith Fennell; two
He has since been the the District of 'Columto come hear this exFriends may call daughters. Mrs. Betty
minister with Churches bia, Bermuda. England,
citing report, a church after 4 p.m. Friday at Jane Allen and Mrs.
of Christ in Midwest Ci- Austria, Poland,
spokesman said.,
the funeral horiTe-, .
--77-jonty .Nail, Qalvin;
ty: Okla.; Jackson.
one ion. George C.FenMiss.; San ' Antonio.
nell; two sisters, Mrs.
Texa.s: Washington,
Gladys Wallace and
DC: and Falls Church,
Mrs. Lorene Eggers;
Va. He began preaching
two brothers. Ellis Fenfor the church- at 311 -nell and Cord Fennell;
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
North State College
eight grandchildren;
Blvd. in Anaheim.
three stepgrandCalit, in 1978.
children; seven greatf During
his ministry Industrial A‘erage
427% ./
-.11
1
4 granchild
Goodyear
Ross W. Dye
ren.
with the 16th Street Air Products
521.4 tine
I.B.M.
casting Corporation, he Church of Christ in Apple Computer
%
16
Jerrie()
,
ce4s
1
8 uu /
:
/
9
2
1:
8
0
3/45
3
5
13
will be telling the story Washington. 'D.C.. he American Telephone
21'., + 11/is
limart
of the initiation - of was the guest chaplain Briggs & Stratton
.3/5
JCPenney
KNLS. the "New Life." in both the U.S. Senate Chrysler
371.4 + 1/8
Penwalt
A three night revival
short-wave radio station an,d U.S. House of Cracker Barren
131 8
Quaker Oats
will start tonight
located in Anchor Point. Representatives. His' Dollar Gen. store
21%
Scientific-Atlanta
;
3
18
3
4
21554( +
U 11
(Thursday 1 and conAlaska.
sermon delivered in Durakon
.123/4 +1
Sears
/
4
tine
tinue through Saturday
As a short-wave sta- Washington . on "Na- E-Z-Em Inc.
14% +%
Texaco
at the Lake -Land
KNLS Spans great tional Righteousness" Ford
44%
Time Inc.
•55/
3
4 -1
/
2 Apostolic Church in
distances, having over was entered in the Con- Forum Group
8% -1/8
U.S.Tobacco
one third of all the world gressional Record of G.A.F.
34% -%
493/4 tine Murray.
Wal-Mart
The Rev. and Mrs. Joe
within broadcast range. May 25. 1967, and one of General Motors
68 + 1/4
Wendy's
Boyd
White of ,Glasgow
GenCorp. Inc
C.E.F. Yield
• 441
/
4 -%
7.25 will ' be the
special
Goodrich
31/
1
4 unc
guests with their
Your Fieu,rn
ministry of song and
message.
The church is located
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
at 402. Sunbury Circle.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
just off South Fourth
Street.
The service times will
Impettgo is more than a skin rash. It is a
be at 7:30 each evieing.
bacterial infection of the skin usually caused by
James H. Cain is the
'1 ..nt.P(..1(114..4 and!
..qaPil:ehiefieeil.S. The lesions
Days
3
for
the
Price
pastor who invites the
of
1
n petigo are scaly. red, and round. Tiny NisLe,
public to attend.
- !, rio ond fill with amber fluid r pus. N....114,w
4 t wow crusts eventually forin over each
ill,
:cted area.

•••

Fennell's funeral Saturday - Mrs. Anna Lou Dowdy dies
.. .

FIRST OF MICHIGAd CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

Revival at
Lake-Land

Pharmac &

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Holland Drugs on
More Than A Rash...

NO LIMIT SPECIAL

Kic.lose children's skin is less well developed
• h.in that of adults. impetigo is rib we common in
1-:11dren It is a highly contagil lUs condition and
can be tr.insmitted fuorn one body pan to another
old In m person to persi in by contacting the
lesii Ins

j
40`AiriPANN.
a
/4411/.

k

When impetigo is extensive several lesions or
i.irge lesions
prescription oral or injectable
Antibiotic may be needed. A few small lesii ins
.5 ill oftun respond so self-care which includes i1
• oiquent ashing with soamand water tp gently
1, ve crusts and 121 applicatio
n ofan untihu ti
• ,rrent to kill bacteria.
A ntibn itic tintirients are available without ;irescription and contain chlortetracycline. lieubacitratin. grannicidin,and or polymixin
Pi These infecti.,n-fighters are often combined
that a variety of different bacteria might be

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 South 4th on the square in Murray
Phone 753 1462

4;Veii

Rent all the movies
you want!
$3.00 Ea. Movie Rental
Non-Members
$2.50 Ea. Movie Rental
Members
Pickup Fri., bring back Mon.

Weekend VCR Rental
Only

Over 1500 Movie
Titles & Growing
We're Your Proffessional
Movie Store

$9.95

While You're Here
Visit Our Private
Sound Proof
Recording Booth.

Revival, services at
Scotts _Grove Baptist
Church will continue
through Friday. Sept.
13.
Dr,. Greg Earwood.
pastor of First Baptist
Church, is the speaker
for services at 7 p.m.'
nightly.
The Rev. Heyward
Roberts is church
pastor and Tommy
Hoke is music director.

RENTALASALES

CENTER

753-8201

s• S

Scotts Grove
revival now.

'53 ext

Tony Boyd

OVERSTOCKED SALE
OUR INVENTORY MUST BE REDUCED!

20/0 STOORFEFVVIDE
Excluding men's work clothes, work shoes and
rubber footwear which will be 10% off.

PRICES GOOD WED. 11TH, THURS.
12TH, FRI. 13TH, AND SAT. 14TH
MEN'S DEPT.

Mrs. Anna Lou laws. Mr. and Mrs
Dowdy. 85. of Rt. 1, Far- James Dowdy, Rt. I.
mington. Coldwater .Farmington, and Jewel
community, died Dowdy, Warren, Mich.;
Wednesday at 9:15 p.m. several nieces and
at West View Nursing nephews.
Home, Murray.
The funeral will be
She was the wife of
Saturday at 11 a.co. in.
Hugh Dowdy who died
the chapel
Byrn
Jan. 13. 1984. She was a
Funeral Home,
member of Coldwater
Mayfield. The Rev.
Baptist Church.
Harry Yates will
Born Sept. 8. 1900, she
officiate.
was the daughter of the
late Ward Newell and
Burial, will follow in
the Chapel Hill
Maggie Byrn Hewell.
Survivors are one Cemetery.
Friends may call at
sister, Mrs. Cora Lee
Byrn. Warren.. Mich.: the funeral home after 3
brothers and sister-in- p.m. Friday.

or

R.R. Parker's funeral today
Services for Romulus
R. Parker will be today
at 4 p.m. in the chapel of
the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
The Re v. C.C.
Brasher and the Rev.
David Brasher will officiate.- Music will be by
Bobbie_ Burkeen and
Juanita Lee.
Active pallbearers
will be Hafton Garner,
Mason Thomas, Eddie
Clyde Hale, Wilford
Duke, Charles Pickering and Charles Chaney.
Members of Barean
Sunday School Class of
Elm Grove Baptist
Church will serve as an

honorary group.
Burial will follow in
the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Parker, 92, Rt. 8,
Murray, died Tuesday
at 11:17 p.m. at MurrayCa llowa y Count y
Hospital.
He is-survived by his
wife, Mrs. Delma McCage Parker; one
daughter, Mrs. Ray
(Mary Kathryn) Snell;
one son. Dr. DAle
Parker and wife. Francoise; one sister, Mrs.
Lydia Grace Jones; one
sister-in-law, Mrs. Myrtie Parker Spaulding;
three grandchildren.

Graveside rites for
William Chester
Johnson will be Friday
at' 10 a.m. at Hicks
Cemetery. The Rev.
Darrell Ramsey will
officiate.
• Fritnds may call
from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
Thursday ) at Blalock-

Coleman
Home.

He is survived by one
son. Charles Johnson,
Miami.' Fla.. and four
grandchildren.

Hospital disinissals listed
The Murray.Calloway 1517 Glendale. Murray;
County Hospital has Mrs. Laura Ross, Rt.
1,
released the dismissals Dexter; Mrs_ Cherry
for Wednesday, Sept. 11. Massey. 905 Northwood
No newborn admissions Dr.. Murray; Mrs.
were listed.
Mildred Brewer, Rt. 9,
Dismissals
Benton;
Miss Julie Fulton,
Jason Smith, Rt. 4.
Murray; Miss Gwendolyn Jessie, Box 661,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Desiree Hansard and
baby boy. Rt. 1,
Stewart. Tenn..;
Mrs. Jane Crouse,
2008 Oak Grove Circle,
Benton; Miss Darlene
Gamble. Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Mrs. Obie Lawrence,
Rt. 1. Hazel; Mrs.
Gladys Etherton,- 811
South Ninth St.,
302 N. 12th
Murray;
753-5842
Mrs. Myra Orr. 708
Payne St., • Murray;
Mrs. Otie McDougal,900
Poplar- St., Murray;
Carl Fennell (expired).
Rt. 1, Murray.

Our Firing Rates
Have Not Increased
Call Us For A
Quote Today

ee-

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
rips up
,
*4, (on ernOvP St'
to 24 below the ground
435 4303 or 435 0319
Haul Pit Gravel
e We Now
e

BIG SAVINGS
INVENTORY

CLEAN-UP
TIME
clearance sale and be
prepared for
Spring
mowing

LADIES DEPT.

Dresses, Coats, Sportswear, Robes, Pajamas, Gowns, Purses, Blazers, Skirts, Blouses, Sweaters')
Slacks, Slips, Panties, Dress Shoes, Casual Shoes.

BOY'S DEPT.
Toddler through Size 20; Jeans, Shirts, Light Weight Jackets, Casual Pants, Pajama
s, Dress, Casual
and Athletic Shoes.

GIRL'S DEPT.
Toddler through 14 years; Dresses, Sportswear, Jeans, Blouses, Coats, Slips, Panties
, Gowns,
Warm Ups.
All InfantIvear 20% Off

Across From The Bank of Murray Where You Get Quality Merchandise
At A Reasonable Price And Your Business Is Always Appreciated.

Stock Up Now For Winter.
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151 AcKeel Equipment Co.
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MURRAY — 503 WALNUT,— 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST — 444.0110
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Mr. Johnson, 78, died
Wednesday at West
View Nursing Home.

Tobacco Farmers
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Funeral

During our end ol year
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Johnson services on Friday

Como in now...

Sults, Sport Coats, Blazers, Dress Pants, Sweaters, Dress Shirts, Casual Shirts, Pajamas, Robes,
Casual Pants, Jeans, Ties, Belts, Underwear, Dress Shoes, Casual Shoes, Work Shoes and
Athletic Shoes, All Weather Coats, T-Shirt With Pockets,
Light Weight Jackets.
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Turner says Collins administration
attempting to derail commission
sunday school
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP) — Railroad Commission Chairman Jimmy Turner says the Collins Administration is
attempting to close
down the commission by
withholding money and
authority, even though
it is a constitutional
agency.
Turner and the other
two tnembers of the
commission announced
Wednesday that the
agency will stop holding
hearings and issuing
decisions until a lawsuit
is settled to determine
where the commission
stands.
The lawsuit, which
was filed in Franklin
Circuit Court in June,
basically asks the court
to outline the commmission's duties and order
the cabinet to give it
more money.
The commission was

created by the 1891 Constitution, but its duties
are to be prescribed by
statute and those duties
have diminished
substantially as federal
regulation increased
and the number of
railroads and river carriers operating solely
within the state has
declined.
The Ge•neral
Assembly appropriated
$79,300 for th4 commission this year.

some railroad
activities.
"This commission has
really been run over
roughshod by every
department in state
government," Turner
said after the commission's meeting.
The entire matter has
been complicated by a
dispute over whether
the commission has the
power to empliisy its own
attorney.

In documents filed
Turner said the corn- with the court, the atmission should also be torney general's office
given a similar amountr-Psaid it can provide an atappropriated to a divi- torney for the commission in the Transporta- sion, though not to act
tion Cabinet that on the lawsuit.
oversees rail activities.
Turner said the comTurner also said the mission should
be allowcommission should have ed to hire its
own, but
the approximately the Finance Cabin
et has
$500,000 the federal refused to appro
ve a
government gives to the personal serv
ice
state for oversight of contract.

Special: Lg. Bar-B-Q Sandwich
& French Fries

$ 1 99Special Good Sept. 13-19

r

lesson

by h.c. chiles

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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Home incarceration
proving successful
Place Ain't Fancy...But Sho Is Good
Food
TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers penal program
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-

REVIVAL
At

-Goshen United Methodist Church
121 North at Stella

Date: Sept. 15-18
Time: 7 p.m.
Speaker: Rev. Paul Peck
Pastor: Rev. Don Faulkner
Call 759-1644 for information
Everyone Welcome

The Intelligent
Choice!
New Electronic Refrigerator
with a

REFRESHMENT CENTER
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ul Sal'. alum. :ki.1,
,alion
does to try to earn salva- ed them, their
attitude
through faith. Salvation tion is an abominatio
n in toward each other was
is provided by grace and the sight of God.
changed completely,
becomes ours through
Purpose
which proves that Christ
faith. Faith is the chanof Salvation
does abolish alienation,
nel through which the
Ephesians 2:10
remove bitterness, and
divine supply travels to
Salvation is not the
unite contending forces
the human need. What work of self, or
of in
Christian love, When
can be plainer than the others, but it is the
work
people are right in their
statement. "For by of God. God has
done
in Ephesians 2 Paul were deser
ving of grace are ye saved something for us and in relationship
and have a
wrote about our past wrath.
through faith; and that us in order that
He may delightful fellowship
condition — what we
not of yourselves: it is do something
The Provision
through with one another. Those
were before we were
the gift of God: Not of us. He has
of Salvation
saved
us in who have been brought
saved, out present posiEphesians 2:4-7
works, lest any man order that
we .may do into the family of Cog
tion — what we are
Because ,of their past should boast"? Man good viotks for
greatly enjoyed
Him..
since we have been sav- condition Iand inabil
ity Must accept salvation
The Product
fellowship with those
ed, how we were chang- to save themse
lves, in as a gift from God or he
of Salvation
who have been redeemed from what we were to matchiess grace
and will never receive it.
Ephesians 2:11-16
ed and reconciled to
what we are, and why marvelous love God
pro- Anything that anybody
After Christ had say- God.
we were changed from vided for their
salvathe one to the other.
tion. In lelling about the
The Plight of Sinners . present position of
his
Ephesians 2:1-3
readers, Paul declared
God's Word deals with that they have been
man as a sinner, hostile quickened
from the
to God and destitute of dead, saved from
sin,
spiritual life. In describ- raised with Christ, and
ACROSS
35 Snake
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ing the plight of sinners, seated in the heaven
36 Shallow vessel
lies
P
A
S
ft
0
1 Stalk
37 Winged
Paul said that before in Christ.
T
Neckpie
5
U
ce
0
Waste
38
metal
Christ saved his readers
The Plan
8 Journey forth
40 Wire nail
M
they were dead in
of Salvation
12 Server
41 Spanish for
A
AP
trespasses and sin,
Ephesians 2:8-10
13 Consume
"yes"
A
E R
disobedient to and
14 Matured
Salvation is by grace.
43 Amidst
A
RE
AY
alienated from God — Standing for all that
15 Above: poetic
44
Verve
God
16 Reveals
yielding allegiance to is, grace represents
I D
45 Concerning
SO
His
18 Poem
47 Urge on
Satan and doing what abiding love and aboun
A
ET
19 Type of radio
49 More terrible
A
pleased him, "fulfilling ding power flowing full
A
20 Vehicles
51 Favoring
the desires of the flesh and free to undeserving
Al
ES
21 Aiming at
52 Impurity
iAI
and of the mind," and sinners who are in need
L
L A P
23 Running
55 Exact
0
N
24 Stamp
E
0S
A ✓ E
56 Cushion
26 Conspiracy
ETA
57 Irritates
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Try Patsy's Homemade Pies
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LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API— Home incarceration in Kenton
County is proving to be
punishment rather than
"country club" living
for those serving in the
program, officials say.
"It's been a success
for the people that have
gone through it," said
Bob Thomas, who
oversees the program.
"All the people that
came out say they feel
that they've been
punished.
"I think that's important. It's not like a country club."
Thomas made his
comments Wednesday
during a workshop at
the 26th annual meeting
of the Kentucky Council
o n Crime and
Deliquency.
Kenton County,
located across the Ohio
River from Cincinnati in
northern Kentucky,
became the first public
locality in the nation to
use the program when it
went into effect May 14,
1985. Florida and
Oregon are the only
other states using home
incarceration.
A computer system is
used to record the
whereabouts of people
In the program. A fiveounce transmitter is
strapped to the offender's leg, and if he
wanders 75 feet from a
telephone-connected
monitor, a signal is sent
to appropriate law e nforcement

authorities.
The offenders are
allowed to go to work, or
seek employment, during certain times of the
day that are programmed into the computer.
Ten people haventerv-..
-ed time at hothe. sand
three are currently in
the program, according
to Dianne Lehmann, a
probation and parole officer. She said the
average length is 28
days.
Lehmann said the
county owns 20
monitors, and that the
computer has a
capability of handling
250. Each unit cost $900.

28 African antelope
29 Remnant
30 TV's — Haw
32 Remainder
33 Baker's product
34 Shut up
1

2
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DOWN
1 Portico
2 Shivers
3 Auricle
4 Belonging to me

4

5

12

6

7

5 Whiskers
6 Paddles
7 Goddess of
mischief
8 Note of scale
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9 Time gone by
10 Fragrant
11 Paradise
16 Musical
organization
17 Antlered animal
20 Jargon
11
22 River in Siberia
25 Grates
26 Container
27 In front of
28 Period of time
29 Hurry
31 French summer
33 Container
34 Scheme
36 Himalayan
1
mammal
37 Macaw
39 Lithium symbol
40 Mix
1 41 Clan
42 Mans name
44 Silkworm
45 Chess piece
46 Sea eagles
48 African antelope
50 Demon
51 Evergreen tree
53 Symbol for
tellurium
54 Agave plant
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5UPPERTIME!

LOOKS PRETTY 6002,
POE5NT IT

IT
L00KE7 SETTER PROM
A DISTANCE:

'get _irmfe,

HEALTH
QUIZ

1 WHY SHOULD YOU
WASH YOUR

,.^9.cate.),

GLerrLt
c8a- -Cuincetprwli-tA-„
thc

BANDS BEFORE
YOU EAT
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Etymologists
buttonhole
clothing terms

Model TFX24FG

23.5 Cu. ft. Refrigerator dispenses crushed ice,
cubes and water through the door!
• 8.57 Cu. ft. freezer with adjustable shelves.
• Drop down door for instant access to inner shelf.
• 4 adjustable glass shelves.
• Food Saver System helps keep fruit, vegetables and meat fresh
up to 15 days in controlled climates
• Sealed snack pack
• Removable wine rack
• Textured doors, won't show fingerprints.
• 353
/
4" wide, 66%" high

GE. We bring good things to life.
All Refrigerators Reduced
During Our Refrigerator Sale
Easy In-Store Financing.
We Service What We Sell.

MURRAY APPLIANCi. AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
Howard Coy 8 John Simmons Owncrs
212 East Main Street - 753.1586

DALLAS (AP) —
Researchers here have
buttonholed the origin of
some of the terms for
men's clothing, including the practice of
calling one article of
clothing a "pair" of
trousers: Until the 14th
century each leg covering was separate, not
sewn together, making
It literally a pair of
trousers.
Slacks: It was in 1926
that the Haggar Co.
started business, making what founder J.M.
Haggar Sr. and his son
Ed called slacks —
pants that didn't match
a suit jacket.
Blazer: This term for
a solidcolor sports coat
traces its roots to the
sea. During the 1860s,
the captain of the HMS
Blazer ordered all of his
sailors to wear identical
jackets. which had
metal British Navy buttons; the jackets were,
of course, navy blue.
Tuxedo: In 1886,
Griswold Lorillard
shocked' New York
society by wearing a
black jacket without the
then-obligatory tails to
the exclusive Tuxedo
Club. A new standard
for men's formal attire
was born.

GIVE ME YOUR
TOOTHBRUSH!
IT'S AN
EMERGENCY!

OTTO HAP GARLIC
PIZZA LAST
NIGHT
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2 .Notice
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Equipment
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Miscellaneous

36. For Rent or Lease
4 1 . Public Sales
ALL steel buildings- 30, RAILROAD ties, 3 2tx60 BITIEDTNG in
KEYS new GEL) Study
NOTICE TO
LEG D.
40, 50. 60 ft. wide and up. grades, Si. $9 & 512 Call Murray. Call 489-2761
\t Home for better job,
SALES
North 641 Craft
CREDITORS
\
Must 'sell immediately. 753 2905 or 435 4343
better life, a better
after 6p m.
The
& Flea Market
factory to you, call SEASON
following
reeling
PERS
about
ON
yourself
A periodic settle
Low Low Prices
ED firewood
1-800-468-2055.
Call i-500-KET-4GED.
Estate Fiduciary ap- ment of accounts has
Now
renting spaces.
Needed
oak,
for
local
hickory
,
mixed
38
Pets
-Supplies
Largest
?d•FARMALL tractor hardwo
\F.EDED immediately 64
pointments have been been filed in the
ods $30'rick
For
informa
tion call
autom
obile
with
AFRICA
people
twoN grey parrot.
seriously inter
Variety Ever
row new Ideal delivered Min. order
made in the Calloway -Calloway
1 1 1/2
753-4566 anytime.
District
dealership.
corn picket'. Gravity
ested in losing weight
years bid. with
ricks.
Call
JONES
John
Boyer
District Court. All Court
cage- $354/ Call 753-0606
Flow wagon heavy duty
Call 1-500-992-9991
by
Harold
Send Resume to
753 0338.
LANDSCAPING
claims against these Smith. Administrator
classic with High
or 753-1396
P.O. Box 1040-M, Flotation tires. J.I. SLABS L -sawdust for AKCGerman
& NURSERY
t'Statt'S should be filed
of the estate 01
sale, Mann Sawmill.
Case flat bed wagon
Murray, Ky.
Shepherds and AKC
ith the Fiduciary •%Villiii-tn I). Smith.
407 N. 12th
5 Lost and Found
'
with side boards. Call 901 986 3126_
Austrailian Cattle dogs
42071.
wit bin six months of Deceased.- Exceptions
753-1725
USED
Tappen.
51,drop
in
435-4462
LOST 3 1 2 year old
Show, home. pej or
stove
with
continuo
dale of qualification. to this settlement
us
German Shepherd, NEED extra money?
working puppies and
cleaning
Also, used adults. Call 436-2855.
20 Sports Equipment
iernale Lost in area
•-‘
must be filed in the
You can make $1.000
small
•
•
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.
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S
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bow and all accessories.
69.
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SERVICE
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the where abouts call
Call 753-7161.
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Truck
Line
;2076. Deceased, September 23. 1955.
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now
open.
and chairs, twin beds.
Call 753
753-0159
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0WNINGI 20 gauge
Safety Department is
school desks ,recliners, 7601.
tii
Balentine. the date of hearing
LOST large German
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.\nnP, Wilson.
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Heavy Duty
Ky.
42071,
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y
8-5
Puryear. TN 901-247sales representative. tory, making money. 2 chairs, old kitchen
LIMITED OFFER MC VISA
South 5th Street. Mur- must be filed in the
Clothing, odds &
5221
Must have knowledge of or 3 bedroom house cabinet with porcelain
Recieve a MasterCard or Visa
ray,
KY
District
42071. Calloway
ends, books.
micro computers- har- attached. Bell City
pull-out top, antique
credit card regardless of vow
‘ttorney
dware A softWare. Very area. 442-7569
Past credit h.story or pr,senr
Court on or before
couches. used freezers.
FOR SALE
marillat status
attractive commission
Fern Terrace Lodge
_ refrigerators. Washers_
September 23. 1955,.
1
1
Instru
.
ction
,11113 Savorigs
12x60 Holly Park, 4
rate. Full or part-time
dryers
s:
George
Hodge
the date of hearing.
Account Required
1505 -Stadium
positions available. Call HELICOPTER flight & Son. Dixieland Shopacres woods, very
GUARANTEED!
Ann P. Wilson,
Thohnis Beale Banks.
for interview 901-644- training. Private pilot ping Center. 753-4669.
View Drive
private, large deck
For application call
Circuit Court Clerk
9140, Tomarrow rating, $4750. 40 Hours
II
Bo\
AC; Brokers. IndustrIal
Items
include office
uHEDIT
and patio, good
Systems. Inc. Paris, l'n.
flight time. No previous ▪
now offers lawn
, hs ater Rd
Murray.
desk & chair, pic1
800
637-668
experie
GIRLS
0
nce
with
necessar
party
y.
plan
well
renovati
with
on
service.
new
We
LEGAL
KY 42071. I leceased.
tures and misc.
experience please call Privat add on $3562. have Star Dust, a new
Itoll free)
pump, central air
.
NOTICE
\largo. 13 Graham.
us for a new concept if Call 606-498-4652.
plant food material that
items_
A final settlement of
and heat with new
interested in less work LYNDIA Cochran is extremely fast acting
1514
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Kent
Place.
Saturday 9-4
& higher commission. Dance & Gymnastics. on soil PH. To have
pa:,,rislioro. KY'42301 accounts has been
3 ton air cond. unit,
Wiltbe held following
608
We will train & you will Register now. 753-4647.
healthy.
durable grass
10 x 20 storage
x4,rutor.--E
Saturday in case of
find your experience
Jim Suiter &
you must have a good
Fairlane Dr.
(• Hank,
(-) 134I,. District Court by Betbldg., washer &
Want to Buy
rain.
helpful in earning extra 14
11.11. in your soil. We
Dishes,
bedspre
ads.
ty
Jerry
Housto
Henry will
n.
ExColiKvater Rd..
dollars fast. Average FORECLOSURE'
otter complete service.
dryer, wood stove,
We
odd
& ends
earnings. part•time. have an investor
We wit; amide. fertilize.
Murra . KY 42071, Co- ecutrix. of the estate
be
in
our
that
700 ft. road front, 5
$300-$500 weekly. Set will make up your
Frances
lime -spray for un'
- -Exr•T'Idiir. _Robert _1,) of
back
showroom
your own hours. 502-442- payme
miles from Murray.
VA anted
vegatation,
nts for an
M.Iler, 211 South 5th Roberts. deceased
2443.
prepare seedbed &
Will
sell furnished
ownershi
p
interest.
from
6:30You
Excepti
8:00
ons
to this setS• reel, Murray.KN'
SEKEEPER- stay. Dial Mary Jane seutding Call 753-4533
or
unfurni
shed.
tlement must be filed
1-,20i7:. Attorney
Mon., Tues., Babysitter. Monday' 753-1492
at Century 21 , day. 759-1641 night for
Fri. & Sat
753-0153 or
in
the
through Thursday. 9 am Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Calloway
free estimates & reThurs., Fri.
to 5 pm. references referrals
812
District
We
want
'Court
You
to
on
or
492-8
738
am
looking
Fair. 402 North
to buy 3
quired. Call 753-0739 after books.
PURDOM
1504 Parklane
If anyone has have a beautiful lawn.
str, Street. Murray. before September 23.
6pm.
ANTIQUE walnut bufLittle boys clothes, 6
3 BR double wide near
MOTORS,INC. .rA.NITORIAL work, them to sell please call fet.
KY I ieceased. Gilda 1955. the date of
refinished. Queen
me at 753-2816. I want:
mo. to 3 yrs. Lots of
Olds Pont Cad Buick
Ky.
Lake
at
Hamlin,
hearing
.
part-time. mornings', "Kerry- by Grace
James.
Ann style w
Saturday..
11129
mirror. Ky. Call
nice
753-8964 leave
women's
15-20 hours per week. Livingston Hill, "The 8300 Also, antique
Ann P. ‘Vilson.
C.,r,terhury Circle.
809 N. 17th
message anytime.
clothes
.
stereo
&
Send
P.O.
walnut
Box
love
8481,
seat,
tufted
Circuit
Court
Subsitute Guest" by
Clerk
C.inton. MIk it 45157
8 am,-?
NICE 12855 - mobile
COSMETOLOGY by Paducah. KY. 42002speakers,
misc.
Grace Livingtston Hill, in red velvet. 8150. Call
home,
ut.ir. Robert 0.
$2.500. Call 759Lal lora. a new hair 8481.
Beds & odd furitems. Reasonable
"To Love and To 435-4215.
LEGAL
4731.
_
salon
Cut set$10.00. kENTUCKY licensed Honor"
201 .S.,11.1th 5th
niture
clothes,
prices
by Einlie CERAMIC glazes. un
OR rent, 2 BR. 14x55, 1
Perms $25 753-0658. 10-5 plumbers. Job location Loren.
NOTICE
Si reet
Murray. KY
I also have a der glazes. stains &
baby to adult;
1
2
and
miles
evening
641
on
s
S.
by
Call
apfinal
Fulton.
A
settlem
Ky.
fiesta
Phone
ent
oils.
of
502- walker for sale.
: brushes,
12,11
glassware, lots of
753-6156
pointment Closed Sat.
472-1038.
accounts has been filRANT to buy a port-a- sprays. palette & books.
odds & ends.
Call
before 930.a.m. 28 Mobile Homes
LADY to live in with crib or play pen, in good
ed in the Calloway
for Rent
753-6744.
invalid lady. Room. condition. Call 753-9600.
r:r,e Rae Ridley. District Court by Max
board and salary. Call
COR.ANODA electric 2 OR 3 BR, furnished.
'72 4x4 Blazek. 759-1661.
Box 215. H. Brandpn, Ex15. Articles for Sale
range- 2 ovens, $125. AC- natural gas. Shady
GARAGE
812 North 20th
Oaks 753-5209.
New lmron paint,
Kirksey. KY 421154. ecutor. of the estate of
WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft. Call 436-2179.
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
1 i.,easert.
Brandon,
good tires, roll bar,
Robyn Roberta
refrigerator with tex- FARMERS- land TRAILERS for rent
Solid wood coffee
Sat.
Sept.
INSURANCE
14
tured steel door, only owners..-Call AG Couples only please
deceased. Exceptions
new,
stereo.
tables,
vacuum
$5.00 per week. Rudolph BRokers. Industrial Rd. Dills Trailer Court 7531:707
SALES CAREER
Herhrand, to thi:: gettlement
7:00-?
$3,000.
9104
Good
for soil testing servtce
cleaners, library table.
Goodyear 753-0595.
must
be filed in the
Tx 77074.
Financial help while training
condition
flat top trunk Lawn
INHIII.LPOOL heavy stardust sales, spread- 32. Apts for Rent
500 Broad St.
advance
commission
.-kilnunistratrix. Sid Calloway
District
Boy lawn mower, oak
duty washer with 4 ing service, lime
Couch (good condi'72
vested
Olds
442
renewals
spreadin
1
&
culvert
g.
2
Court
pipe,
Ea,-ley. 11.0 Box 230.
BR apt. near
on or before
cycles, only $6.00 per
spool, table, clothes,
tion,
AMBA
earth
•
tones),
excellent
corn
•etc.''W
Collect
e
want
downto
or Item.
to do
wn Murray
week. Rudolph
Murray. KY 12071. September 23. 1955.
blue back speller &
pany Complete line of A &
lawn mower, gas
business with you. Adults only. Call 753Goodyear. 753-0595
753-0653 after
the date of hearing
Attorney
other old books, oak of
H and Universal Life Pro
Located across from
4109. 762-6650. or 436grill, clothes, shoes,
lice chair, wheat pen
ducts
Including major
Ann P. Wilson.
Ann P. ‘t-ilson,
6:00 p.m.
,Farris Grain. Call 75316. Home Furnishings
2844.
jewelry, lots more.
medical and nursing home
noes, many other items
4533 Day. 759-4640 night.
Circuit Court Clerk
Ciridlit Court Clerk
1
BR
furnishe
d
apt..
air
WHIRLPOOL heavy
policies For appointment
FREE tree tops for conditioned. College
duty dryer with 3 temp
call Sharon
Mon Fri 9
43
Real Estate
firewood to the right
boys preferred. No pets
am 11 30 a m
selections. only $4.00
individual. Call 753-0640 121 North, next to fair
kOPPERI D Realty ofper week. Rudolph
502 781 7270
after 5p.m. ask for Tim.
grounds. 753-3139.
fers and excellent selec•
Goodyear. 753-0595
GOOD used washer & 2 BR. 2 bath apt..
lion of quality homes - all
dryer, will sell central heat & air.
LIGHT cleaning Call 19. Farm Equipment
price ranges. For all your
seperately. Call appliances & partial
Real Estate needs phone
after 6p.m. 753-6113.
600 CASE combine. 753-4684.
utilities
furnishe
d.
No
753-1222, or visit our office
LIVE-in companion to mechanally good. Call
Saturday
HIDE -a -bed couch, pets. 753-3949.
at 711 Main.
take care of 38 year old 474-2744 after 5 pm,
rocker
recliner
2
and
BR duplex in Nor'72
LAKE property at Pirhandicapped man with POLE
Sept. 14
U.Ildings. 30'x54' Chevy Impala. Call thwood. $285
per month
ate's Cove. Owner
arthritis starting Oct. complet
el) erected. after 4p.m. 759-4803.
on
Gibbs
Store
Call
759-4406.
financing available
28. No experience 15'x9'
end slid -'r and TR. clothes for"
1/4
sale. TARING applications Rd., about
$5500. Call 435-4286.
necessary. Must have entrance
door incluilPd, Sizes 3, 5 and 7.
Call for Section 8. Rent
transportation.. Will pay choice
mile
of colors. $5.995
off
Wiswel
l
46. Homes for Sale
753-5086 affter 5p.m.
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
.
$300 per week. If inter- Other
sizes available. LIGHT
Road. Watch for
pole & meter BR. Apply Hilldale
ested write to Maurice Blitz
LoW 70's, 4 BR. 2 full
Builders. Inc. box
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
for sale. Call 753Sweet RR *2. Box 34. 1-800-428-4009
baths. sunkin living
signs.
KY 1-809- 5537
Equal Housing
Herrin, Ill. 62948.
room. Call between 9
792-3498 Ind.
Opportunity.
OAK & hickory firwood
LOCAL company ex- POLE
and 5 753-2701.
buildings you haul $20 a rick. Call
panding. needs CO hire 24'840'
completely
33.
Rooms for Rent
437-4829.
20 to 30 people in the erected
$3,650. 12'x8'
next two months. Man- end
slider and entrance PRICE war , Best ROOMS for girls or
agement positions door
boys near university
included. Other flashing arrow sign.
available If you like sizes
Call 753-8146 or 713-9894
available. Blitz S299 complete Lighted
public relations work,
Non
Builders. Inc 1-800-428- no avow .5207
Fund Raising Dance
34 Houses for Rent
helping-other people 4009
KY 1-800-792-3498 lighted 8153 Gu,aran
and earninv a good Ind.
teed
2
BR
never
Fri.
undersol
& Sat., Sept. 13 & 14
unfurnis
d!
hed
home.
• •-#
income send your reean se'e central _gas heat. inies#TEEL buildings Warranty
Free
Fish
Supper will be served Saturday
sume to P.O. Box' 830
sulation throughout
-40x 75x 12 . $3.21 Ft. locally Factory Direct
Murray Ky
evening, 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. Open at 12
S250 per month rent.
Call 502 842 3332
. 405100,414 . S2.97 Ft.
NTEED part-time bus 508100%16... $2.89
Noon in back of old Eagles Club at
Ft. QUASAR microwave $200 deposit. Call 753boys. Please apply in 608100812...
$2.89 Ft. oven, deluxe With 9829.
Fairgro
unds. Members & guest only. Band
person, around 4 PM any 70x100x14
BDRM,
2 bath. 1704
$2.55 Ft. car -rousel, 5 year
day. Seven Seas Restau- 100x100x12... $2.45 Ft. warranty, less than 1 Farmer. $400 per month
Friday - Rowdy Bunch; Saturday - Band
rant. Hwy 641 North, Allie8 Steel: year old, $200 Call' plus deposit. Call 753Showdown
Murray Ky.
3006 evenings.
753 6543
404/49314141 collect.
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CLASSIFIEDS
46. Homes for Sale
3BR nfobile home on 2
1/2 acres, more or less.
Good well, shade trees.
out building, fenced. At
Coldwater on blacktop
road. $12,500. Phone
489-2651 or 489-2224.
BY owner, 3 BR brick
home in country
Kitchen-den combina
lion. living room, 1
bath, utility room, work
shop.- garage, wood
stove & electric heat.
TVA insulated, stora e
•1
•
with
barn and ferrce---forhorse*. .138,000. Call
7 5 3-0 5 30 fur
information.
ENJOY beautiful lake
view from this 4 BR. 2
bath brick home in
Panorama Shores. 2
kitchens, fireplace
den. 'Unbelievable low
price, $35,000. Contact
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
EXTREMELY attractive 3 BR brick home,
just now placed on
,market. Central heat &
air. appliances in•
eluded. New roof in
1984, *43.500. Contact
Kopperud Realty 7531222.'

46. Homes for Sale
LOG homes. Over 40
standard models. Free
brochure. Honest Abe
Log Home. Route one,
Box 84CK, Moss. Tennessee 38575. (615)-2583648.

Used Cars
1957 CHEVY Bel Air 1
dr., H.T., white w/ red
interior. Body only.
$1500. Call 435-4215.

50. Used Trucks
52. Boats Motors
1976 F150 with factory 1 6 F T . Century
rebuilt engine, needs Mahogany inboard
minor transmission runabout, needs yarn
work. $800 or best offer ish. Last low low price'
Must sell. 474-8884.
$450. Call 658-3697 da3,
1974 FORD LTD, very 1976 WHITE Ford or night.
good. condition, will sell pickup, excellent con- 1983
ASTROGLASS 14
at a reasonable price. dition. Call 759-4146.
ft. Bass b-oat with
Call 759-4178.
1977 CHEVY Luv truck, trailer, 65 h.p. MercurN
1974 PINTO, nicer $500. automatic with air, new motor. Call after
5p m
Extra good 2 1969 Ford, good condi- paint: rebuilt motor. 489-2706.
tion,
$300.
Call
753-9872:'
very good condition-.
(bedroom
-brick
53 Services Offered
1975 LINCOLN Con- Call 753-0195.
house, large lot, tinental
4 dr. Good 1982 CHEVY S10 ALL type masonry
e
•
.-trri
Call 759-1454 or 753-0364.
steering, air condition- concrete, driveways,
AU recently painted
1976 CHEVROLET ing, pioneer sound sidewalks, patios, house
inside and out. Call
Monza, good condition. system. 22,000 miles. foundations, new
AM/FM tape, ac. great $6000. Call 753-8184.
chimneys or chimney
753-3796 or see at gas
mileage. Call 753.
repair. 25 years ex806 North 18th
8821.
perience. Free es1976
MONTE
Carlo,
timates. Call Charles
Street.
clean, excellent condiBarnett 753-5476.
tion, practically new
APPLIANCE
tires.
Call
753-6545.
TWO BR Bedford stone
SERVICE. Kenmore.
1976 Chevrolet
$48,000. Call 1976 PONTIAC Grand
Westinghouse,
Truck. See at
Prix, tilt, cruise, air,
354-8467.
Whirlpool. 23 years
Dees
B4nk of
experience. Parts and
WHY rent? Only $200il power, AM-FM cassservice. Bobby Hopper,
buys 50r; interest in a ette. Call 753-9298.
-Hazel or call
Bob's Appliance Serthree bedroom home! If, 1979 "HURST-Olds"
492-8136.
vice, 202 S. 5th St
ever a home projected Special Edition Cutlass,
Bids taken until
Business- 753-4872, 436an air of coziness and $4900. Call 753-0309.
5848 (home).
good cheer this one 1979 SILVER Camaro.
September 17,
certainly does.. Once, Local car,. bought new,
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
1985.
inside, th-ec aura of in MurTay, Cruise .conFactory authorized for
warmth d-oes not -trot, new tires, AM-FM
Tappan. Kelvinator and
diminish-- bright spac- cassette, rally wheels,
Brown. Service on gas
ious kitchen, French only 68,000 miles, $3500. 1982 S10 Chev , 1986 and •electric ranges,
Ford Courier, 1979
HOME ann 4 acres doors from dining room Call 436-2688 after 6p.m. GMC, good condition. microwaves. dishwasher 1, relocated 2 miles from to screened sun room, Must sell.
Call 753-9872.
frigerators, etc. Earl
Murray. An excellent bountiful storage, with 1981 FORD Fairmont. 1 '72 CHEVRO
LET Lovett, 354-6956 or 753buy. Price just reduced to traditional fireplace owner, 4 cyl., 4-speed. pickup,
ps, pb, ac. Good 5341.
ps, pb, 55.000 miles,
$23,500. Phone Kopperud serving the living area.
Another chance like this few scrapes, no rust, condition, $1700. Call CUSTOM dozer work
Realty, 753-1222.
may not come along. $2250 Also. 1984 Ford 753-9635.
Call David or Jimmy
ROAM and 93 acres of- Call
Mary Jane now - Ranger. lots of X-tras.
Madding 247-5188.
fered for sale, through
Campers
753-1492 at Century 21 sharp, 20,000 miles. 51
DAVE'S WINDOW
Kopperud Realty. ProLoretta Jobs Realtors.
$5600. Call after 5p.m. 1982 MINI motor home. CLEANING SERVICE.
perty includes large
24 ft., double air, rear Professional results.
753-0337.
pond. several barns and 47. Motorcycles
1982 DATSUN King Cab bath. Chevy chassy with Satisfied references.
outbuildings. Price just
reduced $20,000. Phone 1976 SAZUKI motorcy- 5 speed pickup, manual 350 engine. 21,000 miles, Cornmercial & recle GT 750 (Water transmission, with top- like new. Call 753-0114
sidential. Free es753-1222.
timates Call 753-9873 or
NEM to move. M7 Buffalos. $500. good per. AM-FM air. PS. 52. Boats -Motors
436-2845
Reduced HOUSE and running order. Call Excellent condition.
Call 435-4348.
14' POLA-Craft John
two lots. 3 BR. dining 753-9384.
room, kitchen, living 1978 YAMAHA 500cc. 1082 MAZDA RX7, boat, 25 h.p. Johnson
Irrigation Residential
King-Queen
seat,
sissy black, 1 owner, good tilt trailer. Call 753-9872.
room and utility room. 2
CAMPBELL WELL
bar.
new
condition, 2 condition, $6975. Call 15' BASS boat, 50 h.p
storage buildings: carDRILLING
Evinrude motor, -trailer
port, grape vines and new helmets. $695. 436- 753-7275.
Mckenzie To
5806.
1982 PONTAIC Grand and depth finder. $1600
Call Collect
berries vines. -Price
1980 YAMAHA 650 Prix. all power, air, Call 759-1965 or 753-9235.
901 352 3671 or
$22,000. Phone 49-8492.
901 352 5704
Special II. real good automatic, excellent 16 FObT Ebb-Tide
Free Este-noes
bikb, 7,006 miles, de- condition. Contact Dan bowrider. 65 hp Johnson
?Mr
p annpendable.
$925
or
best.
'
McNutt
at
'Piirdom
Elolsclaw
trailer.
All
e
d3
Thurman McNutt Insur- $2250. 1969 Evenrude GUTTERING by
br. 2 bath house with Call 474-8049.
Sears.
RED
1983
ante,
Yamaha
753-4451
500
or
Outboard
home
25
hp, excellent Sears continuous gut.
16x22 great room. Good
Virago.
753-1580.
ferrin,
adcondition.
$450. Call 436- ters installed for your
neighborhood. Call 753justable sissy bar. 1982 Z-28, black & gold. 2541.
3903.
specifications. Call
luggage rack.. Excellent new tires, louvers. THE ideaJ starter Sears 753-2310
for free
NICE 2 br, year round condition, $1400. Call Make an offer. Call Houseboat. 33 foot Seago- estimate.
Frame home near lake, 759-4146.
759-4582.
ing with large front deck. TNS1ULATI0N blown in
storage building, deep 1968 CADILLAC con- 250 FORD 6 cylinder. 4 cyt. Volvo engine,
air. by Sears. TVA apwell, garden spot. mast ,vertible, extra nice, will Call 437-4945 after 5p.m.
shower, radios, tape proved. Save on those
sell. 113.500. Call 436-5439. trade. Call 753-9872.
'73 GRAND Torino. ps, player, excellent condi- high heating and coolpb. air conditioning, tion. Under $10.000. See at ing bills. Call Seangood shape. $650. Also. Town & Country Marina 753-2310 for free
71 Mercury. $375. Call or 618-524-2533
estimate.
753-8565.
'74 CAMARO.. two tone
END OF SEASON SALE
blue, 6 cylinder engine.
New Rangers, Century & Nitrow boats
$1500. Call 753-7752.
still in stock.
'77 CHEVY Impala 4
dr.. gll power, nice. Call
"The Price is right."
437-4787 after 5p.m.
Also, used 1982 Ebbtide Montego I/O &
VERY nice little 1981
Sunday, Sept. 15, 1985 from
1975 Century Trident I/O.
Mercury Zepher 4-door
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Sedan.
Under
wholesale
Hwy. 68 at Jonathan Creek
at $2200. Call 753-4530.
Sell. or expose your car, truck, camping or
On Ky. Lake
'82 DATSUN 200SX
utility trailer -groin truck, or boat to buyers
hatchback. sunroof. 5
in person for only $15:00 per item. Buyers
speed, air, AM -FM
stereo, all power. $4600.
and sellers can meet and make their own
Call 753-3722.
deal all day Sunday. Held on the lot of Hale
OR TRADE. 1984
Auction Co. located 1 34 mi. East of. the
Camaro,
Z-28,
charcoal
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
metallic, tops, loaded.
Ramada Inn on Highway 6.2 E. in Sikeston,
Gold
Silver
Call 753-7307 after 4 pm.
Mo. 314-471-7605.
Closed
Closed
50.
Used
We
Trucks
.welcome you as a buyer, seller, or
Yesterday 320 50
Yesterday
6 07
visitor. No charge.for general admission.
Opened
1975 DATSUN longbed
Opened
pickup, new motor. Call
Today
321 50
Today
6.06
437-4437.
Up
1.00
Down
.01
1976 DODGE pickup.
Compliments of:
Call 435-4121 after 6p.m.
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071

FOR SALE

Bank
Repossession

SPORTSMAN'S BOAT WORKS

Car Pickup And Trailer
Flea Market

753 7113
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10-6 Daily. Closed Sunday

Hopkins insurance Agency

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today
Call
408 So. 12th
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murray, Ky.
(502)753-6202
42071

KEEP ALL DIRT,
ASHES AND SMOKE
‘-%
OUTSIDE
SURE-FLAME
WITH A
TA&CDO
But ns wood Or

coal efficiently
Larger heating
Capacity saves
you money

• 14C17,4,7•ClencV reio heal loss
with Margioss insolonon and

• WON frIONMOStOACON104$ 0101'
and biome, - 104 more even
ponionsted pointed weatner
neot distribution and comtori
cover
coned
• tetra copooty 700 to PIOOCIM • Cotry?oct vet wads mesa
Plower wife, unique bon*
pions Efficient toi oil Noes or
WSW,tor 100000 150000
humus motive hones drops
512 ouipui
ond nog &ad/ oorns

Ozark Log Homes
& Stove Shoppe
121 Bypass
753-6774

53

Services Offered

BAILEY'S
FARM LUMBER
SUPPLY
Has tobacco
sticks $ 18.00
per hundred.
Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.
7594099
DENNrs

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday
September 14, 1985

1 P.M.
Kentucky Lake Home
on Blood River
Location: 10 miles southeast of Murray, Kentucky, just off Highway 280
at Panorama Shores. From Murray
take Highway 94 east 3 miles and
turn right on Highway 280 and go to
Bonner's Grocery. Turn left just past
BonnEy's Grocery into Panorama
Shorets and follow auction arrows to
sale site.
This nine year old 1800 square foot
brick veneer home has a living room with
fireplace and dining area, three
bedrooms, large eat-in kitchen or kitchen/family room combination, two car
garage, 12' x 16' deck and patio and
storage area. It is fully carpeted with
paneled walls and wallpaper and as a
built-in dishwasher, refrigerator, stove,
microwave, stereo and speakers.
It is situated on a large shaded lot with
a beautiful view of Blood River Bay on
Kentucky Lake. This ideally located home
is well suited for a permanent year round
home or as a vaction home.
Seldom is this type property offered
where you set the price. This home will
definitely sell to the highest bidder
regardless of price.
Terms: 20°. down day of sale with balance
on delivery of deed within 30 days
Owner: Penny Fisher

C.W. SHELTON
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
1E11 Paris Road Nlayfi•Id. Ky. 42066
Phone 13021247-1385
C.W. Sleeltea, Avetlemater

NVIMO

•
•.
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53. Services Offered
LICENSED 'Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition. gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
MITCHELL Paving.
Sealing inriping. repair
& complete asphalt
installation. All jobs,
karge k 'small. Call
753-1537.
MOWING, hauling,
trees and bushes pruned
or removed. Reasonable rates, good references. Call Jerry at
759-9661.

McClure const ru c t i on , roofing
painting, plumbing, inAluminum
terior or exterior
Service Co.
Phone ,502-382-2689, lIt
Aluminum and vinyl
1. Sedalia.
siding. Custom trim
PENCE sales at Sears
work. References.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
Call Will Ed Bailey,
your needs. •
733-0689
CENERAL
sF.W
INC,
machine repREPAIR. 15 years experience.. Carpentry, air, all makes and
concrete-, plumbing. models. Residential &
roofing, siding. NO JOB individual work.
TO SMALL. Free es- Guarantee. R. Wblif
timates. Days 753-6973, 436-5560 Murray, Ky.
STUMP, REMOVAL
nights 474-2276
SERVICE
Mechanically removed
10 inches below the
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn:
Larry Wood 753-0211

HOME

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
759-1983

NEED wofk on your
trees? Topping. pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
ROVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care
.753-0338.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing. fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868.
PAINTING = Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential. Free es-.
timates. References. 25
years experience.
Tremon Farris 759-1987
ROOFING. Plumbing,
Concrete work. Additions, Painting.
General Carpentry.
P.A. Molony Co
753.8628 . Free
Estimates.

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
*FREE ESTIMATES a
GENERAL maintenance, roofing, 4ainting
etc. 20 yrs. experience..
Free estimates: Call
474-2330.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Industrial.
home and bag • closing
machines
40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Steila. Ky.

BANKRUPTCIES -FORECLOSURES
CLOSEOUTS-TRADEINS
AUCTION!
Saturday, September 14th 10:00 a.m.
Location: B & w Equipment - Co.. 5 miles of
Dover, 25 miles of Clarksville, Tn.
Industrial Equipment: hi 30-B Frani lid Loader 356 Masse.
Loader 41:1, . • Crawler w,6 way blade 1010 John Dee,
Crawler
Logging Equipment: Tirnberiock log skidder model 380
Trucks: 77 Ford 750 Ford selling a. Ti 30. 2 Ton 65 moz.
,
wiho.st good old wood truck
Troctors:XT190 AC 2350 JD less thoe 500 l'es 165 vf
La A 8N Fords 430 Case 620 1 D 830 John Deere Cub
.er, good 20 noc'ors eupected._

53

Services Offered
Wedding
Photography

753.8298
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN ST., SUITE B
1 North 3rd Entrance
J L McKnight
Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer' of standing
timber. Call 753-7528JOINER S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also.
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING_ For all
your carpet Sr upholst•ary cleaning. For a free._
estimate call 753-5827
Satisfied references

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service
Install new septic
systems,'repair on
old systems. 30
yrs. experience.
Licensed by State
Health
Dept.
753-9224.
TIDWELL .- Remodeling Service. 106 S. 10th,
753-9626.
TREES trimmed or
removed. Also. yard
work-. Experienced
Free estimates. Call
436-2690
IMET BASEMENT? 1re
make wet basements
dry. WI" Completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2. Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-4424026.

53. Services Offered
BRING your mowers
(riding & push), tillers.
chain saws, small engines and welding to
Moody's Repair for
their tune up and overhaul. Cherry Corner
Road, 753-5668. Pickup
& delivery. Work
Guaranteed.
TRWEATT'S Alternar, Gehbrator & Starter
Service (rebuilt & repaired4. Rt. .19„L 'Alma,
Ky. 42020, shop 502(7538742
Metal Roofing
& Siding
Factory direct First wattty painted $43.00 per
square Galvanized 133.00
per squats Full 36"
coverage- Pay only for
what you get 5V metal in
standard lengths at
$26.95 per square
Wood's Farm Center
502-965-3176 Marion
Kentucky Free Delivery 25
squares and up
WILL do bush hogging
Call 753-8590.
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
Cali Roger . Hudsbn,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Woodworks by
Cabin Creek
Handcrafted Furniture
1. Accessories - Repairs
& Refinishing. Coll
753.0079 or 759 9654
55 Feed and Seed
FESCUE certified Johnstone, low endophyte
super grass. Limited
supply. Broadbent -Seed
Co. Cadiz Ky. 235-5182.

0Erunrs
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•

(101S1
.'li VI ANS

SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
9UNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
COMPETITIVE PRICES Deep By & Sera Our Displey

I )(Pt filf A.14 f

• 1212 Main
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
.0•
•
•
•9,it is•••e•••
•
•9•

AUCTION HOUSE

CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
Every Saturday Night 6:30
We sell your merchandise Items accepted every
day of week except Sunday.
mile from Mayfield
City Limits on 45 North. Big blue building on hill
on left.
Items Already Consigned to Sell This Week: Gay

formilluiPment:Alllyb,es d'a plows c6lti.arors. blades, mono,
spreader lots and lo,s of other items

Restaurant Closeout Equips: 3 Comportment sto,eiess ,,e,
coke bok stainless re' oie case gas sto..e & hood
Lots of Hardware stens soli out: Al: hardware rela•ea .'e^
Lover mower 'rode r's
Consigemen's welcome
-sing of selling your fimber col, us Aug 6 we sc,d 1 13 acres :•
',mter onl), ior S81 500 Sell
mber
BOGARD REALTY & AUCTION CO.
Firm Li,. 45
•-1515sahr, IN 615 232 5150
Clarksville TN 615-445•7755
Announcement cloy of sale will Nan precedenc• over prmi•d
mottirr
•uctione•, Cd Bogie Bogard

Estate Auction

Kentucky Central Insurance Companiet
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354-6569

THURSDAV. SEPTEMBER 12. 1885

Saturday, Sept. 14, 10 a.m. at the late
Lilburn Paschall old farm home. About 5
miles southwest of Murray, Ky. 1 t/2 miles
east of South Pleasant Grove Church
From Murray take Hwy. 94 West to
Wiswell Crossing. Take 783 south to
church. Left at sign. From Hazel State Line
Road to Crossland, north to church, right
at sign.
Old house piled full of choice old antiques,
also nice 12x60 mobile home and furnishing.
Furnishing sells separate. Also will sell for
another party, a like new 1981 14x50 mobile
home. Trailers sell at 12 noon. Terms announced at time of sale. Will sell separately nice stove and refrig.. Washer and dryer,
nice chest type freezer. 1 vr. old 24,000
B.T.U. air conditioner, dinette set, living
room suite, coffee and end tables, lamps.
pictures, linens, cooking utensils, good
glass and china, some depression, china
bowl and pitcher,8 Day Seth Thomas mantle clock, Seth Thomas weight clock.
Alladin and Kerosene lamps, lots of
trinkets, nice old quilts, 2 glass door china
cabinet, pie safes, tin door pie safe, old kitchen cabinet. 6 antique beds, high head
boards, roll foot boards, oak dressers, spool
leg center table, straight cane bottom
chairs, nice old rockers. 2 trunks; primitive
hand made tables, wicker basket, split
hickory egg basket. over 100 yr. old hand
made cradle, oblong dough tray, coffee
mill, advertiser boxes, shoe last, large lot
of stone jugs, stone crocks, old books.
papers, cast iron wash kettle, tea kettle,
bean pot, irons, skillets, lots more, round
wood tub, hand operated washing machine,
dinner bell. Could not list all the goodies.
This is a good one. For more info on mobile
homes call the number below. For your auction needs call

Otto Chester's
Auction Service

AUCTION HOUSE
Hwy 45 North
Mayfield. Ky.
Dwain Kennemore. Night Phone 376-5586
,
.
•Ve Se Anytt's r
Se lt
•

Greg's Vinyl Tops
Got an old top that looks ragged? Or
want to spruce up that car that doesn't
have a vinyl top? Let us help you get your
car in top shape.

FREE ESTIMATES
Call Greg Williams
753-9841
Located on Center Drive Just Off 641 N.
behind Boston Tea Party

Public Auction
Sat. Sept 14th, 1985 at 10 a.m at the Murray Livestock
& Trailer Sales, approx 3 miles from Murray, Ky on Highway
94 East. Will he selling a large lot of surplus items, hand and shop
tools.
Like new 5 h.p. twin cylinder upright tank air compressor, heavy
duty floor jack, cherry picker, shop jack, large squirrel cage fans,
2-L type gas tanks, other small gas tanks. 10 fire extinguishers,
squirrel cage heater, elect. heaters, air compressors, hydraulic tail
gate, large truck hoist, one ton truck hoist, 1957-one ton G.M.C.
truck with metal sides, folding garage door - 300 lb. sand blasting
pot - 55 gal. drum with pump - Coleman furnace - 60 AMP service
pole - display racks - aluminum- windows - room dividers - wall
shelving - glass shelving - doors and casing - odd tables- fan belts
- power take off parts & shafts- nuts, bolts, screws. parts & pieces
- assortment of nails - combine chain'and blade guards - 65-20" new
disc blades - 18 new chisel plow blades - 37 new 22" scallop disc
blades - 10 new 20" scallop blades, copper water line - electric
motors- roll out glass windows - folding seats - school desk - 5 or
6 office desk & chairs - cash register- shop tools - hand tools - used
carpet- 12' wood stove made out of a large pipeline gas pipe - rotary
tiller, push mower. Many other items not listed. Auction held rain
or shine. Not responsible for accidents. For more information and
your auction needs phone 435-4144.

502-435-4128
Lynn Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. No. 1-281
Terry Paschall-Auctioneer
Darrell Beane-App. Auctioneer

"My Services Costs You Less And Pays You
Big In The End. Not Responsible For Accidents. Everything Sold 1S'here Is, As Is."

"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"
Auctioneer s Note At the end of the auction a new 4s6 tilt trailer will t•pe given
away to some lucky person You have to be present to win
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By Lee Siegel
AP Writer
It's not just nasty
germs that run amok in
the 20th Century Fox
film, "Warning Sign";
the scriptwriters also
lose control, turning
what could have been a
thrilling plot into a real
hoot.
The film opens with
promise. Dr. Nielsen
(Richard Dysart) is
working with. baCterialaden teat tubes inside a
laboratory at BioTek
Agronomics, purportedly _an agricultural
biotechnology firm.
He inadvertently
drops one of the tubes
and someone steps on it.
Biohazard warning
signs and alarms start
flashing and buzzing,
and huge, metal doors
slam shut, sealing the
lab from the outside
world and trapping
most •of the employees
inside.

It soon becomes ap- scientists turned into
parent that BioTek isn't ax-wielding, bacteria.
developing bigger and encrusted zombies.
better crops, but is acThe decontamination
tually a secret germ team punches a big, fat
warfare laboratory. The hole in the laboratory
unleashed bacteria turn wall to gel inside, apthe trapped lab workers parently oblivious to the
into psychotic killers, possibility that the naswith the exception of ty bugs could get out
spunky ssecurity guard and contaminate the
Joanie Morse (Kathleen world. Some deconQuinlan). who forSome tamination team.
reason is immune.
But even this wouldHer hubby, local be thriller has a sense of
sheriff Cal Morse 4 Sam humor. At one point,
Waterston). waits out- renegade scientist -Dan
side with a crowd of Fairchild (Jeffrey de
relatives of other lab Munn) urges Morse to
workers. A government sneak into the lab with
decontamination team him to retrieve—some
led by Maj. Connolly bacteria-killing antitox(Yaphet Kato) rushes in. Morse balks because
to the BioTek building.
he hates bacteria.
From there the plot
"It's different for
becomes totally absurd you," he tells Fairchild.
and needlessly violent. "Germs are your job."
What could have been a
Waterston apparently
serious examination of was desperate for work
biotechnology hazards after his Academy
instead becomes a Award-nominated perbloodfest, complete with formance in "The Kill-

COWlrozococi.

tog Fields."
Once inside and
reunited with his wife,
Morse works with Fairchild to determine why
Joanie Morse is immune
and find a cure for the
bacteria in record time
before they too become
zombies.
Just before the
bacteria render FairChild unconscious, he
figures out Joanie
Morte is immune
because she's pregnant,
and her hormones ward
off the infection. Before
passing out, he types the
formula for a cure on a
computer screen: one
part pregnancy factor,
two parts antitoxin and
one-half part Thorazine,
a tranquilizer.
"It knocks him (Fairchild) out so the other
drugs can go to work,"
explains Morse.
Later, Joanie Morse
makes a comment about
the situation that ap-

plies to the -moVie as
"How could
anyone allow this to
i
happen?"
T
real warning sign
should be posted for
potential.audiences.
"Warning Sign" is
rated R, presumably for
excessive blood and
guts.
.10

Motion Picture
Association of America
rating definitions:
G — General au-

Fashions For Fall
Style Show

Chevette
Citation

S. 12th
Murray
502-753-2617

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-8

iWIi

\\

\!I I

ica

Cot tonelle

We Accept
Food Stamps

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

1407 West Main
753-4682

Chevy Cargo &
Conversion Vans

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet

Sept. 16th 7:00 p.m.
Playhouse in the Park

Cel•Islollo1•1411211FIZelle D F

•
•0.
•
• •-•

7.7

CORN-AUSTIN

.1V.43

/ gvigtvarztal
0/
N,‘ PEPSI, MT. DEW, 41111111k
7 UP, DR. PEPPER PEPsi
DIET PEPSI, DIE
7 UP, DIET DR.
PEPPER

diences. All ages
X — No one under 17 may have higher age
admitted. Some states restrictions.
admitted.
PG — Parental
guidance suggested
Some material may not
be suitable for children
A.P.R.
PG -13 — Special
guidance
parental
V Financing
strongly suggested for
children under 13. Some
material may .be inapCaprice
propriate for young
C/K 10/30
children.
(Pickups
Chassis
Cavalier
R — Restricted
Cab & Crew Cab)
Celebrity
tinder 17 requires acAstro Cargo &
companying parent or
Impala
Conversion Vans
adult guardian.

Prices Good
09-12-85 Thru
09-18-85

11 ////>„
Ai
Hyde Park
Grade A Lg

TOILET
TISSUE

A

EGGS
Limit 2

'
,
id
7-0

4

Sunflower Self Rising

4 Roll Pk

2 Liter Limit 2

‘
‘/
•*-1°if/
I
Sea/test All Flavors

Doz.49

With $s 1000;
7if.-"ore :
l irnit 1
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco/
,
Products & Drinks
1r•IF
On Special

ICE CREAM
WHOLE MILK

#",/

Both With s30 00 Or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding 0.-nry & Tobacco
, Products & Drinks
On Special

2
29
Gal $

Hyde Park

Gal

Robert

Prairie Farm

LIGHT MILK

Gal

'Hormel Beef

15 Oz

Prego Spaghetti

48 Oz

Joy Dishwashing
80z 4/
$1

LIQUID

22 Oz

99°

99° VANILLA WAFERS,20,59° CAKE MIX 8oz 3/$10°
89°
POTATO
CHIPS
2/79°
CORN
69°
99° CRACKERS 89°
$169 FLOUR
BROWNIES
$179
$169
Lays Ruffle

Pride of Illinois Cream Style

17 Oz

Sunflower Plain or Self Rising

Nabisco Saltine

Lb

Box

Betty Crocker Frosted

Oz

U.S Choice
Boneless

Emge Shank
Fully Cooked
17 Oz $ 1 79

Lucks Great

NORTHERN BEANS

'
2/89
79°

HAM

POTATOES

5v. Oz

Wide

PRODUCE
("olden Alpe

89
Lb
Butt
Lb '1"

FRYER

$ 1 29

69°

Lb

DELI

MEAT

Owens Best
Sliced

SLAB
BACON
$1 19
Lb

3 4 Lb Pky

+pick.

Extra Lean

Owens Best Deli Peppered
L

itibss Goldy
Cot Up

CHUCK
ROAST

/5 Oz.

Betty Crocker Scalloped

29° BEEF

$429
Lb

Owen s Best Deli

ONIONS

OIL

2 c

15

BATHROOM CLEANER

Hit 1•." elf(

Wesson

Jiffy

Tough Act

BANANAS

All Three With $45.00
Or More Additional
Purchase Excluding Dairyi
& Tobacco Products &
Drinks On Special

5 Lb

320z.

Double 0 Pink

SALMON

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
7 UP, DIET 7 UP,
DR. PEPPER 8 Pk. 16

7'. Oz

TAMALES
SAUCE

f.

TOMATO SAUCE
$ 1 99

Flav-O-Rich 1%

MEAL

GROUND CHUCK ,t) $ 59
S Choice Boneless

69° CORNED BEEF, $429 CHUCK STEAK
$219 STEAK
CHEESE
1

$

I

59

Ernye American

U. S Choice Boneless Shoulder

--

-

CAULIFLOWER

$

19

99°

CHICKEN

$389
Whole Chicken

CARROTS

69

Fields 1 Lb Wieners or

$ 149

ORIGINALS

Eckrich All Meat

BOLOGNA
1 Lb Cello

$

Owen s Best 9 Pcs Fried

? Lb Bay Red or Yellow

DELICIOUS APPLES

1

$

89

U S Choice Boneless Top

Owens Best BBO

$329

BEEF

SIRLOIN

11
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